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Dear Teacher,

You perhaps agree that engaging the learner in many different, meaningful tasks in which they 
can use the target language is important for effective language learning and can keep learners 
motivated. You also may have experienced that, even if you use a coursebook targeted at the age-
group, needs and interests of your learners, it is very refreshing and inspiring for students to be 
engaged in extra activities. At the same time, it is very important that these supplementary tasks 
are focused on the same language aims as the ones in your main course material. And I’m sure you 
have experienced how time-consuming it is to find or produce suitable extra tasks that complement 
your main course usefully and are appropriate for your learners. With this Bloggers 2 Teacher’s 
Resource Book, we would like to help you with this work.

We offer classroom activities that can be used alongside the main course material in Bloggers 2, but 
these activities can also be used with other elementary courses. 

 • Typically, the activities in this book have both a clear language aim and a communicative purpose. 
They have a well-defined communicative outcome for which the learner will need to use a 
structure or vocabulary set that is the focus of a given unit in the main coursebook. 

 • Besides language skills, these activities build on learners’ other skills and engage them in many 
different ways. Learners can use all their senses, problem-solving and thinking skills, creativity, co-
operation, movement, research and computer skills.

The book is structured with the busy teacher in mind. 

 • The activities are grouped into units that correspond to the units of the coursebook. Within each 
unit, the activities are in order, parallel with the coursebook.

 • Each activity is clearly signposted, showing the coursebook or workbook task we suggest using 
the activity with, the focus of the activity and any materials needed. 

 • The activity procedures are explained clearly so that you can follow them in class. 

 • Further ideas are given as to how to extend the activities to exploit them fully, as well as how to 
adapt them to different learning needs and language aims. 

 • Photocopiable materials to be used alongside the activities are also provided.

 • At the end of the book, you can find tests, assessment guidelines and assessment forms. 

We hope that in this book, you will find some useful and enjoyable tasks for every group you teach.

Happy teaching!

Judit Fehér
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LECKE, 
ÓRASZÁM TÉMA, SZÓKINCS NYELVTAN KÉSZSÉGFEJLESZTÉS, FUNKCIÓK

1. óra Év eleji szervezés

1. lecke

„People  
around us”

2-13. óra

Külső tulajdonságok, 
személyleírás

Személyes adatok, online 
regisztráció
A legfiatalabb professzor

Egyszerű múlt, egyszerű és 
folyamatos jelen ismétlése
Have/has ismétlése
Kérdésszerkesztés

Beszéd: Új diákok, tanárok az új évben
Hallásértés: Személyleírás, személy azonosítása
Olvasás: Blogbejegyzés – nyári élmények
Írás: Blogbejegyzés – nyári élmények
Hallásértés, beszéd: online regisztráció (párbeszéd)
Olvasás: A világ legfiatalabb professzora
Beszéd: Életünk eddigi eseményei (irányított 
párbeszéd)

2. lecke

„Our place”

14-25. óra

Város, mi található a városban
Útbaigazítás gyalogosan
A mozgássérültek nehézségei a 
közlekedésben
Összefogás az iskolaépület 
megvédéséért

Városi közlekedés 
tömegközlekedési eszközzel
A hivatalos levél formai 
sajátosságai

Pécs, Liverpool kulturális 
fővárosok

do, can, is segédigék ismétlése

can, can’t képesség, lehetőség 
kif.

there is, there was, there will 
be szerkezet

Kérdésszerkesztés

Hallásértés: Útbaigazítás gyalogosan
Beszéd: Útbaigazítás párbeszéd
Olvasás: A város egy mozgássérült szemszögéből 
nézve
Írás: környék leírása, múlt és jelen összehasonlítása
Olvasás: Petíció az iskolaépület megmentéséért
Hallásértés: Városi közlekedés
Beszéd: Útbaigazítás tömegközlekedéssel
Olvasás: Hivatalos levél az önkormányzattól
Írás: Hivatalos válaszlevél
Írás: Egy város bemutatása

26-28. óra 1-2. lecke összefoglalása, 1. témazáró dolgozat

3. lecke

„Feeling ill, 
feeling well”

29-40. oldal

Panaszok, tünetek

Orvosi tanács kérése
Egyetértés, ellenvélemény
Orvosnál: vizsgálat, gyógymódok
Érzékelést kifejező igék: sound, 
taste, feel, look, smell
Semmelweis Ignác
Kézmosás (mikor, hogyan)

Felajánlás: I’ll ..., Shall I ...?
Going to és will jövő idő
should

Hallásértés: Panaszok és segítség felajánlása
Beszéd: Panaszkodás, segítség felajánlása párb.
Olvasás: Tanács kérése újságban, orvosi tanácsok
Írás: Tanács kérése és adása
Beszéd: Tanács kérése és tanácsadás
Hallásértés: Orvosnál – panasz, vizsgálat
Beszéd: Orvosnál – panasz, vizsgálat (szituáció)
Írás: email barátnak – mf
Olvasás: Semmelweis, az anyák megmentője 
(képregény)

4. lecke

„Our blue 
planet”

41-52. óra

Időjárás, időjárás-előrejelzés

Környezetvédelem, mit tehetünk 
mi
Szelektív hulladékgyűjtés az 
iskolában, javaslat, egyetértés, 
elutasítás, bizonytalanság

Természeti katasztrófák

Egyszerű és folyamatos jelen
Will és going to időjárással 
kapcsolatosan
I. feltételes mód

Hallásértés: időjárás (kép-szöveg párosítás)
Beszéd: Beszélgetés az időjárásról, megfelelő 
programokról
Írás: Blogbejegyzés egy környezeti problémáról és 
megoldásáról
Hallásértés: Szelektív hulladékgyűjtés az iskolában 
(ötletbörze)
Írás: környezetvédelem az iskolában: javaslatok 
(csoportmunka)
Hallásértés: Természeti katasztrófák, túlélés (mf)
Olvasás: Iskoláslány, aki több mint száz embert 
mentett meg a cunamiban (esemény leírása)

53-55. óra 3-4. lecke összefoglalása, 2. témazáró dolgozat

Bloggers 2
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Javasolt tanmenet heti 3 órára
LECKE, 
ÓRASZÁM TÉMA, SZÓKINCS NYELVTAN KÉSZSÉGFEJLESZTÉS, FUNKCIÓK

5. lecke 

„Shop till 
you drop”

56-67. óra

Árucikkek, boltok
Üzletben, postán

Online vásárlás előnyei, hátrányai
Egy tinédzser milliomos

Igék to-val és ing-es alakkal
Kérések, műveltetés (want, 
would like, ask, get somebody 
to do something)
Közvetett és közvetlen tárgy

Hallásértés: Vásárlási ötletek (párbeszéd)
Olvasás: Hogyan próbálnak az üzletek minél több 
pénzt kiszedni a vásárlókból
Írás: Saját vélemény, tapasztalat vásárlásról
Hallásértés: Üzletben – vásárlás, reklamáció, 
postán csomagfeladás
Beszéd: vásárlás, panasz
Olvasás, beszéd: Online vásárlás előnyei, hátrányai 
(érvelés – mf)
Olvasás: Egy fiatal üzletember (igaz, hamis 
állítások)

6. lecke

„Are you 
safe?”

68-79. óra

Bűncselekmények
Vicces történet
Online biztonság, veszélyek és 
elkerülésük, tanácsadás

Utca, közlekedési baleset
Tűz, mit kell tenni tűz esetén

Tinédzser életmentők

Folyamatos múlt
Folyamatos és egyszerű múlt

Kérdésszerkesztés

Olvasás: Chuck Norris és a rablók (képes történet)
Beszéd: Történet elmesélése
Olvasás: Az internetes ismerkedés veszélyei, 
hogyan kerüljük el őket
Írás: Tanácsadás, személyes tapasztalatok az 
internetes ismerkedésről
Olvasás: Közlekedési baleset (újságcikkek)
Hallásértés: Rendőrségi tanúmeghallgatás, 
beszámoló eseményről
Beszéd: Rendőrségi tanúvallomás
Hallgatás: Egy tűzoltó tanácsai
Olvasás: Tinédzser életmentők (történet)
Beszéd: Tűzesetről való beszámoló 

80-82. óra 5-6. lecke összefoglalása, 3. témazáró dolgozat

7. lecke 

„Dating”

83-94. óra

Ismerkedés fiúk és lányok között
Facebook barátok
Randevú

Randevúzási szokások különböző 
országokban

Vonatkozó névmások
(who, that, which, whose, 
where)
should, shouldn’t

engedély: should, must, can, 
be allowed to

Beszéd: Hol ismerkedhetnek a fiatalok, miről 
beszélgethetnek
Hallásértés: Ismerkedés, udvarias kifejezések
Beszéd: Ismerkedés: Szituáció
Beszéd: Milyen az ideális barát/barátnő?
Hallásértés: Találkozó megbeszélése
Beszéd, írás: Tanácsadás randevúval kapcsolatban
Írás: Rövid internetes üzenet egymásnak
Olvasás: SMS nyelv
Hallásértés és beszéd: közlekedés, jegyvásárlás, 
biztonsági ellenőrzés, diszkóban
Írás: SMS írása szülőknek
Olvasás: különböző országok randevúzási szokásai 
(hiányzó mondatok beillesztése)
Írás: Tanácsadás együttjárással kapcsolatban

8. lecke

„Breaking 
from the 
routine”

95-106. óra

Extrém sportok, előkészületek

Magyarország  nevezetességei
Kempingezés, szabályok

Vitorlázás

Present Perfect
Have you ever ...?, already, 
yet, just
Would like
Present Perfect és Past Simple
Kérdésszerkesztés

Hallásértés: Extrém sportok
Beszéd: Személyes tapasztalatok extrém sportokról
Olvasás: Tanácskérő levél utazásról
Olvasás: Útinapló
Olvasás: Kemping használati szabályai, 
tarifatáblázat
Írás: Helyfoglalás e-mailben
Hallásértés: Megérkezés a kempingbe
Olvasás: A legfiatalabb ember, aki körbevitorlázta 
a Földet
Olvasás, írás: Internetes keresés és beszámoló 
fiatal vitorlázókról

107-109. óra 7-8. lecke összefoglalása, 4. témazáró dolgozat

110-111. Év végi ismétlés
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Unit 1 Activities
ABC names  Section 1 

Where to use? On the very first lesson of the course 
Focus  Learning names and getting to know each other

1.  Ask Ss to line up in alphabetical order according to the first letter of their first name/nickname, then put them 
in groups with the same first letter. If there are Ss alone, put them in mixed groups of letters close to each 
other in the alphabet. Also put together with another letter Ss whose names begin with an “awkward letter” 
(e.g. Z, V, Y, X  or J) so they would find it hard to think of more than one or two words with that letter.

2.  Ask Ss to write down words in English starting with their group’s letter(s). The words should be things 
that they find important, or characteristic of themselves. E.g. Csilla and Csaba in the same group may 
write down “chatting, cool, clean, chemistry” etc.

3.  Ask Ss to introduce their group with the names and characteristic words. 

4.  Follow-on activity: Someone silently says the English ABC. Another S says when to stop, and gets the 
letter from the ABC person. Then in half a minute, the class puts down as many names starting with that 
letter and the characteristic words as they can remember.

Adaptation If Ss cannot move around the class, get them to stand up letter by letter. Ask them 
to say their names with a characteristic word that starts with the same letter as 
their names. Ask them to explain their choice of word.

Circle talk

Where to use? On the very first lesson of the course
Focus  Getting Ss to talk about their summer holidays

1.  Put Ss into two groups, As and Bs. Ask them to form two circles: As make an inner circle, and Bs make 
an outer circle. Ss in the two circles face each other and pair up with each A facing a B student.

2.  Tell your Ss that As and Bs will take turns in being listeners and speakers and that they will move in the 
circle to have a new partner. They move after being a listener. They stay after being a speaker. When it is 
their turn to move, they always move to the right.

3.  Write a topic on the board for As to talk about for a minute regarding their summer. Bs listen carefully as 
they will need to remember what they’ve heard.

4.  Bs move to their right and for half a minute, they tell their new partner about A. 

5.  Give Bs a different topic to talk about in one minute to their new partner (A). 

6.  Now As move to the right and tell their new partner about B. 

7.  Go on like this. Everyone should be a listener and a speaker at least twice. 

8.  Round up by asking students about any interesting findings.

Possible Topics: 
A: Something you did last summer and enjoyed.
B: A place you went to last summer and why you liked it there.
A: Someone you met last summer and why you liked them.
B: A good memory from the summer.

Adaptation If it is not possible for Ss to make two concentric circles in your classroom, give 
each S a post-it note with A or B written on it and ask them to wear it. Ask them to 
move to a different partner after being the listener.

Variations Circle talk can be used with many different topics and all sorts of grammatical 
structures. It is a nice exercise format to practise Reported Speech in a personalised 
way. See an example in Bloggers 2 Teacher’s Resource Book, Unit 5.

Acknowledgements I learned this exercise format from Mario Rinvolucri. It is also called “Onion rings”.
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Unit 1

Walk and tell

Where to use? Before starting the new course
Focus  Finding out about Ss’ motivation to learn English, their aims, needs and preferences 

and generating discussion about language learning strategies

1.  Tell Ss that you will ask them to show their opinions about learning English by walking to different parts 
of the classroom first, then talking.

2.  To find out about Ss’ motivation:

 • Point at two opposing walls of your classroom and say that one of them represents  
“I want to speak English well.” and the other represents “I don’t want to speak English well.” You 
may want to write these sentences on two sheets of paper and put them on the two opposing walls 
beforehand.

 • Ask Ss to place themselves between the two walls according to how true these sentences are about 
them. The closer they stand to a sentence, the truer it is about them.

 • Ask Ss near each other to tell each other in small groups why they decided to stand where they did.

 • Next, ask Ss as far as possible from each other to explain their positions in small groups.

 • Ask Ss to put themselves between the two walls again and ask if anyone has changed their position 
and why. Use the opportunity to elicit as many reasons why it is worth learning English as possible.

 • You can repeat the procedure with more specific aims, e.g. “I would like to read blogs in English.”  
“I would like to understand films in English.”, etc.

3. To find out which skill Ss find the most important and to generate discussion about how to improve that 
skill:

 • Point at different corners of your classroom and name the corners “listening”, “speaking”, “reading” 
and “writing”. Ask Ss to walk to the skill that they find the most important and would want to 
practise the most during the course. 

 • Ask Ss to share why they find that particular skill the most important in their corners, then ask them 
to report to the class. Discuss different ways of practising the skills Ss have chosen.

 • If Ss chose one skill predominantly e.g. speaking first, ask them to choose their second most 
important skill, too.

4. To find out about what activity / exercise type Ss find useful for their English and / or what they do to 
improve it:

 • Label two opposing walls: “Agree / Yes” and “Disagree / No”.

 • Call out sentences about different methods you use in your classrooms or intend to use /  
what Ss can do on their own. E.g “I have learnt a lot from gapfills.” “Pairwork is useful.”  
“I read a lot in English.”, etc. And follow the procedures in 2.

Adaptations Getting Ss to show their answers to a question by positioning themselves 
somewhere in the classroom can be used in many different ways with different 
topics for discussions and debates, likes and dislikes, working on vocabulary, 
checking true or false and multiple choice questions, etc. Find two wall sorting 
activities in Bloggers 1 Teacher’s Resource Book on p. 52.

Column dictation

Where to use? Before starting the new course
Focus  Revising topics and some grammar from Bloggers 1

1.  Ask Ss to make a grid like this

True / Agree False / Disagree Not sure
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2.  Dictate sentences, which learners write into columns relevant for them. The sentences should correspond 
with the topic areas you covered with your group during the previous academic year, and use the 
grammatical structures taught. It is also a good idea to make them as personal to your students as 
possible.
Possible sentences to dictate based on Bloggers 1:

 1. I’m 15 years old.
 2. I have at least one sibling.
 3. I usually do my homework first thing in the afternoon.
 4. There aren’t any books in my bedroom.
 5. I would like a hamburger for lunch.
 6. I’m not wearing any socks today.
 7. English is easier than maths.
 8. I didn’t study enough last year.
 9. I’ll study a lot this year.
 10. I’ve never been abroad.

3. Ask Ss to mingle and find someone who is similar to them. They get extra information from each other. 

4. Finally, they share findings with the class.

Which picture? 

Where to use? At the end of Section 1
Focus  Describing what people look like
Materials “Which picture?” worksheets on pp. 12-13

1.  Tell Ss that they will work in pairs. They will help each other to identify four pictures in their task sheets 
and match them to their numbers (1–4). They can only look at each other’s pictures when they have 
identified and numbered them.

2.  Put Ss in pairs, with a S A and a S B, and give them the relevant task sheets. Ask them to read the 
instructions and do the tasks.

3.  As Ss are doing the task, monitor and write some examples of good language you hear on the board. 
Praise your Ss.

Variation If you think your Ss will need to prepare for the task, give them some time in small 
groups of only As and only Bs. Ask them to practise describing the pictures they will 
need to describe to Student B and practise asking questions about the ones they 
will need to identify.

Post-it note true or false  Section 2 

Where to use? After CB ex. p.9/1G
Focus  Asking questions in the Simple Present, Simple Past and Present Continuous
Materials A post-it note for each S, preferably the biggest type available

1.  Give each S a post-it note and ask them to make a grid like this on it:

In the summer In general Around now

Ask them to make the grid as big as possible.

2.  Ask Ss to write a sentence in each column about themselves in clear writing. One of the sentences 
should be false and two of them should be true. They decide which are true. They should not tell anyone 
at any point which of the sentences is false. 

Unit 1
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3.  Tell Ss that they’ll have five minutes to detect as many false sentences as possible. They’ll do it as 
detectives would  with a criminal: by asking lots of questions quickly. When they are asked about their 
sentences, they have to pretend that all of them are true, i.e. they’ll have to “lie” about the false one. 
Give an example of two sentences about yourself, one true and the other false. Get Ss to grill you by 
asking questions quickly and to guess which sentence is true and which is false.

4.  Ask Ss to take paper and pen with them to write down names and the false sentences, and then get 
them to mingle.

5.  As a follow-up, ask Ss how many false sentences they found, and check them with the Ss who wrote 
them.

Variation Instead of mingling, Ss can ask their questions in small groups.
Adaptations This activity can be used with many different structures and topics like sports 

people do, likes / dislikes, things people have done / used to do when they were 
small, etc. 

Select box grouping  Section 3 

Where to use? Before doing CB ex. p. 10/1C
Focus  The language of online registration forms
Materials “Select box grouping” cards on pp. 14-16

1.  Before class, copy and cut up the “Select box grouping” cards. Put them in sets as they come in  
ex. p. 10/1C in the CB.

2.  In class, choose as many cards as there are Ss present and mix them well.

3. Ss get one of the select box options. They mingle and find who they belong to the same select box with 
and sit down together. 

4.  Select box groups guess the heading they may belong to (e.g. gender, employment status, etc.) and then 
check it with the form on p. 10 in the CB.

Extension Keep Ss in the select box groups with their cards. Before doing ex. p.11/1E, get Ss 
to listen to the recording (track 4, AS 1.3), and stand up if they think their options 
have been chosen.

Help a newbie

Where to use? With ex. p.11/1J instead of using the form in the book on p. 10
Focus  The language of online registrations
Equipment A computer for each pair of Ss

1.  Choose some online registration forms that may be of interest to your Ss and ones that ask for a good 
number of things. The following links may be useful:
http://www.student.com/register.php
http://www.teenjobs.com.au/job-alerts.html
https://ssl.wikihow.com/Special:Userlogin?type=signup

2.  Put Ss into pairs A and B. Give As an online registration form to fill in with B’s help as described in  
ex. p.11/1J.

3.  Then give Ss B a different form to fill in with A’s help as described in ex. p.11/1J.

Variation Ss use a registration form from a site they have chosen. 

Unit 1
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Select box hunt 

Where to use? At the end of Section 3
Focus  The language of different select boxes
Equipment A computer for each group of Ss

1.  Give small groups a time limit of about 10 minutes. They need to find and collect the options for as 
many online select boxes as they can. 

2.  They can give each other the options they find in the drop-down menus or a sample of options if the list 
is too long. The class has to give the heading/main category and what kind of site they may come from. 
E.g. Mr / Ms / Dr – title (any site);
  A+ / B+ / AB+ / 0+ / A- / B- / AB-, / 0- / others – blood type (blood donation); 
  GMT / CET / BST / American, New York – Convert from / to (time converter);
  American Dollar / GB Pound / Japanese Yen – Convert from / to (currency converter).

Variations 1. Instead of getting groups to ask the class, you could get their select boxes and put 
them in a task sheet for the class.

 2. Ss find different ways of asking for the same information online.
 e.g. verification code = security code; surname = last name
Extension In groups / pairs, learners decide on a website with a given focus. It can be serious 

e.g. green issues, a sport, music, a hobby etc. OR a mock website e.g. collecting 
toilet paper. They decide what select boxes the registration forms of the website 
could have, apart from the usual ones. The class guesses the headings of the select 
boxes and what the site is about. 

Following Alia  Section 4 

Where to use? After doing all the exercises related to Alia Sabur on pp. 12-13 of the CB
Focus  Authentic listening and reading, research

There are many things on the internet about Alia Sabur. Here is a selection of links with some ideas.

1.  Videos: Jigsaw watching

 • Select three or four videos with Alia at different ages.  E.g.
 Age 14, after getting her college degree
  http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pDLJpy81a8M
 Age 16, studying for her PHD and doing research on laser surgery 
  http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fDgANRe-HrM
 Age 19, after becoming the youngest professor in history 
  http://today.msnbc.msn.com/id/24273418/
  http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9EtPD8WKUpo
 Age 21, finding a solution for the Gulf British Petrol oil spill  
  http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3_sUW1Fzrrs 
  http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Q-KKtpyeCOo

 • Put Ss into groups and give each group one of the videos to watch. You can ask them to watch it on 
their smart phones in class simultaneously or ask them to watch it at home. Ask all the groups the 
same questions, e.g.

  How old is Alia?
  What is happening in her life now? 
  Mark the point in the story in the book where the video would fit.
  Is there anything new you learnt about her? What is it?
  Write down and quote something Alia says. What do you think of it?
 Get groups to discuss the questions.
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 • Make new groups with Ss coming from different previous groups. Ask them to put their videos in 
order and to share anything new they heard about Alia.

2.  Hunt for new information in written texts. 

 • Get your Ss to google Alia Sabur or give them the links you find interesting for your Ss. Here is a 
selection:
http://www.worldrecordsacademy.org/youngest/youngest_college_professor_world_record_set_by_ 
 Alia_Sabur_80218.htm
http://www.aliasabur.com
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Alia_Sabur
http://www.nytimes.com/2003/01/22/nyregion/on-education-reading-at-8-months-that-was-just-the- 
 start.html
http://www.independent.co.uk/news/world/asia/university-appoints-child-prodigy-worlds-youngest- 
 professor-818776.htm
http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/world-us-canada-11000106
http://www.aliasabur.com/resume/Alia%20Sabur%20Resume.pdf
http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/world-us-canada-11000106

 • Get Ss to work in small groups and find as much new information as they can with a time limit you 
set, e.g. 10 minutes. This also could be done as homework.

3. Find the mistakes

 • Find factual mistakes in materials about Alia on the Internet. Here is a selection:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YbXmUevDRQM
Please note that most of the mistakes here are intentional jokes.
 The interviewer says that Alia broke a 5,000-year record when she became a university professor.  
 In fact she broke a 300 year record.
 He mispronounced her name (He got it “mostly right.”)
 South Korea is not in Canada.
 He says that girls can’t do maths.
 Judy Blume hasn’t written a book called The Teenage Grandmother.
http://myarticle-article.blogspot.hu/2012/08/alia-sabur-biography-worlds-youngest.html
 The article refers to her as HE / HIS all the way through.
http://www.usasciencefestival.org/schoolprograms/2014-role-models-in-science-engineering/446- 
 alia.html
 Her (Iranian) name is misspelt twice.

 • Put Ss in small groups. Give Ss the number of factual mistakes you found altogether (e.g. 7) and the 
links to the sites where you found them. Tell them to make a list of the mistakes they have found. The 
group that finds all the mistakes first is the winner. If no group can find them all, the winner is the 
group with the most found within the time limit of 10 minutes.
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Which picture?   Worksheet A 

1. Describe the girls in the pictures to your partner. Your partner’s aim is to choose the right pictures for 
each number (1 to 4) out of five pictures they have. Make sure your partner knows which picture you 
are describing so say “Number one / two”, etc. Your partner may ask you questions, too. Only show your 
pictures to each other when your partner thinks they could match all of them.

2. Your partner will describe the boys in their pictures. Listen to them and decide which boy below they are 
describing. You can also ask questions. Your aim is to choose the right four pictures and match them to 
the numbers (1–4) they have in your partner’s tasksheet. 

ë	Use the number of the picture you are looking for.  
E.g. Number 1: What does he look like? Number 3: Is he stocky? Etc.

Only show your pictures to each other when you think you have matched all of them.

1.

2.

3.

4.

Printable material

1.

A B

D

C

E

2.

3.

4.
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Which picture?   Worksheet B 

1. Your partner will describe the girls in their pictures. Listen to them and decide which girl below they are 
describing. You can also ask questions. Your aim is to choose the right four pictures and match them to 
the numbers (1–4) they have in your partner’s tasksheet. 

ë	Use the number of the picture you are looking for.  
E.g. Number 1: What does she look like? Number 3: Is she plump? Etc.

Only show your pictures to each other when you think you have matched all of them.

1.

2.

3.

4.

2. Describe the boys in the pictures to your partner. Your partner’s aim is to choose the right pictures for 
each number (1 to 4). Make sure your partner knows which picture you are describing. Your partner 
may ask you questions, too. Only show your pictures to each other when your partner thinks they could 
match all of them.

Unit 1Printable material
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A C

2.

B

ED
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Select box grouping   Cards 

above 65
between 36  

and 65

below 18
between 18 and 

35

German Hungarian

English French

1949 1950

Printable materialUnit 1
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PhD 1948

secondary
college/

university

female
below 

secondary

pensioner male

full-time part-time

Unit 1Printable material
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3rd student

1st 2nd

married divorced

March single

January February

Printable materialUnit 1
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Unit 2 Activities
Guess the place card game   Section 1 

Where to use? After WB ex. p14/1
Focus  Can you ...? questions and locations, buildings in a city
Materials A set of “Guess the place” cards on p. 24 for every three or four Ss, a dice for each 

group of three or four Ss

1. Ask Ss what else they can do in the places in WB ex. p14/1. Then ask them to say other places in a city 
and list what they can do there. Prompt places that appear in the card game but not in the exercise 
(disco, museum, bus station, bus stop).

2. Put Ss in small groups of three or four and give them a set of cards and a dice. Explain the rules and / or 
print them out for each group:

 • Shuffle the cards and put them face down in a pile. Roll the dice to decide who starts. The person 
who throws the highest number starts. 

 • The person who starts picks a card. Others ask “Can you ...? ” questions to identify the place in the 
card. E.g. “Can  you dance there?” The person on the left of the person with the card asks first, and 
they can go on asking questions as long as the answer is “yes”. When the answer is “no”, the next 
person on the left continues asking.

 • If someone guesses the place but they are wrong, they are out and cannot ask more questions about 
that card.

 • If someone guesses the place and they are right, they get the card and they go on to pick the next card.

 • If no one in the group can guess a card after ten questions, it is placed at the bottom of the pile and 
the next person on the left picks a new card.

 • The winner is the person with the most cards.

Variation Give Ss blank cards and get them to write the names of places in a city.
Adaptations This game can be played with any other place names.

City of cards

Where to use? At the end of Section 1
Focus  Directions and locations in a city
Materials A “City of cards” blank map in size A3 on p. 25 and a set of “Guess the place” cards for 

every four Ss; a “City of cards” counter on p. 26 for every two Ss, two different ones in 
a group of four

1.  Put Ss in groups of 4 and give them a “City of cards” blank map and a set of “Guess the place” cards. 
Tell them that they can create their own city by placing the cards on the map wherever they agree to 
have the building named on the card.

2.  Get groups to look at the map of a different group. Ask Ss to choose a partner within their groups of  
4 and sit in such a way that the pairs are facing each other and they have the map with the cards placed 
on it in the middle.

3.  Give each pair a “City of cards” counter and explain that the counter will represent their movements in 
the city. As they move, they will collect cards and their aim is to collect as many as possible. 

4.  This is how it is done. Pairs take turns. They can decide which pair is first by tossing a coin or playing 
“Paper, Scissors, Rock”. When it is a pair’s turn, one of the pair gives directions and the other moves along 
the map with the counter following the directons. In a single turn, they can make three moves. They can 
collect a building on the counter’s right if a move takes them to the building. They cannot collect any 
building on the counter’s left.

5.  Make clear that Ss who follow the directions can only move as much as their partner says. E.g. if their 
partner says “turn right”, they must stop after turning; they can not walk down the street. One verb = 
one move. Demonstrate this by using an A3 map or projecting the map. 

6. Every time it is a pair’s turn, they need to change who follows the directions and who gives them.
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7. If a pair makes a mistake, i.e. follows the directions differently from what has been said, they miss their turn.

8. The game ends when all the cards have been collected. The winner is the pair with the most cards.

9.  If there is time for a second game, get groups to place the cards, then swap groups around.

Variations You can provide blank cards for Ss to add some more buildings, or they write all the 
building names themselves instead of using the printed cards.

Virtual directions 

Where to use? At the end of Section 1
Focus  Directions and locations in a city
Materials A laptop / computer / smart phone for each S or every two Ss, internet access

1. Before class, choose a city / town you know well and find it on http://maps.google.com. Choose a good 
starting and finishing point for a short walk, and plan directions. Walk through the route virtually using 
the street view function. You will see a small figure you can drag onto the map on top of the zoom 
in – zoom out tool. You can move through the street view using arrows as if in the streets. Refine your 
directions so that they are easy to follow. 

2. In class, get Ss to find the map you have chosen online. Explain how to drag the figure and how to move 
in the street view as needed. Give Ss some time to play with the application and get used to it if needed.

3. Make sure that all the Ss are at the starting point you have selected in the street view. Give directions 
while Ss follow your directions. Ask them at the end where they are. Using a projector, clarify any 
misunderstanding.

4. Put Ss in small groups and ask them to choose a city / town they know and plan similar directions to 
yours using street view.

5. Put Ss in mixed groups with all the Ss coming from a previous group with different directions. They take 
turns in giving directions to each other.

Variation You may want to use the “Get directions” function of Google Maps to plan the 
route. Make sure you select the option for “walking”.

A guided tour of my neighbourhood

Where to use? At the end of S1
Focus  Types of buildings, directions
Materials A laptop / computer / tablet / smart phone for every three or fours Ss,  

a projector and a screen that can be connected to all the computers Ss use

1. Before class, study this site: http://www.landcom.com.au/mini-sites/my_neighbourhood/index.htm. In this 
activity, we’ll use the “Observe” option, which you can access directly from here: http://www.landcom.
com.au/mini-sites/my_neighbourhood/observer/site.htm. With this application, you can build your 
neighbourhood and then “walk” through it using a 3D viewer. There is a tutorial that explains it all.

2. In class, show the application to Ss and explain how it works. Give them some time to get used to it as 
needed. Make sure that you explain how to save their work: Click on “options” in the bottom right-hand 
side of the menu bar and select “save”. Give the file a name. Make sure you use the same computer 
next time when you work on your plan, as it is only saved on that computer. To open your saved work 
from the same computer, you click on “options” first then “load”, then select the file name and hit the 
“load” button.

3. Put Ss in groups of three or four, and tell them that they can make their own neighbourhood, which 
they will present as a sightseeing tour.

4. When Ss have finished building, give them some time to plan their guided tour. Tell them to share out 
the tasks evenly. Help them with language as needed.
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5. As Ss listen to the guided tours, ask them to decide if they would like to live there and why (not) and 
choose the spot where they would like to have their home the most. Ask the class for their feedback 
after each presentation.

Variations 1. If you don’t have a projector and a screen that you can easily connect to all the 
computers that Ss use, organise a rotation system in which one person stays with 
their computer and gives the guided tour to members of other groups and then 
they change roles and another person stays at “home base”. Do the swaps in 
regular intervals (e.g. in five minutes) and as many times as the number of members 
in groups, so that everyone speaks once.

 2.  This activity can be done over several lessons with guided tours taking place 
towards the end of the unit.

Note 1.  If Ss use their own laptops / tablets, they can work on their plan at home, too.
 2.  If you have Internet storage, get Ss to upload their finished work there, so that all 

the presentations can be given form the same computer with a projector.

The sounds of my neighbourhood   Section 2 

Where to use? Before starting S2
Focus  Different types of neighbourhoods, there is / are ...
Materials A laptop / computer / tablet / smart phone for every two Ss

1. Before class, study this site: http://www.landcom.com.au/mini-sites/my_neighbourhood/index.htm. In this 
activity, we’ll use the “Look and listen” option, which you can access directly from here: http://www.
landcom.com.au/mini-sites/my_neighbourhood/look_listen/site.htm. With this app, you can hover the 
mouse over different parts of the map and you’ll hear sounds characteristic of that part of the city.

2. In class, show the site to your Ss and show how they can move in the map and listen to different sounds.

3. Put Ss in pairs with a laptop / computer / smart phone to share. Ask one of them, A, to sit facing the 
screen and the other one, B, not to see the screen at all. S A will move the mouse slowly and S B will 
say what things there are in the neighbourhood judging by the sounds. Get them to say one or two 
sentences with there is / are about a part of the map that you show them. 

4. S A can prompt B and / or add to or correct what S B says about a neighbourhood.

5. After about 3 minutes, ask Ss A and B to swap roles.

Extension Ask Ss to make short sound recordings of noises in their neighbourhood and play 
them in the next lesson for the class to guess where they were recorded and what 
things are there. Ss can also use their recordings with CB ex. p.17/H and link them 
to their posts about their neighbourhoods.

Whose old neighbourhood?

Where to use? After WB ex. p.17/4
Focus  “Was / were there ...?” questions
Materials “Whose old neighbourhood?” task sheet on p. 27, post-it notes

1.  Before class, assign a number to each neighbourhood (Diesel Land, Farewell Country, etc.) and write 
them down in a list. Do not follow the same order as you find in the Information Grid. Here is a possible 
allocation of numbers and neighbourhood names: 1. Mobile City, 2. Waters, 3. Hattie, 4. Diesel Land,  
5. Tibet Town, 6. Farewell Country.

2.  Put Ss into groups of six and give each S a number between 1 and 6 in each group. Ask Ss to put their 
number on a post-it note and wear it.

3.  Give a Task Sheet to each S. Show them the Information Grid. Tell them that in their groups, everyone will 
get one of the neighbourhood names in the grid. This is their old neighbourhood where they lived when they 
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were small. They will ask each other questions about the information in the Information Grid. The aim will be 
to indentify which number S lived in which neighbourhood, as fast as possible. They will ask  
Was / Were there...? questions to match the neighbourhoods to the numbers that Ss wear. It is important to ask 
the questions that identify a neighbourhood the fastest. Give Ss a minute to study the grid for best questions.

4.  Call different number Ss one after the other to a part of the room where other Ss cannot hear you. 
Give Ss the name of the neighbourhood on your list with their number. Tell them to write their 
neighbourhood and all the information about it in the Note Taking Grid. Also, emphasize that the name 
of their old neighbourhood is a secret.

5.  Explain to Ss that they need to take turns in asking questions to find out which number is which neighbourhood. 
They always ask one person one question when it is their turn. They call a person by the number they wear. 
Elicit / Give them an example for each column. E.g. “Number 2 please, were there many restaurants in your old 
neighbourhood?” “Number 6 please, was there a metro station in your old neighbourhood?” 

6.  Tell Ss to pay attention to ALL the questions and answers and take notes in the Note taking grid.

7.  When a S has matched all the neighbourhoods and numbers in their group, they need to give their list of 
neighbourhood names and numbers to you.

8.  The winner is the person with the first correct list.

Adaptations The same idea can be used with many different topics and grammar structures. 
 You could use the very same thing with “Will there be ...?” questions, only say that 

Ss are moving and the information is about their new neighbourhood. 
 Also, see another similar activity in Bloggers 1 Teachers Recourse Book  pp. 62-63.
Acknowledgements I got the idea from the activity “Who is who?” 

Make my city big

Where to use? At the end of S2
Focus  Types of buildings; describing change in a neighbourhood, comparing;  

there is / are / was / were
Materials A laptop / computer / tablet / smart phone for every S

1.  Before class, study this site: http://myminicity.com/. You can build a city there by getting people to visit 
your city. Each different click improves the city. It is also possible to post messages there.

2.  In class, show Ss the app and explain how it works. They need to choose a city name to start. They will 
be able to access their city using this name or saving the link provided. Explain that they need to share 
their city name and the link with as many people as possible so that they can visit and improve their city. 
Tell them that in a week’s time, they will compare how much their city has improved and that they will 
give regular updates in class.

3.  When it is time for an update, ask Ss to focus on what improvements there have been, and compare the 
previous state of their city with the present one. Agree on a date for the next update.

Variation Ss can give their updates in writing in a newsletter about the city. It should be 
emailed to everyone in the class with the name of the city and the link. 

Public transport jigsaw  Section 3 

Where to use? After WB ex. pp.18, 19/1
Focus  Directions using public transport
Materials Maps A, B, C, D; Map Key, Demo Map on pp. 28-33; computer; projector or an 

enlarged copy of the Demo Map

1.  Project the Demo Map or show Ss an enlarged copy of it. Explain to Ss that they will work in groups 
of four and they will get the same map with some information missing and some given. They will have 
different pieces of information missing. They will have a starting point and a finishing point and they will 
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need to find out how to get there using public transport. Write these questions on the board:

 • Which buses / trams / metro lines / suburban trains will take you there?

 • Where should you change?
Explain that they will see boxes where they need to write down the information they get. Show them 
these on the Demo Map. They will take turns to ask each other questions. They can’t show their maps to 
each other, so they will often have to say where they are before asking a question.

2.  To demonstrate how it goes, tell Ss that they need to go from the City Council to River Walk and they 
can ask you questions. Elicit similar questions to these:

 • I’m at the City Council. Which tram can I get on? /  
Which tram goes to the City Council?     (tram 5)

 • I’m on tram 5. Which tram can I change for?    (tram 3)

 • I’m on tram 5. Where can I change for tram 3?    (City Park)

 • Which bus runs between University and the Stadium? /  
Which bus goes to River Walk? / Which bus runs towards River Walk? (76)

 • I’m on tram 3. Where can I change for bus 76?    (Banks)
Collect different alternatives to these questions and write them on the board if needed. If it is technically 
possible for you, write the answers into the boxes in the Demo Map as you go along. If not, write the 
answers on slips of paper before class, and put them on the map with bluetack. Post-it notes may also 
work.

3.  Put Ss into groups of 4. Ask them to decide who’s A, B, C and D. Explain the following:

 • S A will start asking. 

 • When it is their turn, they can ask one person one question only. If the person doesn’t have the 
answer, they can ask somebody else next time. 

 • It is a good idea to listen carefully all the time, as they may also get useful information when it is 
somebody else’s turn. 

 • They have to fill in the boxes with the information needed. 

 • The winner is the person who shows their correctly completed map first.

4.  Give Ss their relevant maps and say again that they must not show it to anybody. 

5.  Give Ss enough time to complete their maps. Ss who have finished can help other Ss with their questions.

Petitions offline and online 

Where to use? After CB ex. p. 18/1A
Focus  The format and language of petitions
Materials Post-it notes, computers for the extension activity

1.  Ask Ss what things should change in the class, in school or outside the school. Have an informal chat. 
Get Ss to be rather specific, like they are in the petition on p. 18 in the book. 

2.  Ask Ss to choose a cause they think they would sign a petition about 
and write a keyword / slogan on a post-it note matching this cause. Ask 
Ss to wear the post-it note.

3.  Get Ss to mingle, ask each other about the key words / slogans on the 
post-it notes and find one or two people with the same / similar causes 
to theirs and sit together.

4. Tell Ss that in their groups, they will make a petition for their cause. Ask 
them to look at the petition on p. 18 of the CB and find the most important 
pieces of information a petition needs to have. Elicit these: a slogan, who 
the petition is addressed to, a clear statement about what the signers want, 
some explanation of the opinion, the signature goal and often a picture. 
Add that in some cases, there is a deadline e.g. when the signatures have to 
be delivered to decision makers before they make their decision.

5.  Ask Ss if the people who started the petition in the book are near or 
far from their signature goal and how Ss know. Tell them that in their 
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petition they also need to have an area where signers can sign their petition. E.g. Here signers sign the 
petition by putting a mark in the box at the bottom. 

6.  When Ss are ready, display the petitions around the classroom on the walls. Ask Ss to walk around, read 
the petitions and sign the ones they agree with.

7.  Find the most popular petition(s) and discuss what makes it/them popular.

Variation Ss can create a petition on the computer, too and email it / post it for viewing and 
signatures.

Extension If Ss have a serious cause, they can create an online petition for real on these sites: 
http://www.avaaz.org/en/petition/start_a_petition 
http://www.thepetitionsite.com/create.html

Neighbourhood battleship game

Where to use? At the end of S3
Focus  Types of buildings; describing change in a neighbourhood, there will / won’t be,  

the alphabet, numbers
Materials A laptop / computer / tablet / smart phone for every S, and a projector to explain 

the game

1.  Before class, study this site: http://www.landcom.com.au/mini-sites/my_neighbourhood/index.htm.  
In this activity, we’ll use the  “Planner” option, which you can access directly from here: http://
www.landcom.com.au/mini-sites/my_neighbourhood/planner/site.htm. You can choose five different 
neighbourhood types to build from. Building plots in each neighbourhood plan are put in a grid so 
they’re in different boxes in the grid, and you can identify them by using the numbers and letters placed 
horizontally and vertically on the edges of the plan like in a game of  battleship (torpedo). 

2.  In class, show the Planner to your Ss and explain how it works. Give them some time to explore it. Teach 
them any vocabulary they need. 

3.  Explain to Ss that they’ll play a game that is similar to battleship and ask them how the  game goes. 
Explain that in this game, too, they’ll identify a box in the plan by using the numbers and letters around 
the grid. Click on some boxes and ask them to give you the numbers and letter to identify them. Tell 
them that in this game though they won’t identify what to destroy, but what to build.

4.  Ask Ss to decide individually about the type of neighbourhood they want to build. Then decide about the  
10 most important things to build / make first in the neighbourhood and place ten different items in the 
grid. They must not show their plans to each other. It is a good idea to save the plan with the ten planned 
items.

5.  Put Ss into pairs and explain that they will take turns to find what things will there be in their partner’s 
neighbourhood and make the same plan. They will have to have the same items placed into the same 
boxes in the same type of neighbourhood plan. This is how it goes:

 • Open a new window with the Planner in it.

 • Ask about the type of neighbourhood your partner has used and select it.

 • Try to identify an item (s)he has chosen. Use a Will there be ... ? question.

 • If the answer is “Yes, (there will)”, ask about the location. Your partner will reply using the numbers 
and letters around the grid.

 • Place the item there. Continue asking and placing items in the grid until you get “No(, there won’t)” 
for an answer.

 • If the answer is no, your partner will continue asking.

 • The winner is the person who places all the 10 items of their partner’s correctly first.

Note You may want to project and / or print these rules. 
Variation If you do not have enough computers or you think your Ss would need to support 

each other, you could ask two people to work together to decide about a plan and 
then two pairs to play the game.
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Extension If Ss are interested, they can go on building their neighbourhood and present it in 
class or have “exchange visits” in small groups.

Your first walk in Liverpool  Section 4 

Where to use? Before starting S4
Focus  Describing a city
Materials Computer and projector

1. Find a short video about Liverpool on YouTube you like. I use this one: http://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=O5ecX0waGIA.

2. In class, tell your Ss to imagine that they have unexpectedly had the chance to go to Liverpool and this is 
their first ever walk in the city to get an idea of the place. Write these questions on the board:

 • What is your general impression of Liverpool?

 • What interesting-looking things are there?

 • What would you like to do here?

 • Is there a Hungarian city that is similar to it in any way?

3. After watching the video, ask Ss to share their ideas in groups then have a little chat in class, too.

4. Ask your Ss to guess which pictures are of Liverpool in the book on p. 20 and if they saw any of the 
things in the video. Do not correct Ss at this point. Follow with the exercise in the book.

How shall we explore the city?

Where to use? At the end of U2
Focus  Sights in the city, transport options, directions
Materials Internet access

1. In your previous lesson, you may want to take a vote about which city your Ss would be interested in 
exploring. Find six to eight sights in the city that are worth seeing. You can also elicit these from your 
Ss. Put these down in random order, e.g. in London it could be: the London Eye, Marble Arch, Covent 
Garden, Piccadilly Circus, the British Museum, Buckingham Palace, Tower, the Houses of Parliament.

2. In class, put Ss into groups of about four and tell them to plan their route and decide how they’ll cover 
each leg of their route. Ask them to calculate how long their journey would take, not counting the time 
they spend in the buildings. They also need to calculate the costs. Some of these are in Google Maps, 
others may be acquired from the websites of transport companies. E.g. in London it would be http://
www.tfl.gov.uk/tickets/default.aspx.

3. You may want to elicit from Ss how they’ll go about doing the task or alternatively, you can get them to 
work it out themselves. These are the most important tips:

 • Find the places on the map and decide in what order you want to visit them.

 • Using the “Get directions” option of Google maps, compare the options of driving, walking, using 
public transport and cycling for each leg of your journey. Take time and money into consideration as 
well as what you may see on the way. To check this out, use “Street view”.

Tell your students that they will have to present their plan and the class will vote for the best one. Ask 
them to make sure they share the tasks evenly in their groups.

4. After each presentation, ask the class’s opinion, then vote for the best plan. Ask Ss to give reasons for 
their choices.

Variation Instead of group presentations, Ss can make their decisions in small groups made 
up of Ss from different original groups.
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Guess the place   Cards 

bridge disco
police 
station

post office
shopping 

mall
library

theatre college museum

cinema
swimming 

pool
train 

station

bus 
station

car park bus stop

Printable materialUnit 2
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City of cards   Blank map 

Unit 2Printable material
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City of cards   Counters 

Printable materialUnit 2
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Whose old neighbourhood?  Task sheet 

1.  Your teacher will give you a number. Write it on a post-it note and wear it.

2.  Your teacher will give you the name of a neighbourhood. This is the name of your old neighbourhood, 
where you lived when you where small. Find your old neighbourhood in the Information grid. Enter its 
name and all the information with your number in the “Note taking” grid.

3.  Take turns asking questions to find out which number is which old neighbourhood. E.g. “Number 2 
please: were there many restaurants in your old neighbourhood?” “Number 6 please: was there a metro 
station in your old neighbourhood?” Take notes in the “Note taking” grid.

4.  Answer other Ss’ questions when they ask your number. Use the information with the neighbourhood 
your teacher gave you.

5.  When you have matched all the neighbourhoods and numbers in your group, give your list to your 
teacher. Try to be the first!

Note taking grid

metro 
station

housing 
estate

many 
restaurants

a lot of 
crime much traffic a lot of 

tourists

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

Information grid

metro 
station

housing 
estate

many 
restaurants

a lot of 
crime

much 
traffic

a lot of 
tourists

Diesel 
Land √ √ X X X √

Farewell 
Country √ √ X X √ X

Mobile 
City √ X √ √ X X

Hattie X X √ X √ √

Tibet 
Town X X X √ √ √

Waters X √ √ √ X X

Unit 2Printable material
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Public transport jigsaw   Demo map 

Printable materialUnit 2
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Public transport jigsaw   Map A 

Unit 2Printable material
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Public transport jigsaw   Map B 

Printable materialUnit 2
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Public transport jigsaw   Map C 

Unit 2Printable material
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Public transport jigsaw   Map D 

Printable materialUnit 2
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Public transport jigsaw   Map Key 
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Matchmaking 

Where to use? After WB ex. p. 24/1
Focus  Describing appearance
Materials A computer / tablet / laptop for each S

1.  Ask Ss to write a description of a person that they would find attractive.

2.  Get Ss to swap their descriptions with a partner. They read the description and try to find someone in 
any of the videos on http://www.teen.com/ in about five minutes. Explain that the first pictures of the 
videos may give them a hint if it is worth looking at that particular video or not, so the best idea is to 
scan them quickly first.

3.  Pairs show each other the person they found and explain why.

4.  With the whole class, ask Ss if their partner managed to find someone for them that they like.

Collocations dominos

Where to use? After WB ex. p. 25/4
Focus  Collocations from Us 2 and 3
Materials A set of “Collocations dominos” on p. 37 for every two or three Ss

1.  Make copies of the dominos and cut them out. Mix the dominos within a set well. Keep sets separated 
in envelopes.

2.  Put Ss into pairs / groups of three. Tell them that they will play a domino game. Ask them what they 
know about the game. Give each group a set of dominos.

3.  Explain that on each domino, they find a white and a grey side. A word on the grey side matches with 
a word on the white side. They make a meaningful phrase, a collocation. They match between two 
dominos. 

4.  Start with the domino that has a blank white side. Get Ss to find that domino and put it face up on the 
table. Match a domino with a white side to the grey side of the first domino. Get Ss to find that domino 
and place it next to the grey side of the first domino. Get them to find the third domino and place it on 
the table.

5.  When Ss understand the idea, they can start the game. They mix dominos and put them face down in a 
pile on the table. 

6.  Ss take turns. When it is a S’s turn, they pick a domino. They also put any domino down that they have 
in their hands if it matches the last domino on the table. They can go on putting down dominos as long 
as they have matching ones.

7.  When all the dominos have been picked, Ss pick a domino from each other’s hand when it is their turn.

8.  The winner is the S without a domino first after all the dominos have been picked. 

9.  Check the order of dominos with the whole class.

Variation You can play a “live domino” game with your Ss. For this, you need to have as 
many dominos in a sequence as there are Ss in the group. Each S represents a 
domino. Their front is the white part of the domino and their back is the grey part 
of the domino. Enlarge the domino pieces and cut them into a white and a grey 
part, carefully keeping the parts of each domino together. Get Ss to attach the 
relevant domino parts with a pin or a paperclip on their front and on each other’s 
back. Ask Ss to mingle and establish the right order and stand in a line. 

Adaptation Dominos can be played with any matching pairs. Find another example to practise 
Present Perfect: Missed actions domino, Bloggers 1, TRB, p. 87.

Activitiesrevision 1
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Key:
select box
turn left

display name
metro line

shopping mall
verification code

get off
search engine
straight hair
marital status

part time
good-looking boy
drop-down menu

traffic lights
housing estate

Phonemic battleship 1 (/ð/ and /θ/)

Where to use? After WB ex. p. 26/8
Focus  Buildings and locations in a city, descriptive adjectives, there was / were / will be, 

the pronunciation of /ð/ and /θ/
Materials A “Phonemic battleship 1” grid on p. 38 for each S

 In this battleship game, we use minimal pairs to locate words in the grid. These minimal pairs are on 
the top and on the left side of the grid in grey cells. E.g. In this particular grid “think” and “dare” locate 
“teachers”; “face” and “closed” locate “bus”. 

1.  Remind Ss of how a battleship game goes. Give them each a “Phonemic battleship 1” grid and explain 
about the minimal pairs in the grey boxes used for locating the other words in the white boxes. Read the 
words in the grey boxes out together. 

2.  Test if Ss understand how to use the words in the grey cells to locate words in the white cells. Give the 
grey locating words for some words in the white cells and get Ss to find these words. 

3.  Ask Ss to write a fairly long sentence of about eight to ten words, only using words in the white cells 
of the grid. They must not change the form of the words. Tell them that their sentence has to be 
grammatically correct, but it can be absurd, e.g. “Why are not there any bridges between boys and 
girls?” Tell them to write their sentence down and that they must not show it to anybody.

4.  When Ss are ready, tell them that they will dictate their sentences to each other. To dictate, they will only 
use the grey words that locate the words in their sentences. 
The S who is taking the dictation controls the activity. This is what they do: 

 • They ask for the next word by saying “Next word, please.” 

 • If they need any repetition, they say “Repeat, please.”

 • They find the words in the white cells and write them down. 

 • They only check with their partner when they have put all the words of the sentence down.
 The person who is dictating does the following:

 • They use the locating words in the grey boxes only. They must not read the words in the white cells at 
all. E.g. for the sentence above they say: “1.  tree – there; 2. sink – there; 3. mouse – these;  
4. faith – clothed; 5. face – closed; 6. face – dare; 7. think – D’s;  8. face – these; 9. tree – whizz;  
10. tree – with”

 • They do not check what their partner is writing while dictating.

 • They only check with their partner when they have dictated all the words of their sentence.

5.  Put Ss in pairs and get them to sit in a way that they do not see each other. I usually ask the ones who 
do the dictating to sit sideways behind the S who is taking the dictation and talk directly into the ears of 
their partner. 

6.  Ss can automatically swap roles and chairs when one sentence is dictated.

7.  After Ss finished dictating their sentences, ask them about misunderstandings. Use the opportunity to 
give Ss advice on how to practise some of the sounds they might find difficult to pronounce. 
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Adaptations, variations  This game is very adaptable as both the locating words and the words to 
make sentences with can be freely changed. See more Phonemic battleship 
games in R2 on p. 78 and in R3 on p. 129 as well as the Neighbourhood 
battleship game on p. 22 of this book.

Extension  You may want Ss to find more /ð/-/θ/ minimal pairs. Here is a great website:  
http://myweb.tiscali.co.uk/wordscape/wordlist/index.html.

Acknowledgements  I got the idea of using the Battleship game for practising the pronunciation 
of sounds on a teacher training course at the Eckersley School in Oxford.

Route dictation

Where to use?  After WB ex. p. 26/9
Focus   Giving directions
Materials  “Route dictation” cards A and B on pp. 39-40

1. Explain to Ss that they will give each other directions using a map with a marked route.  
As will give directions for travelling on foot, and Bs will give directions using public transport. Their aim 
will be to mark the route in their maps. There will be no or very few names of places in the maps.

2. Put Ss in pairs, As and Bs. Give out the relevant role cards. Emphasise that they must not show their 
maps to each other before they finish giving and taking directions.

3. When Ss have finished, ask them how similar or different their routes were to the original.

Variation  If you think your Ss need help with directions, get Ss with the same map  
 (A or B) to practise giving the directions together before putting them in  
 A–B pairs.
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Collocations dominos  Dominos 

  select

box turn

left display

name metro

line shopping

mall verification

code get

off search

engine straight

hair marital

status part

time good-looking 

boy drop-down

menu traffic

lights housing

estate   
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Route dictation  Role card A 

1.  Look at the map below and give directions to your partner following the marked route in the map. Your 
partner will draw the route in their map. Only show your map to your partner when they have finished 
drawing the line.

2.  Your partner will give you directions using the same map as the one below. Follow the directions and 
draw the route in the map.

Printable material Revision 1
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Route dictation  Role card B 

1.  Your partner will give you directions using the same map as the one below. Follow the directions and 
draw the route in the map.

2.  Look at the map below and give directions to your partner following the marked route in the map. Your 
partner will draw the route in their map. Only show your map to your partner when they have finished 
drawing the line.
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Symptoms and offers tricks  Section 1 

Where to use? After ex. CB p. 22/1D
Focus  Symptoms and offers
Materials A set of symptom cards and offer cards on pp. 45-46 for every group of eight Ss 

1.  Before class, copy and cut out a symptom card and the corresponding offer cards to every S. Clip 
symptom cards together with the corresponding offer cards. 

2. In class, explain to Ss that in this card game, they’ll collect tricks of four cards: one symptom card and 
three corresponding offer cards. They will get a symptom card and they need to collect three offer cards 
that may help them with the health problem in their card. The small pictures on each symptom card will 
show the three offer cards they will need to collect. If they collect a set, it is their trick. The person who 
collects a trick first and has no extra offer card, is the winner. 

3.  Explain and demonstrate what Ss need to do to find the corresponding offer cards: 

 • They will mingle and complain to each other about the health problem they have on their symptom 
card e.g. “I’m not very well, I have a terrible headache.” 

 • The person they talk to, will make an offer from one of their offer cards:  
e.g. “I’ll get you an Aspirin.” or “Shall I give you an Aspirin?”

 • If there is a small picture in the complaining S’s symptom card which matches the offer made, they 
can accept the offer, and e.g. say “Thank you, that’s very kind of you.” or “Yes, please.” Then they can 
take the offer card from the other S. If they don’t have a matching small picture in their symptom card, 
they can not accept the offer, and they can e.g. say “No, thank you. (I have already taken one / It never 
helps me)”, etc. 

 • If a S cannot make an offer because they do not have any card with a suitable offer and / or they 
need the offer card themselves, they just express sympathy, e.g. by saying: “I’m sorry (to hear that).”

4.  Detach symptom cards from the corresponding offer cards. Give each S a symptom card. Shuffle all the 
offer cards and give each S three. Ss must not show their cards to anybody. 

5.  The first person who comes to you with only four corresponding cards is the winner, but wait until 
(nearly) all the Ss have a complete trick and no extra offer cards. 

Variation You can make the game shorter if you put Ss into groups of 6 to 8 and give each 
group an area in the classroom where they can mingle and not mix with another 
group. Using different colour paper for the cards may help you keep sets and 
groups apart.

Adaptations Collecting cards that belong to the same group can be used with many different 
subjects. See more examples in Bloggers 1 TRB, p. 29, p. 53 and on p. 92 and  
p. 142 of this book.

Acknowledgements This game is based on a well-known English game called “Happy families”.

The “will or going to?” board game

Where to use? After WB ex. p. 29/2D
Focus  will and going to
Materials The “will or going to?” board on p. 47 a set of question cards on p. 48 and a dice 

for every group of three or four Ss; a counter for every S

1.  Put Ss into groups of three or four. Give out boards, counters and dice. Explain that in this game, they 
need to get from START to FINISH. On their way, they will answer some questions. Every time when they 
land on a square with a question mark on it, they need to pick a card with a question / task.

2.  Give out the cards. Ask Ss to mix the cards well and put them face down on the rectangle marked with 
a big question mark in the middle of the board.

3.  Ss always need to pick the first card on the top. They have to answer the question on the card in at least one 
sentence containing either “will” or “going to”. When they finish, they put the card at the bottom of the pile.
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4.  After each task, the group can decide if the answer was good, i.e. the speaker has used “will” or “going 
to” correctly in at least one sentence. 
5.  A S can challenge the speaker’s choice of  “will” and “going to”. The speaker then has to explain why 
they chose one or the other. The group decides together who is right. If the group says the speaker’s use 
of “will” and “going to” was right, the S can stay on the same square.  
If they say it wasn’t, the player needs to go back to the square they were earlier.  
If the player does not accept a negative decision of the group, they can ask the T.

6.  The winner is the person to arrive first at FINISH.  

Adaptations Find a similar game on p. 55, p. 93 and p. 157 of this book.

First aid maze  Section 2 

Where to use? At the end of S2
Focus  should / shouldn’t, health-related advice
Materials The “First aid maze” task sheet on p. 49, the maze on p. 50, the key on p. 50,  

a blank sheet of paper and a counter for every two Ss; a projector or an A3 copy of 
the maze to explain how it works

1.  Ask Ss what they know about mazes. Show them the maze and explain that there is only one way out. 
They need to visit each number only once. They will have two ways to go each time: they can follow 
either the black or the white arrow. Which arrow to follow will depend on their opinion about some 
sentences about first aid. 
White arrow = should do
Black arrow = shouldn’t do

2.  Pre-teach the words your Ss may not know, e.g.: poisonous, rub, frozen, a cut, helmet, ambulance, 
wound, herbal tea, rinse.

3.  Put Ss in pairs and give out the task sheets. Ask Ss to study the rules, and demonstrate how the game is 
played. Emphasize the following:

 • Write down the numbers you choose each time.

 • Use a counter to show where you are in the maze.

 • Always do the next sentence in the list and mark the ones you have done.

4.  Tell Ss to come to you when they have finished or when they realise that they have made a mistake. 

 • Check the sequence of pairs who have finished. The winner is the pair who has the correct sequence 
first.

 • Cover the key with a blank sheet and give it to those who have made a mistake. Explain how they 
reveal the key gradually and find their mistake and continue from there.

Adaptation This game can be played with anything with two choices, like true / false, correct / 
incorrect, this word / that word, etc.

Acknowledgements I learnt the idea of using a maze on a teacher training course in the Eckersley School 
in Oxford.

Fantasy film character picture dictation  Section 3 

Where to use? After WB ex. p. 32/1
Focus  Parts of the body
Materials A printed image of a fantasy film character for each S, a different one for S A and S B; 

coloured pencils, crayons or felt-tip pens; blank sheets of paper

1.  Print out a fantasy film character for each S. You need to have at least two different types. You can find 
many here: http://uk.images.search.yahoo.com/images. Write the titles of the film in the search engine, 
e.g. Avatar, Lord of the Rings, Hobbit, Star Wars, Harry Potter, etc. If you think your Ss would prefer, you 
can search for some (friendly) monster images, too. Choose the ones that have a humanoid form.
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Unit 3

2.  Ask Ss what fantasy films they have seen and who their favourite characters are. Tell them, that they will 
describe fantasy film characters to each other and the person listening to the description will draw the 
character.

3.  Put Ss in pairs and ask them to decide who is A and who is B. Give As a picture with a fantasy film 
character and Bs a blank sheet of paper. Tell them not to show their picture to each other until B has 
finished drawing. Then they can compare drawings. Give Ss coloured pencils, crayons or felt-tip pens  
as needed.

4.  As and Bs swap roles.

5.  Ask Ss to compare the character in their drawings to the originals, e.g. “The original has bigger ears  
than the one in my drawing.” You may want to exhibit the drawings with the originals and do this as  
a “gallery tour”.

Extension Put Ss in groups and get them to invent a fantasy film character and describe it 
in writing. Groups swap, read the descriptions and draw the characters. You may 
want Ss to bring their characters together and write the storyline or make a story 
board for a fantasy film.

Variation If you have Internet access and a computer for every / every second S, you can get 
Ss to find a picture for themselves and use it on the computer instead of printing it 
out.

Sensory pictures

Where to use? After WB ex. p. 32/3 
Focus  Sense verbs: look, sound, feel, taste, smell
Materials A “Sensory pictures” grid on p. 51 and a set of  “Sensory pictures” picture cards on 

p. 52 for each S; optional: some enlarged cards or a projector to project some cards 
to elicit  / explain

1.  Using some enlarged / projected picture cards, elicit the language to be used: adjectives to describe how 
some of the things in the cards look, sound, feel, taste and smell + making yes / no questions with the 
sense verbs.

2.  Put Ss in pairs, with a S A and a S B, and give them both a copy of the grid and a set of the picture 
cards. Explain to them that the activity will work like this:

 • S A will first choose six pictures out of the 12 in their set and organise them on their grid. They must 
make sure that S B does not see their grid or pictures. They can use their CB as a screen between 
them.

 • S B will ask questions to identify the chosen pictures and put them in the same order from 1 to 6 
on their grid. They can only ask yes / no questions with the sense verbs: look, sound, feel, taste and 
smell. E.g. “Number one: does it smell bad? Number two: does it feel soft?” Emphasise that they 
always need to start a question with a number on the grid.

 • They can only look at each other’s pictures when S B has completed the grid.

 • Then they swap roles.
Alternatively, you can give them these instructions printed.

3.  As Ss are doing the task, monitor and write down some examples of good language you hear. Write 
these on the board and praise your Ss.

Adaptation Find a similar game, “Which picture?” on p. 8 of this book.
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Illness − treatment card game

Where to use? After CB ex. p. 26/1B 
Focus  Illnesses and treatments, at the doctor’s
Materials A set of “Illness cards” and two sets of “Treatment cards” on p. 53 for every group 

of three Ss

1.  Put Ss in groups of three and explain that two of them will be doctors and one of them will be a patient. 
The two doctors will compete to offer a better treatment to the patient. Ask groups to decide who is 
going to play the role of the patient.

2.  Give a set of illness cards to patients and a set of treatment cards to doctors. Explain and demonstrate  
to Ss how the game goes:

 • Shuffle your set of cards and place them face down in a pile in front of you.

 • The patient starts: they turn their top illness card face up and put it in the middle of the table. They 
say a sentence with the illness / symptom in it in the role of a patient. They can make a statement or 
ask a question. E.g. “I think I have the flu, doctor.” Or “Do I have the flu, doctor?”

 • Now the two doctors turn their top treatment cards face up and offer a treatment using the word(s)
on it. E.g. “OK, let me see. Yes, you’re right, you have the flu. Only eat boiled potatoes until you feel 
better.” Or “Yes, I’m afraid you do. I’ll give you an injection.”

 • The patient decides whose treatment is better to help with the illness / symptom. This card can 
stay on the table with the illness card. The doctor whose treatment was not chosen has to put the 
treatment card at the bottom of their pile. The patient may decide that neither of the treatments are 
OK for treating the illness / symptom, or that both are equally good. The patient always has to be 
fair, i.e. they should consider which treatment is (more) appropriate and not the person who offers it. 
They give their decision in a sentence, e.g.  “I’ll have the injection then.” Or “These don’t sound very 
good. I’ll ask another doctor.” Or “An injection and boiled potatoes. I see.” 

 • The winner is the doctor who has given away all their cards first. They will be the next patient. 

 • If all the illness cards are on the table, but both doctors still have some cards left, the winner is the 
doctor with fewer cards.

3.  When a group has finished, you may want to look at the cards on the table to see how fair judge the 
patient was.

Variations It is possible to play this game in pairs, too. Players take turns to turn up an illness 
card and the two of them decide together whose treatment is better in each case.

How to keep clean?  Section 4 

Where to use? At the end of S4
Focus  Instructions, cleanliness
Materials Internet access and at least one computer for every group of Ss 

1.  Allocate four different parts of the classroom to these: washing hair, cleaning your face, cleaning your 
teeth, shaving your face. Ask Ss to go to the part of room for the topic they know the most about / are 
interested in the most. If a group is bigger than six Ss, subdivide it. 

2.  Give groups some minutes to discuss how they normally do the activity they have chosen.

3.  Tell Ss that their task is to make a questionnaire for the rest of the class about their topic on how to do 
their chosen activity properly. They should use pictures in their questionnaire, too. 

4.  Show Ss this website: http://www.wikihow.com and tell them that they can use it to make up their 
questionnaire.  

5.  Agree on the deadline when questionnaires should be sent to everybody’s email address or posted on 
the class’s blog. Also, set a date by when Ss need to return the filled-in questionnaires. 

6.  Groups assess the filled-in questionnaires and give feedback on the right answers.
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Printable material
Symptoms and offers tricks   Symptom cards 
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Printable material
Symptoms and offers tricks  Offer cards 
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The “will or going to?” board game   Board 
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The “will or going to?” board game   Question cards 

Peter’s eaten a kilo of 
chocolate.  

What do you say to him?

Your lesson starts at 9.50. 
It’s 9.49 now and you are still 
in the school yard with your 

mates.  
What do you say to them?

Your mother is very tired and 
there are lots of dirty dishes 

in the sink.  
What do you say to her?

Your classmate is very worried 
about a test in two days. You 
know the material very well.  

What do you say  
to him / her?

Your cousin is getting married 
soon. You don’t know the girl 

he is marrying.  
What do you hope for their 

future?

Your friend has a high 
temperature and wants to go 

to the swimming pool.  
What do you say  

to him / her?

Your teacher says: “I’m going 
to give you a test in the next 

lesson.” You want a good 
mark.  

What do you decide to do?

There’s no school tomorrow. 
Tell us about your day 

tomorrow.

Tell us about your next 
summer holiday.

You got three bad marks 
today.  

What will your parents say  
to you when they hear it?

You got three bad marks 
today.  

What do you want to do to 
make this situation better?

You are very hungry and 
there’s no food at home.  

You call your mum at work.  
What do you say to her?

Your friend has decided to 
walk across all the countries 

in Europe.  
What do you ask him / her?

Your friend has decided not 
to go out at all and to save 

up all his / her pocket money. 
What do you ask him / her?

Your friend has decided to 
leave school at 16.  

What do you ask him / her?

Your friend got a kitten 
(young cat) and a puppy 
(young dog) for his / her 

birthday.  
What do you say  

to him / her?

Tell us about your life when 
you are 30 years old. 

Tell us about this afternoon.
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First aid maze   Task sheet 

Can you find your way out?

Instructions

 • Start at IN and finish at OUT. 

 • You must visit each number once. 

 • With each chosen number, you read the next sentence on the list and you decide if you should or 
shouldn’t do what the sentence describes. Tick the sentence you have answered so as to know which 
one is next on your list.

 • If you think you should do what the sentence describes, follow the white arrow to the next number.  
If you think you shouldn’t do what the sentence describes, follow the black arrow to the next 
number.

 • Keep a record of your path i.e. put down the numbers as you choose them, and show it to your 
teacher when you have reached OUT.

 • Use a counter to mark your place in the maze.

 • If you reach OUT before you visit each number, then you have made a mistake. If you get to a 
number that you have visited earlier again, you also have made a mistake. In these cases, look at the 
key revealing one number at a time and detect where you went wrong first and continue from there.

This is how you start:
Read the IN sentence. If you think it is something you should do, follow the white arrow to sentence 3.  
If you think it is something you shouldn’t do, follow the black arrow to sentence 14. Read sentence A 
and go on like this.

GOOD LUCK!

Sentences:
IN Put butter on a burn.
A. If someone eats or drinks something poisonous, make them vomit.
B. Run hot water over frozen skin.
C. Rub your eye to remove a foreign object.
D. Leave a cut to heal in fresh air without a bandage as much as possible.
E. Try to keep a victim of a road accident warm.
F. Move victims of a car / bike accident from the road / the car and take their helmets off.
G. To bring your temperature down, get in a cool (not cold!) bath.
H. You can leave the victim of a road accident when you have called the ambulance.
I. If you cut yourself, wash the wound with soap.
J. If you are sick, keep a diet of toast, clear soup, boiled rice and boiled potatoes.
K. If you have a stomach ache, drink some brandy.
L. If you have a headache, drink plenty of water.
M. If you have a cold, drink herbal tea with honey.
N. If you have a toothache and can’t go to the dentist, rinse your mouth with warm salt water.
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Key:
IN No, you shouldn’t do that. You should run cold water over it.
A. No, you shouldn’t do that. Call the ambulance. In some cases vomiting makes it worse.
B. No, you shouldn’t do that. You should use warm but not hot water and gradually warm it up.
C. No, you shouldn’t do that. Rinse your eye with clean tap water. Go to the doctor if it is not cleared.
D. Yes, you should do that. If you need a bandage to keep the cut clean, change it often.
E. Yes, you should do that. People in shock usually feel very cold.
F. No, you shouldn’t do that. It can make it worse in some cases, e.g. back or head injuries, broken bones.
G. Yes, you should do that.
H. No, you shouldn’t do that. You shouldn’t leave them alone.
I. No, you shouldn’t do that. Only use clean water.
J. Yes, you should do that. 
K. No, you shouldn’t do that. Alcohol irritates the stomach.
L. Yes, you should do that.
M. Yes, you should do that.
N. Yes, you should do that. 

IN ➤ 14 ➤ 6 ➤ 8 ➤ 9 ➤ 4 ➤ 13 ➤ 7 ➤ 2 ➤ 10 ➤ 3 ➤ 12 ➤ 5 ➤ 1 ➤ 11 ➤ OUT

The first aid maze   Maze 
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Sensory pictures   Grid 

1. 2. 3. 

4. 5. 6.

1. 2. 3. 

4. 5. 6.
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Sensory pictures   Picture cards 
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Illness − treatment card game   Illness cards 

upset tummy flu cough

cold headache pneumonia

temperature sore throat broken leg

appendicitis sick toothache

Illness − treatment card game   Treatment cards 

boiled potatoes in bed listen

herbal tea painkiller antibiotics

Aspirin lozenge x-ray

plaster operation temperature

examine injection prescription
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Unit 4 Activities
Solar system weather facts hunt  Section 1 

Where to use? After CB ex. p. 30/1B
Focus  Talking about the weather in general
Materials A copy of the “Solar system weather facts hunt” task sheet on p. 64 for every 

group of about four Ss, computers, internet access, Key on p. 65

1. Have a chat about the solar system with your class. Elicit any interesting weather facts they may know 
about the solar system. You may want to show them a map of it on the internet. 

2.  Ask Ss to form groups of about four for a fact-finding internet race about weather in the solar system, 
and allocate groups their computers.

3.  Give out the task sheets and tell groups to share tasks and find the facts as fast as possible within their 
groups. 

4.  When a group has answered all the questions, they show their answers to you for checking. The winner 
is the group which gets the correct answers first.

Variation 1. You may want to give Ss links to some pages where they can find the answers. 
Most of them can be found here: 

  http://spaceplace.nasa.gov/planet-weather/en/
  http://solarsystem.nasa.gov/scitech/display.cfm?ST_ID=725
  http://en.wikipedia.org
 2. You can give five questions to group(s) A and five questions to group(s) B. When 

they have found the answers, they share their findings with each other.

Weather online jigsaw

Where to use? At the end of S1
Focus  Getting information about the weather; talking about the weather; different tenses 

used when talking about the weather  
Materials A computer with internet access for ever group of four Ss

1. Find different weather websites and write up a list of 8-10 questions using them. Take Ss’ interest in 
certain places, the time of year and your location into consideration to make questions as relevant as 
possible. 
Possible sites:
 www.weather.com
 www.bbc.co.uk
 www.yourweather.co.uk
 http://www.weather-forecast.com
 http://www.timeanddate.com
 http://www.accuweather.com
 http://weather.yahoo.com/
 http://www.camvista.com/
Some possible types of questions:
 What is the weather like in Amsterdam now? 
 In which part of Hungary is it stormy now?
 Is it going to snow in Moscow in two hours?  
 Will there be rain in Culross (or any really small place), UK in the next five days?
 Will there be any sunny days in Helsinki in two weeks?
 Which is a better choice for a skiing holiday in a week’s time: Kitzbühel, the Alps in Austria or Les  
 Angles, the Pyrenees, France?
 When will the sun rise in three days’ time in Prague?
 Find the coldest /warmest European capital at the moment / in five days.
 Find a picture that shows the weather in London now.
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2.  Put Ss into groups of four and give them the questions and links to two of the websites. Give them a time 
limit of about 10-15 minutes to find the answers. Each S has to write down the answers that they find.

3.  Make four groups, with each S coming from a different previous group. Each new group should have a 
computer available. Ss compare their answers and show their findings on the computer as needed.

4.  To round-up, discuss which websites Ss find the best and why.

Tell me about the weather 

Where to use? At the end of S1
Focus  Talking about the weather using different tenses
Materials A “Tell me about the weather” board on p. 66, a set of “Question cards” on p. 67 

and a dice for every group of three or four Ss; a counter for every S

1.  Put Ss into groups of three or four. Give out boards, counters and dice. Explain that in this game, they 
need to get from START to FINISH. On their way, they will answer some questions. Every time they land 
on a square with a question mark on it, they need to pick a card with a question / task.

2.  Give out the cards. Ask Ss to mix the cards well and put them face down on the rectangle marked with 
a big question mark in the middle of the board.

3.  Ss always need to pick the first card on the top. They have to answer the question on the card. Each 
question asks them to describe some sort of weather. Their answer must contain at least four pieces of 
information about that weather: 

 • temperature

 • sky

 • rain

 • wind.
When they finish, they put the card at the bottom of the pile.

4.  After each task, the group decides if the answer was good, i.e. the speaker has talked about at least four 
features of the weather and they used the right tense (Simple Present, Simple Past, “will” or “going to”). If 
they say it wasn’t, the player needs to go back to the square where they were earlier. If the player does not 
accept a negative decision of the group, they can ask the T.

5. The winner is the person to arrive first at FINISH. 

Adaptations Find a similar game on p. 41, p. 93 and p. 157 of this book.

The Four Seasons

Where to use? As the last activity related to the topic of weather
Focus  Seasons, nature, weather
Materials Separate recordings of the four movements of Vivaldi’s The Four Seasons and / 

or extracts from them; individual devices with headphones to play music from 
the Internet or downloaded; computers with internet access; online or printed 
dictionaries; a printer; art supplies; blutack

1.  Allocate one of the four corners of your classroom to each season and ask Ss to go to the corner that 
represents their favourite season. Get groups to have a chat about what they like about their favourite 
season, then pool ideas among the whole class.

2.  Ask Ss if they know Vivaldi’s The Four Seasons and what they think about it. Tell them that they are 
going to do a project using that music.

3.  Ask Ss to form four groups, one for each season. Take Ss preference for any given season into 
consideration as much as possible. If any group is larger than six Ss, subdivide it.

4.  Give groups access to the relevant movement of Vivaldi’s The Four Seasons on their MP3 players, 
Phones, iPads, etc. Each movement is about 10 minutes long, so you may want Ss to play only about 
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3-5 minutes of it. Ask Ss to listen to the music and as they do, write down any word that comes to their 
mind about that particular season. 

5.  When they finish listening, ask Ss to share the words they wrote in their groups. Give them some time to 
find the words they did not know in English but wanted to add. Also, help them with these.

6.  Ask Ss if they have used http://www.wordle.net and how it works. Basically, you can enter or copy a 
text in it, and it makes a visual representation of the text, which is called a “word cloud”. More frequent 
words in your text will appear in larger print. You can choose from a selection of styles and colours, too, 
then save and / or print it. Ask Ss to enter the words they wrote in their group repeating words as many 
times as they appear in everybody’s notes. E.g. If three students wrote the word “flowers”, they enter it 
three times. Groups then print their word clouds.

7.  Get groups to swap their word clouds. Ask groups to react to the word cloud in a way they choose, 
e.g. write a poem or a short story using the words, draw or paint a picture to illustrate, find illustrating 
images on the Internet, make a short video, take pictures, perform a dance, etc. As they work, get them 
to listen to the relevant movement of Vivaldi’s The Four Seasons.

8.  Groups share what they have made. Where relevant, play the music that inspired their work.

Variations 1. If your Ss don’t have devices to play the music individually, give each S four A5 
pieces of paper and get them to write the name of one of the four seasons at 
the top of each. Play 3-to-5-minute extracts from each movement and ask Ss to 
write the words that come to them on the relevant sheets. Collect the sheets from 
everybody in four different bunches. Then Ss choose their seasons and make the 
word clouds using the sheets from everybody.

 2. You may want to show Ss the video recording of Vivaldi’s The Four Seasons from 
the National Botanical Gardens of Wales with Julia Fischer playing the violin solo 
on YouTube. The pictures of the garden in different seasons as well as the soloist’s 
clothes are matched with the seasons the music is about. This may help some 
Ss to come up with words and ideas. However, they won’t be using their own 
mental images. If you don’t want this to happen, you can show them some of each 
movement after their presentations to conclude with. Extension 

1.  Read this simple poem out to your Ss and ask them how many different leaves are mentioned in it. 

Autumn Leaves
by Leland B. Jacobs

Green leaves, 
Yellow leaves, 

Red leaves, and brown, 
Falling, 
Falling, 

Blanketing the town. 
Oak leaves, 

Maple leaves, 
Apple leaves, and pear, 

Falling, 
Whispering, 

“Autumn’s in the air!” 
Big leaves, 

Little leaves, 
Pointed leaves, and round, 

Falling, 
Nestling, 

Carpeting the ground.

http://poetryforchildren.blogspot.co.uk/2006/10/autumn-leaves-poem.html
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2.  Put Ss in groups and give them a copy of the poem. Their task is to perform the poem with visual aids. 
They find/make the visual aids themselves. They can make pictures, photos, a power point show, and 
they need to illustrate the different kinds of leaves. You may want to give them some links or let them 
find things themselves. 
E.g.: http://www.britishcouncil.org/kids-print-crafts-autumn.pdf
  https://docs.google.com/file/d/0B4P7ehKdFq9iZWNlODEwZDctZmViZS00MWFhLThjM2QtOWI3OD 
  c3NzE2MGE2/edit?hl=en&authkey=COy34YMK&pli=1
  http://uk.images.search.yahoo.com/images

3.  Run the performances.

4.  You can get Ss to re-write the poem for the other three seasons keeping the original structure and 
illustrate /perform their poem. Here is an example:

Spring Flowers

Pink flowers
Yellow flowers,

Red flowers and blue,
Growing,
Growing,

Everything is new!
Tulips,
Daisies,

And violets, too
All coming out,

Whispering,
“We are here for you!”

Big flowers,
Little flowers,

Heart-shaped flowers and round,
Coming out,

Growing,
Carpeting the ground.

Missing links  Section 2 

Where to use? After WB ex. p. 41/2G
Focus  First Conditional

1.  Give two sentences to your Ss that can be connected with several conditional sentences to make them 
the beginning and the end of a logical chain of events.  
E.g. “switch off the lights when you don’t need them – meet the girl / boy of your dreams in Spain”:
 If you switch off the lights when you don’t need them, you’ll use less energy.
 If you use less energy, you’ll pay less for it.
 If you pay less for energy, you’ll have some money for a holiday.
 If you have some money for a holiday, you’ll go to Spain.
 If you go to Spain, you’ll meet a the girl / boy of your dreams there.

2.  When Ss get the idea, give them another one to do in pairs. E.g. “throw a party when your parents are 
away – get grounded”. Tell Ss that their aim is to make the chain as long as possible. A possible chain of 
events could be:
 If you throw a party when your parents are away, your guests will make a lot of noise.
 If your guests make a lot of noise, your neighbours will be angry with you.
 If your neighbours are angry with you, they’ll tell your parents.
 If your neighbours tell your parents, your parents will get angry with you.
 If your parents get angry with you, they’ll ground you.
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3.  When Ss finish, find the longest chain.

4.  Ask Ss to work in pairs and make a long chain of their own. They must not show their chain to anybody. 

5. When pairs have their chains, ask them to write keywords for the first and the last sentence of it with 
the number of sentences they have between them in their chain.  
E.g. “throw a party when your parents are away – get grounded, 3”.

6.  In pairs, Ss try to write those chains exactly as long as in the original one. OR you can challenge Ss to 
make longer chains. Get Ss to write each of their chains on separate pieces of paper.

7.  Ss give their solutions to the pair who set them. They correct them as needed and find the best / longest /  
funniest / scariest / most educational, etc. ones.

Net search for eco-shopping choices

Where to use? At the end of S2
Focus  Being a conscientious shopper  
Materials “Net search for eco-shopping choices” task sheet on p. 68, computers with internet 

access; sites used:  
http://www.ecolabelindex.com/ 
http://www.greenerchoices.org/home.cfm 
http://www.leapingbunny.org/shopping.php

1.  Ask Ss what information they check when they buy food products and cosmetics. Tell them that in this 
activity, they may get some more ideas about what to find out when they buy a product.

2.  Put Ss into groups of about four and give them the task sheet and at least one computer with Internet 
access they can use. Explain that they do not need to understand details, only get the main pieces of 
information.

3.  When Ss finish their Web search, run a short information checking and discussion session. Ask Ss if they 
have ever seen any of the logos in real life.
 

Variation Instead of doing section A of the task sheet, you can bring to class packages 
of products with some of the logos. Ss pass the packages around and find the 
meanings of the logos on the Internet.

Material sounds  Section 3 

Where to use? After CB ex. p. 34/1A
Focus  Materials
Materials One or two objects made of plastic, paper, metal, wood, glass; some water with 

two containers, one empty; two pieces of rock / stone; two pieces of fruit and / or 
vegetables

1.  Before class, try making sounds with the objects you select. Decide in what order you are going to make 
a sound with them. 

2.  In class, tell Ss that you are going to make sounds with objects made of different materials. Elicit types of 
materials you are going to use.

3.  Tell Ss to take a piece of paper and write a list of numbers corresponding with the number of the objects 
you are going to make a sound with. E.g. eight different sounds made with eight different materials =  
Ss write numbers 1 to 8 in a list.

4.  Ask Ss to have their list of numbers and a pen ready and turn their backs on you. They will have to write the 
materials they think they hear. Tell them that they will hear each sound twice. Tell them not to speak at all.

5.  In the order you decided, make sounds with the objects, always announcing the number before the 
sound and repeating it once after a short pause.

6.  Ss then compare and check with you.
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Opinion walls 

Where to use? With CB ex. 35/1H
Focus  Debating, arguing
Materials Printed “Opinion posters” on pp. 71-72, blutack

1.  When groups have finished writing up their ideas for CB ex. 35/1H, put the two posters on two 
opposing walls of the classroom. Make sure that Ss can stand wherever they want between the two 
walls.

2.  Tell Ss that groups will take turns to give their ideas on how to make their school greener and why. 
When it is a group’s turn, they can give one of their ideas only and support it. Those who listen will put 
themselves between the two walls: “Good idea – Bad idea”  according to what they think. The closer 
they stand to one of the two sentences on the walls, the closer it is to their  own opinion.

3.  With each new idea, do the following: 

 • One group gives their idea and supports it.

 • Ss position themselves between the two walls bearing the sentences. 

 • Ss standing close to each other have one minute to talk to each other and tell each other why they 
are standing at that particular position. Members of the group which has the floor only listen.

 • Ss standing far from each other make groups / pairs. In two minutes, they explain their opinion to 
each other. Members of the group which has the floor only listen.

 • Ask the group that has the floor to repeat their opinion. They may want to change it or keep their 
original idea.

 • Ss position themselves between the two walls bearing the sentences again. Ask who has changed 
their position and why. Praise those who have.

 • Get Ss to change the idea in a way that the majority would support it. Write the agreed version on 
the board.

 • Another group takes the floor. Go around until there are new ideas.

Extension You may want Ss to make an action plan and implement their ideas.
Variation If it is not possible for Ss to stand between two walls in your classroom, get them to 

stand up and turn towards the sentence that is closer to their opinion.
Adaptations Opinion walls can be used with any discussion topic and debate. Also, see the wall 

sorting activity in Bloggers 1 TRB, on p. 52.

E-waste land 

Where to use? After WB ex. 42 /1B
Focus  The environment, developing countries, listening
Materials YouTube video: Electronic Waste in Ghana:  

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pr1zQrXM_7s;  
screenshot at 0.19 on p. 73; task sheet on p. 74

1.  Show Ss the screenshot or a freeze frame at 0.19. Ask them to talk about it in small groups and guess  
1. what the children are doing, 2. where and 3. why. 

2.  Pool ideas without correcting anything.

3.  Play the beginning of the video and discuss whose ideas were closest.
Key: The children are burning e-waste in a scrapyard in Accra, the capital of Ghana because they want to 
get metals like aluminium and copper out of e-waste.

4.  Give out the task sheet on p. 74. Get Ss to guess the answers then play the video. You may want to pre-
teach some vocabulary your Ss won’t know to get the answers.

5.  Ss compare their answers first in groups then discuss with the whole class.
Key: 1. Heavy metals. 
2. It has negative effects on the nervous system, the brain, the kidneys, other organs and the immune 
system; it can kill people.
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3. It pollutes the environment. Chemicals get into the soil, the water, the animals’ body. A lot of it is 
dumped.
4. From the USA and from such European countries as the UK, the Netherlands, Germany, Norway and 
Denmark.
5. They come to Ghana as second-hand goods, but they don’t work any more. 
6. Producers should ban toxic materials in their products, and take them back when they become waste 
and recycle them.

Performance for a cause

Where to use? At the end of Section 3
Focus  Activism, environmental protection 
Materials Internet access, projector

1.  Tell Ss that you are going to show them a performance by a team of young people. Write these 
questions on the board:

 • What is the message?

 • Is it powerful?

 • If it is, what makes it powerful?

2.  Play on YouTube the Ozone Step Team’s performance on the finals of the Step it Up competition in 2010: 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=84rOSg1GWjI&feature=channel.

3.  Discuss the questions, leaving room for interpretations and different opinions. The most important thing 
is that Ss see how a message can be supported by something that you can do well together with other 
people. A good quality performance brings the idea close to the audience.

4.  Now tell Ss that they will have a chance to make a performance on an issue they feel strongly about. Ask 
them to form teams and brainstorm ideas. 

5.  Get teams to select the one they will prepare and perform. Set a date for performances and preparation 
times. 

6.  The performances can be in class or you can bring some classes or the whole school together for a 
special event.

Tsunami – Caught on camera   Section 4 

Where to use? After CB ex. p. 36/2A
Focus  Listening, tsunami
Materials Internet access, projector; Tilly’s picture on p. 75 enlarged or projected  

1. Get Ss to close their books. Tell them that they will see a short part of a documentary that uses footage 
from what survivors of a tsunami recorded. Write these questions on the board:

 • When and where was this tsunami?

 • Did people notice anything before the tsunami? 

 • What does the father of the small children say? What do the divers say?

 • How do people react when it starts?
Play Tsunami – Caught on camera part 2 from 4.10 to 9.20 on YouTube  
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=S0p_6G5GIeo.

2.  Get Ss to compare their answers to the questions first then discuss them as a class.
Key: 26th December, Thailand; The father did not notice anything, it was just the start of another perfect 
day on the beach. Reactions were very slow. People just did not know how dangerous it was before they 
got in real trouble. 

3.  Show Ss Tilly Smith’s enlarged picture and tell them that she survived the same tsunami they just saw the 
start of. Get them to guess how she survived. Then continue with the book.
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Tilly Smith video

Where to use? After CB ex. p. 37/2D
Focus  Listening, Tilly’s story 
Materials Internet access, projector, speakers

1.  Tell Ss that they will see and hear Tilly telling the story herself. Ask Ss to tick in the story in the book the 
information that is the same as in the video. Underline one piece of information that is different.

2.  Play the video “Lessons save lives: the story of Tilly Smith (Better version)” from 0.30 to 2.46  
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=V0s2i7Cc7wA.

3.  Get Ss to compare, then discuss their ideas as a class.
Key: Tilly saved over one hundred people on the Thai island of Phuket. Over 230,000 people were 
killed. (They say over 270,000 in the video.) Tilly, her parents and her sister, were down on the beach 
away from their hotel. There were bubbles on the water. Tilly was sure she saw the warning signs of 
a tsunami. She told her mum. But her mum did not know about tsunamis and did not believe her at 
first. “There is going to be a tsunami, there’s definitely going to be a tsunami.” Tilly’s father warned the 
guards. No-one was killed on their beach. Tilly says she learned about tsunamis and the warning signs 
from her geography teacher. 

4.  Put this grid on the board and ask Ss to copy it:

Tilly Her mother Her father Holly, her sister

Tell Ss to take notes in the grid of what these people did and said. Play the same part of the video again.

5.  Get Ss to compare, then discuss as a class. 
Key: 

Tilly Her mother Her father Holly, her sister
Remembered her 
geography lesson.
Saw the signs of a 
tsunami.
Told mum: “There’s 
definitely going to be a 
tsunami.”
“Right Mum, I’m going, 
I’m definitely going.”
Went back.

Did not believe her.

“Bye, then!”

Went back.

Sort of believed her.
Went back. 
Told guards.

Got really scared.
Went back. 

6.  Tell Ss that you are going to play a different part of the video. Ask them to listen and answer these 
questions.

 • Does Tilly think she is a hero?

 • How can young people help?
Put these questions on the board.

7.  Play the video from 2.40 to 4.00.

8.  Get Ss to compare their ideas then discuss as a class. 

 Key: No, she thinks her teacher is the hero, and he saved their lives. Young people can teach older 
people about things they did not learn at school.

9.  Get Ss to brainstorm in groups what they can teach older people, than talk about it with the whole class.
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Tilly Smith on BBC Radio  Section 4 

Where to use? After CB ex. p. 37/2D
Focus  Listening, Tilly’s story 
Materials Task sheet on p. 76, internet access, speakers

1.  Tell Ss that they are going to hear a radio interview with Tilly, but first they will guess Tilly’s answers.  
Put Ss into small groups / pairs and give them the task sheet.

2.  With the whole class, groups share their guesses.

3.  Play the recording from the BBC website. This is how you can find it: Go to http://news.bbc.co.uk and 
write ”Award for tsunami warning pupil” in the search engine, then find the inbedded audio file in the 
article. Or click this link: http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/uk_news/4229392.stm.
Ss check and correct their aswers.

4.  Discuss the aswers in pleanry.

Extension Ask Ss how old Tilly is right now. Get Ss to write questions they would like to ask 
her now.

Disaster survivor interview

Where to use? Instead of WB ex. p. 44/1B and C 
Focus  Listening, natural disasters 
Materials Task sheet on p. 77, internet access, speakers, projector

1.  Tell Ss that they will watch an interview with a disaster survivor. Give them the task sheet and ask them 
to cover ex. B. Then get them to do ex. A as they watch the interview “Melissa Elliot on TODAY Show” 
on the http://www.clipsyndicate.com site or at http://www.clipsyndicate.com/video/play/1260445/melissa_
elliot_on_today_show.

2.  Pool ideas with the whole class.

3.  Play the video again while Ss do ex. B of the task sheet.

4.  Ss compare in pairs, then discuss with the whole class.
Key: 1. T;  2. F;  3. T;  4. F;  5. NI;  6. F;  7. NI;  8.T;  9.T;  10.T

Variation You can also do this activity after WB ex. p. 44/1B and C as the comparison 
between the authentic video and the recording based on it may be interesting. 

 •  Tell Ss that they’ll watch an interview of a real-life story very similar to the story 
in the WB; in fact the recording in the WB is based on this original story.  
The questions in ex.B of the task sheet are nearly the same as the questions 
in WB ex. p.44/1C. Only questions 7 and 9 in the WB are different in the task 
sheet, where they are questions 8 and 9. 

 •  You may also want Ss to compare the situation, the information and the 
language in the two recordings.

 •  When doing WB ex. p. 44/1D, you may want Ss to use all the information they 
got from the two interviews to write their questions to the survivor of the 
earthquake.

The lion whisperer on the internet

Where to use?  With WB ex. p. 45/2 
Focus  Listening, reading and speaking skills, animals 
Materials Computers, internet access, projector, speakers

Both on YouTube and on Kevin Richardson’s website http://www.lionwhisperer.co.za/, you’ll find a lot of 
materials to use. Here are some ideas.
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1.  To introduce the topic, before reading the text in the WB, play YouTube video GoPro: Lions – The New 
Endangered Species? http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MNCzSfv4hX8.
from 0.30 to 1.03 and ask Ss what they think will happen to the man in the video. Then tell them that 
they’ll find out about him in the text.

2.  If the question of why he is doing it interests your class, find the short video on his website’s home page 
(2nd video), in which he gives his reasons: it being a calling from a young age, his worries about the lion 
population, others thinking it should not be done.

3.  There is a video on YouTube in which he is shown with a whole pride of 38 lions, at http://www.
youtube.com/watch?v=yKvlBjY3pXk, which you can use to illustrate the dangers of his work and what he 
thinks about the danger. 

4.  On YouTube, you’ll find the video Lioness Shows Trust in Man with Her Newborn Cubs  
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iCRriEh7DFo, which is very sweet and shows how he builds his 
relationship with lions. 

5.  You can also do a website search using Kevin Richardson’s website. Ask for updates or make up some 
questions for Ss to find the answers to using the website. Some possible questions:
How many books has he written? 
How many documentaries has he made?
What is his film company called?
How can you see his sanctuary?
How can you get really close to the animals and Kevin’s work?
What does he sell in his webshop?
How can you give money to help Kevin’s work?

6.  You can also do a YouTube search, in which Ss find short extracts in videos to illustrate some important 
facts about lions and Mr Richardson’s work with them, which they share with the class commenting on 
them.

7.  Kevin Richardson also has a Facebook account https://www.facebook.com/pages/Kevin-Richardson-The-
Lion-Whisperer/189288144472937?ref=ts&fref=ts, which isn’t very active. However, you’ll find videos 
and petitions there and your Ss could send him a message, too. 

Funny animals

Where to use? After WB ex. p. 45/2
Focus  Animals, listening and speaking skills 
Materials Computers, internet access, projector, speakers

1.  There are many sweet, interesting and funny videos about animals on YouTube e.g.  
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8xoenlVVBZw
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QFyI1cjsuGU
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GrWceJRDvdI
Get your Ss to choose one without words in small groups / pairs. 

2.  They write a text commenting on what is happening in the video. Then they prepare to play the video 
and give their commentary in the class. Alternatively, they can download the films and record their 
commentary to go with it or put subtitles on the film.

3.  Ss share their work live or on the Internet.
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Solar system weather facts hunt  Task sheet 

Search the internet and find the answers to these questions.

 1.  The hottest day that we know of on Earth was July 10, 1913 in Death Valley, California. How hot was it? 

 2.  It got almost as cold as Mars once on Earth in Vostok, Antarctica on July 21, 1983. How cold was it? 

 3.  What was the highest wind speed ever recorded on Earth? 

 4. Jupiter’s Red Spot is a huge storm. It started a long, long time ago. When did it start?  

 5.  Which planet has fast-moving clouds?  

 6. The rain on Saturn’s moon, Titan is at a temperature of  −296.5° F = −131.67 °C. How is this possible?   

 7.  Neptune’s winds are the fastest of any planet in the solar system. How fast are they?

 8. The solar wind is even faster. How fast is it?  

 9. Temperature variations on Mercury are the most extreme in the solar system. How cold and how hot 
can it get within one day? 

 10. Each of the four seasons lasts three months on Earth. There are four seasons on Uranus, too, but they 
are much longer. How long are they? 
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Solar system weather facts hunt  Key 

 1. 134 °F = 56.67 °C 

 2. −129 °F = –53.89 °C

 3. 253 MPH miles = 407.164032 kilometres per hour during the passage of Tropical Cyclone Olivia on 10th 
April 1996 

 4. More than 300 or 400 years ago

 5. Saturn 

 6. It rains liquid methane, not water.

 7. They can reach 1,600 miles per hour.

 8. 600,000 to 2,000,000 (that’s two million!) miles = 965,606.4 to 3,218,688 (over 3 million!) kilometres 
per hour

 9. −280 °F = −137.78 °C at night to 800 °F = 426.67 °C degrees during the day 

 10. 21 years
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Tell me about the weather   Board 
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Tell me about the weather   Question cards 

What was the weather like 
yesterday?

What was the weather like 
on your last holiday?

What was the weather like 
last Saturday?

What is the weather like in 
Hungary in August?

What is the weather like in 
Siberia in the winter?

What is the weather like in 
a rain forest?

Look out of the window. 
What is the weather like 

now? 

Look out of the window. 
What is the weather going 
to be like later in the day?

What is the forecast for 
today?

What is the forecast for the 
next five days?

What do you think the 
weather will be like next 

Christmas?

What do you think the 
weather will be like next 

summer?

What do you think the 
weather will be like in 

Hungary 100 years from 
now?

What is the weather like in 
the Sahara Desert?

What was the weather like 
when you were born?

What kind of weather do 
you like the most?

What kind of weather 
don’t you like?

What is the weather like on 
planet Venus?
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Net search for eco-shopping choices  Task sheet 

A. What do these labels mean on products? Use these websites to find out and explain it in your own 
word: http://www.ecolabelindex.com/, http://www.greenerchoices.org/home.cfm.

1. 

 ......................................................................................................................................

2.

 ......................................................................................................................................

3. 

 ......................................................................................................................................

4. 

 ......................................................................................................................................

5. 

 ......................................................................................................................................

6.

 ......................................................................................................................................

7.

 ......................................................................................................................................

8.

 ......................................................................................................................................

9. 

 ......................................................................................................................................

10. 

 ......................................................................................................................................
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B. Go to http://www.gocrueltyfree.org/search?country=231 to answer the questions.

1. List the cosmetics brands you use / like / are interested in. Then find out which are cruelty free, i.e. not 
tested on animals.

Cosmetics brands
Cruelty free?

Yes No

2. How many cruelty-free cosmetics companies do you find in the United Kingdom?

3. How many cruelty-free cosmetics companies do you find in Hungary?
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Net search for eco-shopping choices  Key 

 1.  

Animal Welfare Approved (AWA) 
Farm animals live on family farms and they have a good life there.

 2. 
Blue Flag 
Beaches get it if they are clean.

 3.  
Carbon Footprint of Products (CFP) 
It informs you how much CO2 got into the environment when making / using that 
product.

 4.  
They don’t kill dolphins when they catch tuna.

 5.  

EU Organic product label

 6.  
Fairtrade logo 
Farmers and workers in developing countries get better pay.

 7.  
Green Dot 
You can recycle the package of the product.

 8.  
Hungarian national ecolabel 
The product is environmentally friendly.

 9. 
Recycled Content 
They used recycled material (waste) to make the product. 

 10.  
Sourcemap
The producers share information with their buyers about their processes and the 
materials they use.
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Opinion walls  Poster 

G
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Opinion walls  Poster 

B
ad idea
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E-waste land  Screenshot 
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E-waste land  Task sheet 

1. What toxic materials does the smoke contain?

2. What is the effect of the smoke on the workers’ health?

3. What is the effect of burning e-waste on the environment?

4. Where do the computers come from?

5. The Basel Convention and EU law prohibit the export of e-waste from developed countries to developing 
countries. How is it possible then that all this e-waste ends up in Ghana?

6. What is the solution according to the Green Peace activist?
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Tsunami − Caught on camera   Tilly Smith 
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Tilly Smith on BBC Radio  Task sheet 

A. These are the reporter’s questions to Tilly Smith on a BBC Radio interview. Work in pairs and guess her 
answers.

1.  What was it that you noticed about the sea?

2.  Did you think it could be normal or did you just know it immediately?

3.  What did you say to your mother?

4.  Were you very scared?

5.  Did your mother believe you?

6.  How did you feel when you ... I mean, it must be amazing to think that you presumably saved people’s 
lives? 

7.  Today you’re getting an award from the Marine Society, which you must be pleased about?

8.  And presumably you’re going to listen in all your lessons in the future?
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Disaster survivor interview  Task sheet 

A. Listen to an interview with a disaster survivor. Who is she? Where and what disaster did she survive?

B 	Listen again. Tick T for true, F for false and NI if there’s no information.

   T F NI

 1. Melissa is a student.   

 2. Melissa was on holiday in Haiti.    

 3. The earthquake happened in the afternoon.   

 4. Melissa’s room was on the ground floor.   

 5. Melissa’s neighbour was a student, too.   

 6. Other students helped her to get out of the hotel.    

 7. The earth shook only once.   

 8. Melissa’s parents didn’t know about her for two days.   

 9. Melissa phoned her parents on Thursday.    

 10. Half of Nelly’s group is still missing.    
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Collocations race

Where to use? After WB ex. p. 48/1 
Focus  Collocations
Materials A “Collocations race” grid on p. 80 and a set of  “Collocations race” cards on p. 81 

for every two or three Ss; an enlarged copy of the grid and some cards to explain 
the game; sample solution on p. 82

1.  Show Ss the grid and explain how the words on it may collocate with words on some of the cards. Show 
them that some of the cards match with more of the words on the grid.

2.  Put Ss in groups of three or pairs. Give a grid and a set of cards to each group / pair. 

3.  Explain to Ss how to play the game:

 • Shuffle cards and deal out five each. Put the remaining cards face down in the middle. 

 • Decide who starts either by tossing a coin or playing “Paper, scissors, rock”.

 • When it is your turn: 
 * Pick a card.
 * Put down any number of the cards you have that you think match with words in  
the grid. Words match if they make a collocation, i.e. they are often used together  
(so it sounds natural if you use them together). Your partner may challenge your choice,  
but any possible collocations have to be accepted. If you can’t agree, ask your teacher.
  * If there are cards down on the grid, you can put them with other possible words  
in the grid. This way you can make place for a card in your hand. 

 • The winner is the person without a card after there are no cards left on the table.

 • It is possible to find a place for all the cards in the grid. Can you get there with your partner(s)?

4.  After Ss have finished, get them to compare their filled in grids with each other. Discuss different 
solutions. You may want to show them the sample solution.

Phonemic battleship 2 (/v/ and /w/)

Where to use? After WB ex. p. 50/10
Focus  Symptoms, weather, environment, going to, will, shall, should, the pronunciation of 

/v/ and /w/
Materials A “Phonemic battleship 2” grid on p. 83 for each S

 For instructions, go to p. 35 of this book.

Gambling tasks

Where to use After completing Revision 2 in the WB 
Focus  Main topics of Us 3 & 4 with a focus on vocabulary and speaking
Materials A “Gambling tasks” scores grid on p. 84, “Coloured blanks” on p. 85, blutack and /  

or a computer with a projector; a set of “Task cards” on pp. 86-90, post-it notes, 
optional: Rules slides on p. 91, dice

1. Make an enlarged copy of the Scores grid and the Coloured blanks. Cut up the coloured blanks. If you 
have a computer with a projector available, you can project the Scores grid and colour the Chosen / Won 
squares on the computer as the game progresses, instead of using the Coloured blanks. Print the Task 
cards and cut them up. Keep them in piles of different task types.

2. Show Ss the Scores grid and explain that in this game two teams compete. The winner will be the team 
with more money.

3. Explain how the game goes:

 • Teams take turns in choosing a task. When you choose the task, you say which topic and what type 
of task, e.g. Environment + Mime. You can choose each task only once.
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 • Task types have money allocated to them. If you complete the task successfully, your team gets 
the money. If you cannot successfully do the task, it goes to the other group. They can get half the 
money if they successfully perform the task.

 • Within both teams, members decide in what order they’ll perform the tasks. Number yourselves in 
that order and take turns according to that order.

 • When it is your turn to perform a task, come to the teacher for your Task card.
Rules for individual tasks (See slides):

	|  Mime the word / phrase to your group.
– Do not say anything when you are miming. If the S who performs the mime says anything, the 

task goes to the other team at once.
– Don’t say the word if it is not your group’s turn. If you say the word when it is not your team’s 

turn, the team whose turn it is will get the money anyway.
	|Define word / phrase to your group
– Do not use the word(s) on the task card. If the person defining the word says the word(s) on the 

card, the task goes to the other team immediately.
– Don’t say the word if it is not your group’s turn. If you say the word when it is not your team’s 

turn, the team whose turn it is will get the money anyway. 
	|Act out a situation
– The S whose turn it is to perform the task can choose their partner from their team. They can 

show their partner the task card. 
– There must be at least three exchanges, so both of them must speak minimum three times. 
	|Give your opinion
– Talk for a minute without falling silent for longer than 6 seconds or repeating what you have said.
– Give reasons for your opinion.

4.  Put Ss into two teams and allocate a colour each: orange or blue. If there is and odd number of Ss in 
your class, you may want to have a volunteer S helper. 

5.  Give each S a post-it note. Ask teams to decide about the order in which they are going to perform 
tasks. Get them to put their number down on the post-it note and wear it. 

6.  Decide which team starts. You can toss a coin or get a S from both teams to do “Rock, Scissors, Paper”. 
Another way in which all team members can participate is to get each S to throw the dice and add up 
the numbers in both teams. The team with the higher score starts.

7.  With each task, do the following steps:

 • Get the team whose turn it is next to choose the task. Put their colour in the corresponding 
“Chosen” cell. It means that that task cannot be chosen any more.  
If you use a printed grid, use Blutack to attach a Coloured blank to the cell. If you use a projected 
grid, colour the cell.

 • The S whose turn it is in the team to perform the task comes to you. Give them the corresponding 
Task card.

 • Optional: project the corresponding Rules slide.

 • The S must start in no more then 30 seconds.

 • Monitor task.

 • Decide if the task has been performed successfully. Ask for Ss’ opinion.

 • If you decide that the task has been preformed successfully, put the colour of the team in the 
corresponding “Won” cell.

 • If you decide that the task has not been performed successfully, the other team can have a go for half 
of the money.

 • At the end of the game, ask teams to add up the money they won. They add the full sum allocated 
to a task if they have their colour both in the “Chosen” and the “Won” cells. If they have the other 
teams colour in the “Chosen” cell and their colour in the “Won” cell, they add half the amount 
allocated to that task.

 • Celebrate the winners and praise good performances in both teams.

Adaptation Ss can play this game in smaller groups. Then two teams of two to five Ss compete 
with each other and a S acts as the judge in each group.

Variation This game can be adapted to any topic.
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Collocations race  Grid 
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Collocations race  Cards 

out stomach in bed my head

sore a cold cold throat

temperature freezing
your 

temperature
upset

waste heart flu bin

the dentist weather volcanic global

injured tidal organic time
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Collocations race   Sample solution 
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Phonemic battleship 2 (/v/ and /w/)  Grid 
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Gambling tasks  Scores grid 
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Gambling tasks  Coloured banks 
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Gambling tasks  Task cards 

1. Symptoms

Symptoms £ 5

Mime this phrase to your group:

heart attack

Symptoms £ 10

Define this word to your group:

dizzy

Symptoms £ 25

Choose someone from your group and act 
out this situation:

You are the patient and your partner is the 
doctor. The pictures show how you feel. Tell 

the doctor and answer their questions as 
needed.

Symptoms £ 50

Give your opinion in one minute on the 
following:

Your friend thinks that smoking is cool and 
wants to start smoking.
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2. Treatment

Treatment £ 5

Mime this word to your group:

operation

Treatment £ 10

Define this word to your group:

prescription

Treatment £ 25

Choose someone from your group and act 
out this situation:

You are the doctor and your partner is the 
patient. The pictures show how the patient 
feels. Tell them what they should do and 

answer their questions as needed.

Treatment £ 50

Give your opinion in one minute on the 
following:

Your friend has the flu and is quite unwell.  
(S)he wants to go to school tomorrow to sit 

for an important test.
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3. Weather

Weather £ 5

Mime this word to your group:

thunderstorm

Weather £ 10

Define this word to your group:

wind

Weather £ 25

Choose someone from your group and act 
out this situation:

Your partner wants to play badminton in the 
park. You look through the window and this 

is what you see:

Tell your partner what you think about the 
weather and playing badminton in the park. 

Weather £ 50

Give your opinion in one minute on the 
following:

Many people think that the weather is getting 
warmer and drier. What is your opinion? 

Is the weather changing?
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4. Environment

Environment £ 5

Mime this phrase to your group:

die out

Environment £ 10

Define this phrase to your group:

separate waste

Environment £ 25

Choose someone from your group and act 
out this situation:

Your partner never switches their computer 
or the lights off. Talk to them and get them 

to understand why they should switch things 
off.

Environment £ 50

Give your opinion in one minute on the 
following:

Changing your mobile phone for a newer 
type of phone every two or three years, even 

if your old mobile phone still works OK.
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5.  Disasters

Disasters £ 5

Mime this phrase to your group:

volcanic 
eruption

Disasters £ 10

Define this word to your group:

tsunami

Disasters £ 25

Choose someone from your group and act 
out this situation:

You are having a holiday with your partner by 
the sea and you are on the beach right now. 
You are sure that you see the warning signs 
of a tsunami. Tell your partner. Your partner 
knows nothing about tsunamis and does not 

believe you. Get them to believe you and 
leave the beach together.

Disasters £ 50

Give your opinion in one minute on the 
following:

What should and shouldn’t you do if there is 
an earthquake and you are in a tall building 

on the 6th floor?
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Shops and goods card game  Section 1 

Where to use? After WB ex. p. 38/1
Focus  Shops and goods, I’d like to ... 
Materials “Shops and goods card game” cards on pp. 100-101

1. This game can be played in groups of two, three or six. Print and cut out a set of cards for every group 
of Ss. In each set, separate cards with shop names and the four small pictures of goods from the rest of 
cards, which only show some goods.

2. In class, form groups of two, three or six. Give out shop cards first. Tell Ss to deal them out equally in 
their groups and keep their shop(s) secret. 

3. Explain that 

 • They’ll get goods cards, which they need to shuffle and deal out equally. 

 • Their aim will be to collect all the goods cards that belong to their shop(s). 

 • The first person who has all the goods cards that go with their shop(s) is the winner. 

 • When it is their turn, they can 
- ask for a goods card that they need like this: “I’d like to buy / get a / some ...”. The person who 

has that card, needs to give the card and say: “Here you are.”
- put down a complete trick of five cards: one shop card and four corresponding goods cards.

4. Give out goods cards and help groups with starting the game.

Variations 1. In groups of two or three it is also possible not to deal out all the goods cards. Ss 
only deal out three goods cards each and have the rest in a pile face down. When it 
is their turn, they pick a new card first.

 2. This game can also be played as a mingling activity.
Adaptations This “Happy families” type of game can be played with different sets of words. Find 

examples in Bloggers 1 TRB, p. 29, p. 53 and p. 41 and p. 142 of this book.

Preference corners

Where to use? After WB ex. p. 53/2D  
Focus  Prefer sg / doing sg to sg / doing sg

1. Stand in the middle of the classroom with your arms stretched out. Say to Ss that the part  
of the room you are facing means: giving presents. Turn around and say that the part you are facing now 
means: getting presents. Get Ss to stand up and go to the part of the room which they prefer: giving or 
getting presents. Ask some Ss to say which they prefer, e.g . I prefer getting presents to giving presents.

2. Now divide the classroom into two halves again along a line that is at right angles to the previous line. 
Name one part of the classroom: shopping online, and the other part: buying things in a shop. This way 
you’ll get preference corners.

getting presents giving presents

shopping online a. b.

buying things in a shop c. d.

E.g. 
a. getting presents and shopping online to buying things in a shop and giving presents
d. buying things in a shop and giving presents to getting presents and shopping online

3. Check the meanings of corners with Ss. E.g. c. to prefer getting presents and buying things in a shop to 
giving presents and shopping online 

4. Get Ss to walk to the corner of the room that shows both their preferences. You will get four groups 
this way. If any of the groups get too large, subdivide them. If a Ss is alone in a corner, try to get them 
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a partner – maybe someone has changed their mind, or ask them to join a group, not giving up their 
particular preference, though.

5. Tell groups to find at least one more preference they all share. Make sure they understand that e.g. “We 
all like playing video games” is NOT a preference. They need to be able to say “We all prefer sg / doing 
sg to sg / doing sg”. Elicit that to arrive there, they will need to ask: “Do you prefer sg / doing sg to sg / 
doing sg” questions that are true about them.

6. Check with the whole class what shared preferences the groups found.

Adaptations, variations  Preference corners can be adapted to many different topics, opinions, 
debates, feedback or needs analysis.

Acknowledgements  The original idea comes from Ágota Scharle and Anita Szabó:  
Learner Autonomy. Cambridge: CUP, 2000, pp. 69-71.

My special little shop 1 – Goods

Where to use? At the end of S1
Focus  Project work: Shops and goods
Materials Art supplies, optional: internet, printer

1. Put Ss into groups of about four to six and tell them to brainstorm ideas of shops that they would find 
interesting. The shops can be something real, but interesting (e.g. a shop selling robots) or totally their 
own creation (e.g. a shop selling used chewing gum). Give them three minutes to put down as many 
ideas as they can.

2. With the whole class, get groups to share what they have come up with and add ideas to their lists.

3. Tell groups that now they need to choose a shop they will have as their own and give it a name. 

4. Tell Ss that they need to design a shop window of their shop with goods/images of goods and a sign 
with the shop’s name.

5. Give out art supplies and monitor and help as groups are working.

6. Groups display their designs and Ss walk around in pairs. They agree on buying one thing for themselves 
and one thing for two other people.

7. To round up, ask Ss to share what they decided to buy and why.

8. Keep Ss’ works safe as they will be used later on.
To see the next step of this project, go to p. 94

“Have you saved?” board game  Section 2 

Where to use? At the end of S2
Focus  Giving opinion on buying things and spending money; extended speech
Materials “Have you saved?” board and cards on pp. 102-104, a dice for every group of three 

or four Ss; a counter for each S.

1. Put Ss into groups of three or four. Give out boards, counters and dice. Explain that in this game, they 
need to get from START to FINISH. On their way, they will answer some questions. Every time when they 
land on a square with a question mark, they need to pick a card with a question.

2. Give out the cards. Ask Ss to mix the cards well and put them face down on the rectangle marked with 
a big question mark in the middle of the board.

3. Ss always need to pick the first card on top. They have to answer the question on the card and give at 
least one reason to back their opinion. Each question asks them to decide if the person in the described 
situation has saved money or not. 

4. When they finish, Ss put the card at the bottom of the pile. Now the group can decide if the answer was 
good. There is NO right or wrong answer to any of these questions. The only criterion for a good answer 
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is that it gives at least one clear reason why the person has / has not saved money. Ss do not need to 
agree with an answer to accept it!  If the answer is not acceptable because no clear reason was given, 
the player has to go back where they were in their previous turn.

5. The winner is the person to arrive first at the FINISH. 

Adaptations This game can be used with many different topics and speaking tasks. Find a similar 
game on p. 89 of Bloggers 1 TRB and on p. 41, p. 55 and p. 157 of this book.

My special little shop 2 – Prices and special offers

Where to use? At the end of S2
Focus  Project work: special offers
Materials Art supplies, materials Ss made in the first lesson of the project

 To see the first step, of this project, go to p. 93

1. Discuss with Ss what special offers they know of and write them on the board. 

2. Tell Ss that they will decide which of the goods in their special little shop they want to sell on special 
offer and which will be at the full price. They can decide to have a usual kind of offer or something they 
invent. They will have to make price tags and advertisements for offers to go with the goods they made 
in the first lesson of the project. 

3. Agree on a maximum price. I suggest £100, but it may vary according to the type of goods Ss have made.

4. Ask Ss to work in their groups. Monitor and help as needed.

5. Groups exhibit their goods as if in a shop window again, but now complete with prices and special offer ads. 

6. Ss walk around in pairs and decide which offer they find good and why.

7. To round up, ask Ss what they thought about different offers. 

8. Give groups some time to make their offers better.

9. Keep Ss’ works safe as they will be used later on.

To see the next step of this project, go to p. 95

Shopping sketch  Section 3 

Where to use? After CB ex. p. 43/1H 
Focus  Shopping
Materials The Hedge Sketch by Fry and Laurie, “Hedge picture” on p. 105  

1. Find the Hedge Sketch by Fry and Laurie on YouTube. Here’s a link:  
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mkkNjyOrpmo.

2. Tell Ss that they will see a comedy sketch by Fry and Laurie and ask if they know them. Some Ss may 
know Hugh Laurie in his role as Dr House. Tell Ss that this time they will act out a shopping sketch that 
goes wrong several times. Give the title of the sketch and explain the meaning using the Hedge picture. 
Ask Ss to make a list of mistakes the actors make. These are:  
1. The wrong person starts the sketch so second lines come before first lines.  
2. They swap roles.  
3. They don’t have the telephone on the table.  
4. Laurie waits for the answer in the telephone so Fry has to act as a third person.  
5. They swap roles again.  
6. First sentences and replies are swapped again.  
7. They say everything too fast.  
8. Fry does not talk into the phone when he should.  
9. They re-start the dialogue three times.  
10. They forget the punch line, or there is no punch line.
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3. Tell Ss that you will play the last version which is fast and without mistakes. Their task will be to write 
down as much of the dialogue as they can. Even individual words are OK. Start the video at 2:27. and tell 
Ss to write down whatever they can. 

4. Put Ss into small groups and tell them that you would like them to reconstruct the dialogue as true to 
the original as they can and write the script as precisely as possible.

5. Get groups to swap scripts. Play the recording again and ask Ss to underline any differences they find. 
Find the group with the fewest number of differences and get them to read out their script. 

6. Ask groups to finish the sketch, preferably with a funny / surprising ending. 

7. Ask groups to act out their ending after some time for rehearsal.

Extension Ask your Ss to create a comedy sketch with the theme of shopping. They can use 
the Internet to find some shopping jokes to use in their sketch.

My special little shop 3 – Buying and selling

Where to use? At the end of  S3 
Focus  Buying and selling
Materials Materials Ss made in the first and second lessons of the project 

 To see the first step of this project, go to p. 93. To see the second step, go to page 94.

1.  Tell Ss that it is shopping time now and give them some time to prepare their shops. 

2.  Explain to Ss that half of the Ss in their group will stay at the shop to sell their goods while the other 
half of the group will walk around and do their shopping, and then they’ll swap. Work out how much 
time Ss will have to do their shopping. I suggest about 8 to 10 minutes, but it depends on the size of the 
group and the number of shops to visit.

3.  Work out a good amount of money each S will have to spend. It should be a little more than the 
maximum price you agreed on previous lesson. E.g. if the maximum price was £100, give Ss £150. Write 
this on the board. 

4.  Ask Ss to have a clean sheet of paper and make this grid:

Money I have Shop Item bought Price Money left

Explain that when it is their turn to do the shopping, they’ll walk around and find and buy as many 
things as they can with the money they have. They will have bought an item if they have acted out a 
dialogue with the assistant that ends with paying. Then they can put it in the grid. 

5.  Ask groups to decide in what order they’ll be the assistants. It is a good idea to have mixed ability 
groups for selling. Get each group to make a copy of this grid to register their sales:

Item sold Buyer Price

6.  As Ss are buying and selling, monitor and keep the time. Tell Ss when to change roles.

7.  Ask Ss to tally the results: How many items have they bought? How much money do they have left? 
How much money has their shop made? How many items have they sold? Compare results with the 
whole class.

8.  Keep Ss’ work safe including the grids where shops registered their selling, as these will be used later on.

To see the next step of this project, go to p. 98.
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Online shopping quest ideas  Section 4 

Where to use? After WB ex. p. 58/1A  
Focus  Online shopping
Materials Computer with internet access for every small group of Ss

1. Use the Select box hunt idea on p. 10 of this book with shopping sites.

2. In small groups, Ss choose a category of goods (e.g. clothes, sports goods, groceries, etc.) and they 
search the net for the best sites to buy them, where the choice is the biggest and the prices are the 
lowest. They present their findings or write it up as a blog post. Here are some good sites:
http://budsbestbuys.com/category/online-shopping-mall/
http://www.hsn.com/
http://shopping.yahoo.com
http://www.hm.com/gb/
http://www.uk-groceries.com

3. With your class, make a list of about six goods Ss are interested in buying. Write them on the board. Ss 
try to find the best online offers. Give a time limit and then compare the prices that Ss found. 

Online shopping offline

Where to use? After WB ex. p. 58/1 
Focus  Online shopping, listening
Materials Computer, projector, speakers, “Online shopping offline” cards on p. 106,“Online 

shopping offline” video on YouTube
 http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lLi3K_6iYlQ

1.  Make a copy and cut out a set of “Online shopping offline” cards for every group of two to four Ss. 
Shuffle the cards in each set.

2.  In class, tell Ss that they’ll watch a video about online shopping. Write these questions on the board and 
ask students to answer them:

 1. What is strange about this online shopping experience?
 2. What problems are there?

3.  Play the video and discuss the answers to the questions. Don’t discuss or correct details at this point.
Key: 1. It is happening face-to-face in a real shop, the cashier acts as the computer;  
2. Once the screen freezes and the customer has to start again; the customer can’t read the verification 
code; there’s a problem with the price; the customer has had enough and leaves without the product.

4. Put Ss into small groups and give each group a pack of “Online shopping offline” cards. Ask them to put 
the cards in order as they happen in the video. 

5. Play the video again, and get Ss to check and correct.

6. Check answers with the class.
Key: 1. type in post code;  2. tick terms and conditions of use;  3. getting timed out;  4. screen freezes;  
5. type in username;  6. type in verification code;  7. select delivery options;  8. unclick insurance;  9. log 
off

7. Ask Ss if they have had any similar experiences online.

Extension Your Ss may be interested in writing and performing a short sketch in which they 
act out an online problem offline e.g. buying a plane ticket: getting timed out; 
registering on a website: password problems, e.g. passwords you want to choose 
have already been chosen by someone, too short, too long, wrong characters; 
buying something cheap and finding out that all delivery options are expensive; 
your card rejected when buying something, etc.
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Shopping safely online

Where to use? After WB ex. p. 59/1D
Focus  Online safety, reading, listening
Materials Computer, projector, speakers, “Shopping safely online” task sheet on p. 107, 

“Shopping safely online” cartoon on YouTube at 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KkEzuDQvUh4

1. Copy/Print a “Shopping safely online” task sheet for every S.

2. In class, put Ss in groups of 3 or 4 and ask them to write down what they think are the three most 
important rules of shopping safely online.

3. Collect the rules Ss come up with on the board.

4. Tell Ss that they’ll watch a cartoon on YouTube about shopping safely online. Ask them to compare their 
rules with the rules in the cartoon and see if they have anything the same / similar. Play “Shopping safely 
online”. 

5. Ask Ss to tick the rules on the board that are similar to anything mentioned in the video.

6. Give out the “Shopping safely online” task sheet. Ask Ss to do Ex. 1. 

7. Play the video again and get Ss to check and correct.

8. Get Ss to compare in small groups / pairs, then discuss answers with the whole class.

Mobile shopping

Where to use? After WB ex. p. 59/1D
Focus  Listening, speaking
Materials Computer, projector, speakers, “Tesco: Homeplus Subway Virtual Store” video  

on YouTube at  
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nJVoYsBym88&feature=player_embedded

1. Tell your Ss that they will watch a video, but first they will only see a part of it without the sound. You 
would like them to guess these:

 • Where are these people?

 • What are they doing? 

 • How does it work?
Put the questions on the board.

2. Play the video from 1.17 to 1.42.

3. After watching the extract, ask Ss to share their ideas in pairs / small groups.

4. Pool ideas with the class, not correcting anything.

5. Play the video from 0.32 to 1.47 with the sound on and ask Ss to check their answers to the questions.

6. Discus answers with the class. Key: 

 • In Korea in a subway (metro) station in a virtual store.

 • They’re doing their grocery shopping.

 • The virtual store has images of goods organised as in a real shop. People on their way home, as 
they’re waiting for their train, choose what they want to buy. They scan the QR (= Quick Reference) 
Code with their smart phones and send their orders. The shop delivers the goods to their homes.

Extension 1. Discuss the advantages and disadvantages of mobile shopping.
 2. Ask Ss if they have ever done mobile shopping and if they like it or not.
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Cameron Johnson online

Where to use? After CB ex. o. 45/2F
Focus  Listening, speaking, research
Materials Computers with internet access, “Cameron Johnson online” task sheets A and B  

on pp. 109-111, YouTube videos “Teen Millionaires... How Did They Do It?” from 
0:30 to 3:22 at  
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MZXHlLQGquQ&feature=related

 and “Portfolio Portrait: Cameron Johnson” at  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WNI-x995zlo; 

 his website at http://www.cameronjohnson.com/; his Facebook page at 
https://www.facebook.com/cameronjohnsoninc?ref=ts&fref=ts

 and his Twitter page at https://twitter.com/cameronjohnson

1. Put the class into two groups: A and B and get them to sit as far from each other as possible. Subdivide 
groups if they have more than six Ss. Each group will need a computer with internet access.

2. Explain to Ss that As and Bs will watch different video reports with Cameron Johnson and visit different 
sites that belong to him. Both As and Bs will have the same questions, but they won’t be able to answer 
all of them.  Tell Ss that it is a good idea to share out tasks in their groups.

3. Give out task sheets; each S should have one. Set a time limit of about 15 minutes.

4. Get a S A and a S B to sit down together and share the information and complete their questionnaires. If 
you have more than one A and B groups, you may want groups with the same letter to share what they 
found before putting As and Bs together. 

5. With the class, discuss the most important / interesting findings and deal with any misunderstanding.

My special little shop 4 – Selling and buying a business

Where to use? After CB ex. p. 45/2G
Focus  Business, buying and selling, discussion
Materials Materials Ss made in the first, second and third lessons of the project, art supplies

To see the first step of this project, go to p. 93.  
To see the second step, go to page 94. 

To see the third step, go to page 95.

1.  Ask Ss how many companies Cameron Johnson has had and what happened to all those companies. 
Elicit that he has sold them and reinvested the money he got from those sales into new business ideas. 
This model has worked for many creative business people. So let’s try it! 

2.  Tell Ss that they’ll be able to do the same with their special little shop – they can sell it now. To sell the 
shop, they’ll need to make a poster to advertise it. The advertisement has to include these points:

 • Name of shop and where it is

 • An inventory of the goods and how much they are worth → add up prices for all the goods you have

 • All the sales you have had: number of customers, number of goods you sold last time and how much 
money you made by selling them

 • Any ideas that would make your shop attractive

 • The price you want for your shop
Write these points on the board or project them.

3. Put Ss into their groups and give out art supplies. Monitor as Ss do their work.

4. Get groups to make a display of their goods, the poster and the grid where they put down their sales in 
the third lesson of the project. 

5. Tell Ss that half of the Ss in their group will stay at the shop to sell their shop and answer questions, 
while the other half of the group will walk around and decide which shop they would like to buy, and 
then they’ll swap. It is a good idea for them to walk together and talk about the shops, but they can 
make their own individual decision. Tell Ss that they have to choose one shop each they would like to 
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buy. Any number of Ss can choose any of the shops.

 6. Work out how much time Ss will have to look at the shops. I suggest about 8 to 10 minutes, but it 
depends on the size of the group and the number of shops to visit.

 7. When all the Ss have looked around, give Ss a card and ask them to write their name on it. Then ask Ss 
to take their name card to the shop they would like to buy.

 8. Ask shops to tally the buyers they have. 

 • If a shop has one buyer: ask them to write a document in which they sell it to that person.

 • If a shop has many buyers, ask the group to find a way of deciding who they want to sell it to. 

 • If a group has no buyers: ask them to make a short presentation to get people to buy their shop. 
They may consider lowering the price, too.

 9. Finalising the sales.

 • Shop with one buyer: they present the sales document and they sign it.

 • Shop with many buyers: they bring all their buyers together and make and announce their decision. 
Buyers may decide to buy a business together and become partners.

 • Group with no buyers: they make their presentation to the buyers who have bought nothing so far. 

 10. Ask Ss if they are happy with their sales / new shop and why.

Variation It is also possible to make advertisments and share the information about the shops 
on the internet, e.g. the class’s blog or wiki. Buyers send an email to the owners of 
the shops they want to buy. Then continue from step 8.
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Have you saved?   Cards 

You want to buy a book for your friend’s 
birthday. You find a good one for £ 8.56.  
It is on a ‘get three for the price of two  
(3 for 2)’ offer. You choose two more 
expensive books and get the one you  

wanted for your friend free.

Have you saved?

You see a sign that some shoes are on sale. 
You try a pair on and they’re great.  

You decide to buy them. At the cashier it 
turns out that they’re full price. You have 
enough money but you decide not to buy 

them.

Have you saved?

Your favourite fruit juice is on a ‘buy 2 get 1 
free’ offer. You only buy a carton.

Have you saved?

You’re looking for a present for your Mum. 
You find a scarf you like and you have 

enough money to buy, but you aren’t sure if 
the colour goes with your Mum’s new coat. 
You tell the assistant that you’ll come back 
tomorrow after you’ve checked the colour. 

The assistant says that it may be too late as it 
is the last one. You buy it.

Have you saved?

You find a jacket on offer that you like, 
but you don’t have enough money on you. 
You ask the assistant to save it for you until 
tomorrow. The assistant says it is on offer 

only today, so tomorrow it will be full price. 
You skip your afternoon class and go home 

for money and then back to the shop  
to buy it.

Have you saved?

It is February and there are huge end-of-
season discounts in your favourite clothes 

shop. You buy many great pieces of clothes. 
You use your credit card to pay. Later it turns 
out that you spent more money than you had 

on your card, so you have to pay it back to 
the bank at 17.9% interest*.

*extra money you pay to the bank

Have you saved?
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Your Mum gives you money to buy a pair of 
Levi’s jeans. Your friend says that you should 
go to the Chinese market. The jeans there 

aren’t original, but they look good and they 
are much cheaper. You follow your friend’s 

advice and buy a pair of jeans at the Chinese 
market.

Have you saved?

You normally eat one pot of yoghurt every 
day. You go to the supermarket and see that 
they sell your usual yoghurt half price. You 
buy five of them. At home you realise that 

they’ll expire* in a day.

*become too old to eat

Have you saved?

You are walking around in a shopping mall. 
Outside a health store an assistant comes up 
to you and asks, “Would you like to learn fast 
and do your homework much more quickly?” 
“Yes!” you answer automatically. “Try these 
tablets* then. They’ll help your brain.” The 

tablets are quite expensive but you buy them.

Have you saved?

You try a jacket on. It looks OK, but it isn’t 
exactly what you want. The assistant says it 

looks great on you and that it is 30% cheaper 
only today. You buy it.

Have you saved?

You get a coupon with a 25% discount on a 
shampoo you used once and didn’t like much. 

You decide to buy it anyway.

Have you saved?

You normally buy your favourite biscuits  
in a 250-gram packet, which usually lasts for 
a week. Now you see them in huge one-kilo 
packets. The per-kilo price is 10% lower for 

the big packet. You decide to buy it.

Have you saved?

*
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Shopping sketch  Hedge picture 
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Online shopping offline  Cards 
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Shopping safely online  Task sheet 

1. Write the sentences under the rules of shopping safely online they may belong to.

Look for evidence of a physical address and a landline telephone number.
Your password should have a mixture of numbers and letters.
Keep a copy of your order confirmation.
Never open an attachment from a source that you don’t trust.
Keep your anti-virus software up-to-date.
Don’t use your name, your address, your date of birth or the word “password”.
Make sure they’ve got good feedback from other buyers.
Use a wi-fi password that’s difficult to guess.
Look for the padlock symbol in the browser bar NOT on the site itself.
Check that your computer has a firewall installed.

Rule # 1. Keep your computer protected at all times.

 •   ..........................................................................................................................................................

 •   ..........................................................................................................................................................

 •   ..........................................................................................................................................................

 •   ..........................................................................................................................................................

Rule # 2. Buy from the good guys.

 •   ..........................................................................................................................................................

 •   ..........................................................................................................................................................

 •   ..........................................................................................................................................................

 •   ..........................................................................................................................................................

Rule # 3. Register your cards with Master Card Secure Code or Verified by Visa. They require a personal 
password every time you buy something.

 •   ..........................................................................................................................................................

 •   ..........................................................................................................................................................

2.  Watch “Shopping safely online” on YouTube and check your answers at  
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KkEzuDQvUh4
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Shopping safely online  Key 

Rule # 1. Keep your computer protected at all times.

 Check that your computer has a firewall installed.
 Keep your anti-virus software up-to-date.
 Use a wi-fi password that’s difficult to guess.
 Never open an attachment from a source that you don’t trust.

Rule # 2. Buy from the good guys.

 Make sure they’ve got good feedback from other buyers.
 Look for evidence of a physical address and a landline telephone number.
 Keep a copy of your order confirmation.
 Look for the padlock symbol in the browser bar NOT on the site itself.

Rule # 3. Register your cards with Master Card Secure Code or Verified by Visa. They require a personal 
password every time you make a purchase.

 
 Your password should have a mixture of numbers and letters.
 Don’t use your name, your address, your date of birth or the word “password”.
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Cameron Johnson online  Task sheet A 

Watch the report “Teen Millionaires... How Did They Do It?” with Cameron Johnson on YouTube at 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MZXHlLQGquQ. 
Start at 0.30 and finish at 3.22. Also, visit the website at http://www.cameronjohnson.com. Answer as 
many of these questions as you can.

 1. Cameron wrote a letter to millionaire Donald Trump at the age of eight. What did he want? Did he get 
it? How did this experience influence him?

 2. Cameron bought his sister’s Beanie Babies collection for 100 
dollars when she was six years old, then made 10 times as much 
selling them. Now his sister is much older and understands what 
happened. Is she mad at Cameron?

 3. What are the titles of his books?

 4. How many businesses did he have before he turned twenty-one (the age when you become and adult 
in the US)?

 5. What has been his best moment in life so far?

 6. What are the two pieces of advice that helped him?

 7. Could he work for somebody else?

 8. What companies does he have now? Find the websites.

 9. What other projects and activities does he have now?

 10. What are his most recent activities?
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Cameron Johnson online  Task sheet B 

Watch the report “Portfolio Portrait: Cameron Johnson” on YouTube at 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WNI-x995zlo.
Also, visit his Facebook page at https://www.facebook.com/cameronjohnsoninc?ref=ts&fref=ts and his 
Twitter page at https://twitter.com/cameronjohnson. Answer as many of these questions as you can.

 1. Cameron wrote a letter to millionaire Donald Trump at the age of eight. What did he want? Did he get 
it? How did this experience influence him?

 2. Cameron bought his sister’s Beanie Babies collection for 100 
dollars when she was six years old, then made 10 times as much 
selling them. Now his sister is much older and understands what 
happened. Is she mad at Cameron?

 3. What are the titles of his books?

 4. How many businesses did he have before he turned twenty-one (the age when you become and adult 
in the US)?

 5. What has been his best moment in life so far?

 6. What are the two pieces of advice that helped him?

 7. Could he work for somebody else?

 8. What companies does he have now? Find the websites.

 9. What other projects and activities does he have now?

 10. What are his most recent activities?
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Cameron Johnson online  Key 

1.  He wanted to visit the suite (rooms) at the Plaza Hotel in New York where Macaulay Culkin stayed in 
Home Alone 2. He and his family could stay there. He decided to be a businessman like Mr Trump after 
this experience.

2.  Most likely not, as Cameron paid her 900 dollars plus interest when she was 17.

3. 15-Year-Old CEO + You Call The Shots.

4. Twelve.

5.  When he raised money in a TV programme to pay for the house of a family of three kids and two sick 
parents.

6. Don’t take “no” for an answer. Put yourself out there.

7. Yes. He has worked for many people / companies already.

8.

9.   Answers will depend on when you do this activity. You need to check.

10.
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Home arrivals time line  Section 1 

Where to use? Before CB ex. p. 46/2 
Focus  Contrasting the different uses of Past Simple and Past Continuous
Materials Different colour board markers or chalk

1.  Draw a long time line like this on the board:

Yesterday evening

Past  Present

2.  Choose a S with a large, stable family to demonstrate the activity. Ask this S these questions:

 • What time did you arrive home last night?

 • Who was at home? 

 • What was (s)he doing when you arrived home?

 • What did (s)he do when you arrived home?

 • Who arrived home next? What time?
Mark the answers on the timeline, clearly showing if an activity was in progress at a given time or  
started at/after that time. Use different colours for each person. Two or three people are usually enough 
for Ss to get the difference between the questions “What was (s)he doing when you arrived home?”  
and “What did (s)he do when you arrived home?” Use body language, mime and additional questions 
(e.g. yes/no questions like “Did she say hello to you?”) to help Ss grasp the difference.

 An example

 • T – S communication
T: What time did you arrive home last night?
S: At about six.
T: Who was at home? 
S: My grandma.
T: What was she doing when you arrived home?
S: She was cooking.
T: What did she do when you arrived home?
S: She gave me some food.
T: Who arrived home next? 
S: My mum with my little brother.
T: What time?
S: At about 6.30.
T: What were you doing when your mother and your brother arrived home?
S: I was eating.
T: What did you do when your mother and your brother arrived home?
S: I said hello to them.

 • Board

Yesterday evening

18.00

18.30

I was eating.
I said “hello”.

Mum and 
bro arrived.

Granny gave me food.Granny was cooking.

I arrived.

Past Present

Keep asking the class about the information you get from the S. E.g.: “What was her Granny doing 
when Kati arrived home? What did her Granny do when Kati arrived home?”
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3.  When Ss demonstrate their understanding of the difference between the two questions, ask them to 
work in pairs. Their task will be to interview each other the same way and make a timeline for each other 
about arriving home yesterday. Ask them to use a separate sheet of paper each and draw the timeline 
horizontally on it so that they have enough space. Ask them to write their partner’s name on the sheet.

4. When pairs have finished, ask them to swap their timelines with another pair. The task will be to write 
sentences about the people whose timelines they have now using the information on the sheet. Model 
this by writing example sentences about the timeline on the board. E.g.: When Kati arrived home 
yesterday, her grandma was cooking. When Kati arrived home, her grandma gave her some food.

5. When pairs have finished writing their sentences, they give them back to those about whom they have 
written them. Ss will check if the sentences about them are true and grammatically correct.

Adaptation Using Ss’ own lives to demonstrate the use of tenses is often the easiest entry point 
for them to understand the concept in the structure. 

Between two pictures

Where to use? After WB ex. p. 63/2E
Focus  Using Past Simple and Past Continuous for telling a story 
Materials  “Between two pictures” pictures A and B on p. 120, a blank sheet of paper for 

every two students

1.  Put Ss in pairs, A and B. Tell them that both of them will get a picture. They must not show their picture 
to each other. Both pictures will show a scene from something that happened yesterday. Their task is to 
draw a picture that shows what happened between their two pictures. To be able to draw that scene in 
the middle, they need to find the differences between their pictures. The focus is: What were the people 
doing in their two pictures? To establish this, Ss need to ask each other questions.

2. Give out the pictures, making sure that they are covered as needed. Give each pair a sheet of paper to 
draw their picture on.

3.  When they have finished their drawings, get pairs to swap their pictures. Now, pairs can see both the 
printed pictures and the one the other pair drew. Using these three pictures, they write a story. 

4.  Put the two pairs who swapped pictures together and get them to compare their stories.

5.  With the class, ask Ss about the differences in their stories and how they think the story ended.

Variation If you think that some of your Ss need help with describing their picture, divide the 
class into a group of A and a group of B first. You may subdivide these groups if 
they are too big. Get Ss to describe their picture first in these groups answering the 
question: “What were people doing at 23:15 / 23:17?” Then make A+B pairs and 
continue as explained above.

Extension Ss draw or find two pictures: one before something happened and another one 
after it had happened. They swap their pictures and tell or write the stories. Comic 
strips are a good source for these pictures.

E-dangers on the net  Section 2 
Where to use? After CB ex. p. 49/1E
Focus  Online safety, listening and speaking
Materials computers, projector, internet
 “Everyone – Think Before You Post” video on YouTube  

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4w4_Hrwh2XI&feature=related 
from the beginning to 0:52; 

 “Let’s Fight it together – Cyberbullying” film on digizen.org  
http://www.digizen.org/resources/cyberbullying/films/uk/lfit-film.aspx 
from 0:30 to maximum 4:36; 

 “Funmoods’ Online Safety Kit – Little Red Riding Mood” on YouTube  
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KGr_KFiCX4s from 0:10 to 1:10
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1. Tell Ss that you’ll show them videos that are about the same topics they read about in Andzej’s blog. 

2.  Play the videos one by one and ask Ss to match them to the posts and say how the stories are similar or 
different from the ones in the posts. What are the victims’ mistakes?
Key: Everyone – Think Before You Post: Basically the same story and the same mistake: posting a photo 
in underwear.
Let’s Fight it together – Cyberbullying: Same story; the victim was bullied because he was a good student 
and liked teachers; his mistake was that he did not tell anyone.
“Funmoods” Online Safety Kit – Stranger danger: The only mistake of the victim here was that she 
confirmed a friend request of someone she didn’t know. This way, this person gained access to her page 
and all the information she posted there.

Variation Play all three videos, then ask Ss to discuss their ideas in small groups before sharing 
ideas with the class.

FYI There’s a full length TV film called Cyber Bully, which may interest your Ss:  
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gvkhWbM71Rs. Some of the comments with 
the movie are of interest, too.

E-safety on the net

Where to use? With CB ex. p. 49/1G and H
Focus  Online safety, research, all the skills  
Materials computers, internet
 Cyber Bullying video on YouTube 
  http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=z-2MlIfIyLA&feature=related
 Funmoods – Online Safety – Little Red Riding Mood Chap.2 on YouTube 
  http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-Dn1Jmqecvk
 Professor Garfield – Internet Safety videos on YouTube
  http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oPFZObMOPuA
  http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=o1XjTwZg_hg
 many videos on http://submitthedocumentary.com/
  http://www.submitthedocumentary.com/cyberbullying-videos/
 Texts:
  http://old.digizen.org/cyberbullying/overview/what.aspx
  http://old.digizen.org/cyberbullying/overview/contact.aspx
 Sites for helping with online safety:
  https://www.facebook.com/StopBullying.Gov
  http://thinkuknow.co.uk/11_16/ 
  http://digizen.org/kids/

1.  Tell Ss that you’d like them to find more information about safety online from the internet. Let them 
work alone or with someone else as they prefer. 

2.  Give Ss the links. Explain that they can also use materials they find on the internet; they don’t have to 
stick to the ones you give them. Everyone should watch at least one video, scan a text, and visit one of 
the sites for helping with online safety. The aim is to find something new that is worth sharing in the 
post they write for ex. p. 49/1G.

3.  After doing their research, Ss write a post as asked in ex. G, but also giving their sources of information.

4.  Ss share their post either online or by swapping, as in ex. H. 

5.  Encourage Ss to check out the sources related to the posts that they find interesting.
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Murder with a pen  Section 3 

Where to use? At the end of S3 
Focus  Past tenses, speaking 
Materials A copy of the two ‘”Murder with a pen” pictures on p. 121, a set of “Murder with 

a pen” role cards and the solution on pp. 124-125 for a group of five Ss; Detective’s 
grids on pp. 122-123 and a post-it note for every S

 1.  Ask Ss if they like crime stories, and which are their favourites. Ask them about the usual elements of a 
crime story and put these on the board. E.g.: detective, murder, murderer, victim, witness, suspect.

 2.  Put Ss into groups of five. Give each group a copy of the two “Murder with a pen” pictures. Ask Ss to 
find out from the pictures what the crime was, when, where and how it happened, and who the victim 
was. Write on the board: What? When? Where? How? Who?

 3.  After a couple of minutes, share ideas with the class. Elicit the word “stab”, but make sure you do not 
give Ss any clues.

 4.  Ask Ss if they find anything strange in the pictures. Elicit “stain” and “duvet”, but make sure you do not 
give Ss any clues.

 5.  Explain that students will be in double roles, witness and detective.

 • All of them in their groups will have a role as one of the witnesses. One of them will be the 
murderer. Their role card won’t say if they are the murderer or not. 

 • It will be a competition: Who can find the murderer first in the group and explain why and how the 
murder happened? To find this out, they will ask questions as detectives.

 6.  Give out role cards telling Ss not to show them to anybody in the group. Give each S the Detective’s 
grids. Ask Ss to read their role cards and fill in the grid for their roles first. Help Ss as needed. 

 7.  Give each S a post-it note and ask them to write the name of their person on it and wear it.

 8.  Now the investigation can start. This is how it goes:

 • Ss take turns in asking the detective questions. When it is their turn, they can ask three questions. 
They can ask one, two or three people, but the total number of questions in one turn is three. 

 • Ss should take notes in the grids.

 • When a S thinks that they know who the murderer is, they write the name down on a piece of paper 
and put it on the table face down. Then they can check it in the solution. If they got it right, they are 
the winner. However, the group may decide to go on and ask him / her not to tell them yet. If it is 
wrong, this person is out as a detective, and they cannot ask any more questions. In both cases, they 
continue answering questions, though.

 9.  Give groups the Solution face down, and tell them that they are out of the detective game if they look 
at it.

 10.  After groups finished, ask them about the best detectives and ask them if they have any alternative 
solutions.

Variations 1. You may want Ss with the same roles to read their role cards together and fill in the 
grid together. It works better in weaker groups.

 2. You can play this activity as a group competition. Ss share the information through 
questions in groups as described above, but they discuss together who they think 
the murderer is and make a group decision. In this version, give groups a time limit 
by when they need to hand in their group decision on a piece of paper. 

Acknowledgement I found the story here:  http://www.mysterynet.com/see/crimescene/
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The alibi game

Where to use? At the end of S3 
Focus  Past tenses, speaking 
Materials “The alibi game” scenario for suspects for half of the class and “The alibi game” 

scenario for detectives for the other half of the class on p. 126; blank sheets for half 
of the class, a post-it note for each S

1.  Ask Ss if they know what an alibi is and why it is important. Elicit that you can be a suspect of a crime if 
you don’t have an alibi. Ask how the police / detectives can check a person’s alibi. Elicit questioning. Ask: 
“When doesn’t an alibi work?” Elicit: “When people say different things about the same topic”. Ask Ss 
for examples or give some yourself. E.g. “We say we were at the cinema together, but we say we saw 
different films or we name different cinemas or different times, ticket prices, different ways of getting 
there, or different clothes we were wearing, etc.”

2.  Tell Ss that they will play an alibi game. Half of the class will be suspects and the other half will be 
detectives. Let them decide who is in which group. 

3.  Separate suspects from detectives and subdivide both groups into groups of three. Fours work, too, 
but it makes the game longer. Assign suspect and detective groups letters and explain that suspect and 
detective groups of the same letter will later work together, e.g. a suspect group A with a detective 
group A. Give everyone a post-it note and ask them to write down if they are suspects or detectives and 
the letter of their groups, e.g. “Suspect, B”.

4.  Give out “The alibi game” scenarios. Give detectives three (or four) sheets of paper, too. Give groups 
about 8 minutes to understand the scenario and prepare for their roles. Help as necessary.

5.  Explain that 

 • Each questioning session will last for two minutes and you will time them. Show the class how you’ll 
signal that time is up, e.g. by clapping or ringing a bell, etc. When they hear that sound, they need to 
swap partners. Detectives also need to swap the sheets with the suspect’s name on it. 

 • There will be one minute to change partners. You will signal the end of the swapping time, too.

 • No other communication is allowed for suspects between questioning sessions. If a suspect talks to 
another suspect, it will mean that their alibi is a lie. Detectives, however, can talk to each other briefly 
if needed as they pass on the note taking sheets. 

6. Keep strict times and order during the questioning and swapping time.

7.  After the questioning session, put suspect and detective groups together again. 

 • The detectives make a list of differences they found between what different suspects said. They 
decide if the alibi is acceptable or not. 

 • The suspects discuss what differences there may be in what they said and how they can explain 
them.

8.  To round up, groups of detectives report on what differences they found. Suspects respond and explain. 
The rest of the class is the jury. They decide if they accept the alibis or not.

Fire instructions miming relay  Section 4 

Where to use? After CB ex. p. 52/1B 
Focus  Instructions, vocab
Materials  A set of “Fire instructions miming relay” mime slips on p. 127 for a group of 5-6 Ss 

1.  Copy and cut out a set of mime slips for each group of 5-6 Ss. So that cards in different piles do not get 
mixed up, copy them onto different-coloured paper or draw different-coloured marks on them. Shuffle 
each pack of cards. 

2.  Tell Ss that they will mime and guess parts of the fire instructions in the text in ex. 1B. Give them  
1 minute to memorise the instructions, then get them to close their books.

3.  Put Ss into groups of 5-6 and get them to stand up in a line. 
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4.  Give each group a pile of mime slips and get Ss to place the slips near the first person in the line in a pile 
face down on the ground or on a table / chair.

5.  The first S in each group picks a mime slip from the pile, stands in front of their group and mimes the 
fire instruction on the card. When someone in the group guesses correctly, the S who has done the 
miming goes to the end of the line. They take the slip with them.

6.  If a S cannot mime the instruction on the slip, or their group cannot come up with the instruction,  
the S puts the slip at the bottom of the pile and goes to the end of the line.

7.  Then, the next person at the front of the line picks up a new slip and mimes the activity, etc.

8.  Set a time limit of about three minutes. The winner is the group which can mime and guess the most 
instructions within the time limit. 

9.  Count the number of slips each group was able to mime. If a group manages to mime and guess all the 
instructions before the end of the time limit, they win. If more groups can do that, the first one to do so 
wins.

Adaptations You can run this activity with any set of vocabulary items or short texts that can be 
mimed. See examples in Bloggers 1 TRB, pp. 14-15, and on p. 155 of this book.

Teen rescuers on TV

Where to use?  After CB ex. p.52/1D  
Focus  Listening  
Materials Computer, projector, internet access
 “Teens rescue woman from burning home” video on YouTube at
 http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cwWHjMYCabk&feature=player_embedded

1. Tell Ss that you will show them a TV report about the teen rescuers whose story they read about in 
Ex. 1D. Their task will be to find parts in the text that are exactly the same as what people said in the 
interview and tick them. 

2. Before you play the video, give Ss a couple of minutes to read through the text.

3. Get Ss to compare which parts they ticked and then discuss ideas with the class.

4. Give these questions to Ss along with a second viewing:

 • Whose birthday was it?

 • Who called 911?

 • Were they scared at all?

 • The names under the picture in the book are in the wrong order. What is the right order?

5.  Play the video and then discuss the questions.
Key: It was Bella Pointer’s birthday; Annette Sansburn; Ryan Van Vactor was scared when the windows 
exploded; the right order is: Annette Sansburn, Ryan Van Vactor, Bella Pointer
 

Extension 1. Play this real-life recording of a fire rescue on YouTube at 
“Two skateboarders, heroes, save family from a fire” http://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=Q9e79ow-z9g

  Ask Ss to collect what these rescuers did right and what they did wrong. 
 2. Get Ss to compare their opinions in small groups. 
 3. Finally discuss ideas with the whole class. Please note that a lot of it is a matter of 

opinion. E.g. opening the front door was a mistake as it pushed the smoke around 
and gave a new supply of oxygen to the fire; however, this is how they started to 
communicate with the people inside. Getting the cats out was not following the 
instructions, but it was possible and did not risk anybody’s life.  On the whole,  
they were great, as they did not give up and rescued the people inside. At the same 
time, they did not put themselves in danger.
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Further ideas 1. Your Ss may be interested to check out the Milwaukie teenage rescuers’ Facebook 
pages  
https://www.facebook.com/bellapointer 
https://www.facebook.com/annette.sansburn 
https://www.facebook.com/ryan.vanvactor.77?ref=ts&fref=ts and get some more 
up-to-date information about them.

 2. Get your Ss to find the ‘People are awesome (Real Life Heroes)’ videos on YouTube. 
Here’s a link that plays all the parts one after the other:  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=x8qRd4XF4yM&list= 
 PLSsxt6vv0C7e1tv922VzTmaM9k

 Ask your Ss to choose one of the rescue stories and write it up. Then get Ss to swap 
and find on YouTube the stories they read about.

Calling 911

Where to use? After WB ex. p. 68/1C
Focus  Listening, speaking 
Materials Computer, projector, internet access
 “911 Call from Children Trapped in Fire” video at  

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=e8mR_CLqfB0&feature=relmfu

1. Tell Ss that they will listen to the original emergency call. Ask Ss to answer these questions after listening:

 • What has the author of the text book changed?

 • Which of the two recordings is more dramatic?

 • What extra information do they hear?

2.  Most of the video has subtitles so only play the sound first if you don’t want your Ss to read them. Then 
discuss ideas with the class.
Key: Only names and the address are changed; the real life one; the boys are fine, they aren’t in hospital, 
they have  lost their house, the Red Cross is trying to find them a new home.

3.  If Ss are interested, play the video again with the pictures.

Variation You can use this recording instead of the one in the WB. The exercises in the WB 
will work with this recording, too.

How to make an emergency call

Where to use? After WB ex. p. 68/1C
Focus  Listening, speaking, writing
Materials Computer, projector, internet
 ”The Correct Way to Make an Emergency 999 Call” at
 http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fTb_jCnbutk

 1. Ask Ss if they have ever made an emergency call and what happened. Tell them that emergency calls 
are important: lives may depend on them. However, a lot of people do not know how to make them 
properly. 

 2.  Put Ss in small groups of three or four and ask them to make a list of things callers should do when 
they make an emergency call.

 3.  Collect ideas on the board, but do not add to them or correct them.

 4.  Tell Ss that in their groups, they’ll write instructions on how to make an emergency call. Before that, 
they will watch a short video instructing how to make these calls. Can students add anything to their 
lists? The video has subtitles so only play the sound first if you don’t want your Ss to read them.

 5.  Add Ss’ ideas to the list on the board. 

 6.  Play the video again with the pictures. Ss may take notes.
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 7. As groups work, help as needed.

 8. Ask groups to swap their instructions. Groups write up an emergency call dialogue following the 
instructions the other group wrote step by step. Emphasise that they should not change or correct the 
instructions, only follow them, even if they disagree. If they disagree, the dialogue can go wrong to 
show what is wrong with the instructions. Groups can invent the scenario, but it is OK to use any of the 
stories in U6 of the WB or the CB (Chuck Norris, Accident, Fire, robbery at the butcher’s, robbery at the 
home security shop, robbery at the shoe shop).

 9. Collect all the instructions and put them on the walls. Get groups to swap their dialogues with another 
group, NOT the one they previously swapped with. Now groups read the dialogue and walk around in 
the room. They match them with the instructions on the walls.

 10. Finally, groups say why they matched the dialogue the way they did and if they think the calls were 
done correctly or whether there are any ways of improving them.

Variation For more speaking, instead of 9 and 10 above, ask Ss to practise and perform their 
dialogues. Ss in the audience have the instructions of one group in their hands and 
as they listen to the performances, they say if it could be the one done by following 
the instructions in their hands.

Further ideas 1. You may want Ss to compare their instructions to the ones on wikihow.com  
http://www.wikihow.com/Call-911

 2. If you want to finish on a funny note, tell Ss that you will play a 911 call by a small 
boy. The mother is at home with him when he calls the emergency service. What is 
his emergency? Play Emergency Call 1!! :D [Roblox]’ at

  http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kLQFnaaV6Nc on YouTube without the pictures 
first. Discuss what the emergency is then ask Ss to tell you what kind of pictures 
they imagine to go with the conversation. Then play the video again with the 
pictures.

How to survive a ...

Where to use? After WB ex. p. 68/1C
Focus  Research, reading, extended speaking, presenting
Materials Computer, internet, power point
 http://www.wikihow.com/Main-Page

1. Put Ss into small groups of three or four. Show them the wikihow.com site. Ask them to put “survive” 
in the search engine. Tell them that the links all give advice on how to survive in different situations. 
They can choose the one they are interested in and make a short presentation in which they teach the 
class what to do in that emergency. They need to use Power Point to make their presentation clear and 
enjoyable. Tell them that 

 • Their slides should only have key words and visuals.

 • Everybody in their group must take part in the presentation.

 • They must not read the presentation out; they need to talk to the audience.

 • They need to ask the audience three questions before they start their presentation and the audience 
will answer after listening.

2. As groups work, help as needed. Then run the presentations.
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Between two pictures  Picture A 

Between two pictures  Picture B 
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Murder with a pen  Pictures 
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Murder with a pen  Detective’s grids 

Jonathan Rambling

dinner table
see? hear? left when? / why? 
/ other people?

lobby
when arrives? / why? /  
saw what?

between 22.15 and 11.35
where? / what? / back to 
room? / met anybody?

suspect?
who? / why?

Nancy Potter

dinner table
see? hear? left when? / why? 
/ other people?

lobby
when arrives? / why? /  
saw what?

between 22.15 and 11.35
where? / what? / back to 
room? / met anybody?

suspect?
who? / why?

Jessica Small

dinner table
see? hear? left when? / why? 
/ other people?

lobby
when arrives? / why? /  
saw what?

between 22.15 and 11.35
where? / what? / back to 
room? / met anybody?

suspect?
who? / why?
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Christa Agathie

dinner table
see? hear? left when? / why? 
/ other people?

lobby
when arrives? / why? / 
saw what?

between 22.15 and 11.35
where? / what? / back to 
room? / met anybody?

suspect?
who? / why?

Ms Amy Sharp

dinner table
see? hear? left when? / why? 
/ other people?

lobby
when arrives? / why? / 
saw what?

between 22.15 and 11.35
where? / what? / back to 
room? / met anybody?

suspect?
who? / why?
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Murder with a pen  Role cards 

You are Jonathan Rambling. 

Read the information about your role and fill in the Detective’s grid for yourself. It will make it easier 
for you to answer questions later on. 

You left the dinner table at about 22.15. You left first. You told people that you wanted to go to bed 
because you had an early flight in the morning. You were lying. You just wanted to leave because 
you’d had enough of Mr Archer. He was talking about himself, his writing, his fame, and prizes he’d 
won all evening. You went to your room and wanted to go to bed, but it was too cold. You went 
to the reception and asked for an extra duvet. You got one from the receptionist. Then you heard 
screaming from the lobby. You ran there. You saw Ms Small and Mr Archer. He was lying there dead 
and Ms Small was looking for something in his pocket. You don’t know what. It is a bit strange ... 
Anyway, you’d like to thank the murderer. Mr Archer was a terrible man.

You are Nancy Potter.

Read the information about your role and fill in the Detective’s grid for yourself. It will make it easier 
for you to answer questions later on. 

You left the dinner table just after 10.15 p.m. Only Mr Rambling left before you. You left at the same 
time as Archie (you mean Mr Archer), but you weren’t going the same way. He was going towards 
the lobby and you towards the exit. You left the hotel because you wanted to find a chemist’s. You 
needed some aspirin because you had a headache. You didn’t find one anywhere open, so you went 
back to the hotel. Some people saw you in the street, you think. You didn’t go to your room, because 
you wanted to find someone and ask for a pain killer. In the lobby you saw Mr Rambling, Ms Agathie 
and Ms Small with the dead body. Ms Sharp came later. You’re sure the murderer was a thief, who 
wanted Mr Archer’s money. His empty wallet was lying there next to his body. 

You are Amy Sharp. 

Read the information about your role and fill in the Detective’s grid for yourself. It will make it easier 
for you to answer questions later on. 

You left the dinner table at about 22.20. When you left, only Ms Small and Christa (you mean Ms 
Agathie) were at the table. All the others left before you. You went straight to your room because you 
wanted to get changed. You wanted to take a walk with Ms Agathie and wanted to wear something 
comfortable. You stayed in your room for 15 minutes and got to the lobby around 22.35. You wanted 
to meet Ms Agathie there and go out together. In the lobby you saw Mr Rambling, Ms Small, Ms 
Agathie and Ms Potter. They all were looking in the same direction, at Mr Archer. He was sitting dead 
in one of the armchairs. You remember that at dinner Mr Archer was talking about his new book, a 
true story about a crime writer. This crime writer killed someone and Mr Archer knew about it. He said 
he was writing that story. You think that the murderer was this crime writer, one of the four crime 
writers, for sure. 
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You are Christa Agathie. 

Read the information about your role and fill in the Detective’s grid for yourself. It will make it easier 
for you to answer questions later on. 

You left the dinner table at about 22.25. Ms Small was still there. You went to the bar and had a 
drink. The barman saw you. At 22.35 you went to the lobby. You wanted to meet Ms Sharp there. The 
two of you wanted to go for a walk. When you got there, you saw Mr Rambling and Ms Small. And 
of course the dead body of Mr Archer. Mr Rambling was holding a duvet, which was very strange. 
You think there were two murderers: Mr Rambling and Ms Small. They were there with the body first. 
You think Mr Rambling held the duvet against Mr Archer’s face as Ms Sharp stabbed him. You think 
Mr Rambling hated Mr Archer, but you don’t know why.

You are Jessica Small.

Read the information about your role and fill in the Detective’s grid for yourself. It will make it easier 
for you to answer questions later on. 

You left the dinner table last, some time before 22.30. You stayed for so long because you were 
having a good time. The food and the drinks were excellent. When you left, you didn’t go to your 
room. You wanted to find the cleaners and ask for some detergent. You wanted to take this stain 
out. You got lost and you were wandering around for some time. You didn’t find the cleaners and 
nobody saw you. Somehow you ended up in the lobby. You found the dead body first. It was horrible. 
You don’t know who the suspect is, but you think that the murderer wanted Mr Archer’s apartment 
keys. They were in his pocket at the dinner. He checked them before he left. Everybody saw that. His 
keys weren’t there with the body. You checked his pockets. You think that somebody wanted to find 
something in his apartment.

Murder with a pen  Solution 

Nancy Potter murdered Archibald Archer. Mr Archer knew that Nancy was a murderer and he was 
writing the story of her perfect murder. She wanted to stop him. 
They left the dinner table at the same time. She killed him then. She took his money and his credit card 
because she wanted the detectives to think that the murderer was a thief. She got Mr Archer’s keys from 
his pocket and went to his room and got the manuscript. 
She lied. She said, “I didn’t go back to my room.” It is not possible. She was carrying different colour 
bags.  Her bag was black at the dinner table and it was brown in the lobby. Mr Archer tore her black 
evening bag, that’s why she went to her room and changed it. She went downstairs again, because 
she wanted people to think that she was coming back just then, so she was out of the hotel when the 
murder happened. But her bag told a different story.
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The alibi game  Scenario for suspects 

Mrs Jones is your neighbour. Last night someone stole her very expensive, award-winning dog, Crystal 
Junior from her garden. Mrs Jones was preparing his supper when she heard his barking before his usual 
supper time at 9 o’clock. It was his friendly bark, which he only used when friends, family members or 
neighbours arrived. Some minutes after 9, Mrs Jones went to the garden to give her dog his supper and 
to see who was there. But nobody was there and Crystal Junior was gone, too. She called him many 
times but she hasn’t seen him since. Mrs Jones is sure a neighbour stole him. The fence around the 
house is very high and Crystal Junior is a small dog. You are suspects. One of you even asked Mrs Jones 
two days ago about the price of a dog like Crystal Junior. 

You need an alibi. Your alibi is that the three of you were somewhere else doing something else together 
at around 9 last night. Work together and discuss as many details as possible about last night:

 • The place: Where were you? How did you get there? When did you arrive? How? When did you 
leave? How?

 • The people: Who saw you there? Who did you see? What did they look like?

 • Activities: What did you do there? What were other people doing?

Three detectives will question each of you separately. You have to say the same things or they will think 
that you are lying and you remain suspects. Agree on as many details as possible. You can’t take notes. 

The alibi game  Scenario for detectives 

Last night someone stole Mrs Jones’s very expensive, award-winning dog, Crystal Junior from her 
garden. Mrs Jones was preparing his supper when she heard his barking before his usual supper time 
at 9 o’clock. It was his friendly bark, which he only used when friends, family members or neighbours 
arrived. Some minutes after 9, Mrs Jones went to the garden to give her dog his supper and to see who 
was there. But nobody was there and Crystal Junior was gone, too. She called him many times but she 
hasn’t seen him since. Mrs Jones is sure a neighbour stole him. The fence around the house is very high 
and Crystal Junior is a small dog. One of the neighbours even asked Mrs Jones two days ago about the 
price of a dog like Crystal Junior. 

You are going to question three suspects, who are Mrs Jones’s neighbours.  Their alibi is that they were 
together somewhere else doing something else at around 9 last night. You need to check if it is true. 
Prepare your questions. Go for as many details as possible, e.g.:

 • The place: Where were they? How did they get there? When did they arrive? How? When did they 
leave? How?

 • The people: Who saw them? Who did they see? What did they look like?

 • Activities: What did they do there? What were other people doing? 

Have three sheets of paper ready with the suspects’ names on them. All the three of you will question 
all the three suspects separately. You’ll have two minutes each time. Have the sheet with the suspect’s 
name with you when you interview him / her. Take notes. Try to catch them lying. 
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Fire instructions miming relay  Mime slips 

Feel doors with the back of your hand before you open them.

Shout and get everyone together.

Call the emergency service.

Help disabled persons.

Get down the floor and crawl if there’s smoke.

Exit quickly.

Do not try to take anything with you.

Do not look for pets.

Only use the stairs, do not use any lifts.

Keep doors closed, where possible.
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Vocabulary poker

Where to use? After WB ex. p. 73/5 
Focus  Collocations  
Materials A set of “Vocabulary poker” word cards on pp. 130-133, a “Dealer” sign on p. 134, 

a “Points Sheet” on p. 135, a copy of the “Rules” for each group on pp. 136-137;  
if you play with betting, allocate at least twenty tokens for each S

1.  Copy and cut out a set of Word cards for every group of four Ss. Prepare a “Dealer” sign for each group: 
copy and cut it out along the broken lines and fold it along the dotted line so that it can stand. Also 
make a copy of the “Points Sheet” and the “Rules” for each group. If you play with betting, get at least 
twenty tokens for each S ready. These can be buttons, sticks, toothpicks, pebbles, pieces of paper, etc. 

2.  Ask Ss if they know how to play poker. Tell them that they’ll play vocabulary poker.

3.  Put Ss into groups of four. Twos and threes also work. Give groups out the materials and give them 
about five minutes to look at them and to read the rules.

4.  Run a quick demonstration game.

5.  Tell Ss how long they have to play, and then start the game.

6.  Monitor and help as needed. Make notes of language issues you notice.

7.  Ask groups to tally the points / tokens and find the winners.

8.  Give feedback on language and group work.

Variations 1. The Rules contain two versions: one using a point system, and another with betting. 
The betting version is closer to the original game and it may be more exciting. 
However, it is more complicated. 

 2. There are several versions of the poker game. Your Ss may know of some different 
rules, which may work just as well.

Adaptations You can easily adapt this game to any other topic. You only need to make new 
word cards. When you decide about the words to use, choose words that can 
combine in more than one way, and have some longer strings of words, too.

Snakes and Ladders

When to use? After WB Ex. p.74/6C
Focus  Structures with “to” infinite and gerund; Simple Past versus Past Continuous
Materials The “Snakes and Ladders” board on p. 138, “Solutions sheet” on p. 139, a dice, 

two blank sheets of paper for each group of Ss, and a counter for each S

1.  Make an A3 copy of the “Snakes and Ladders” board for each group of three or four Ss.

2.  Put Ss into groups of three or four. Give out the board, the dice and the counters.

3.  Tell Ss to put their counters at START. They decide in each group who is first: each person rolls the dice, 
and the person who has the highest number goes first. Establish if they’ll go clockwise or anti-clockwise.

4.  Ss take turns in rolling the dice. They make as many steps on the board as their dice shows. They must 
follow the numbers / arrows.

5.  If they land at the bottom of a ladder, they climb up. If they land on the head of a snake, they glide 
down. 

6.  If they land on a square with some writing in it, they need to decide if it is correct or not. If they think it 
isn’t, they need to correct it. After each decision, they can look their solution up in the “Solutions sheet”. 
If their decision is incorrect, they go back to START.

7.  Show how to use the “Solutions sheet”. Put two blank sheets over the “Solutions sheet” with only 
the numbers showing. Find your number and move the two sheets in a way that they only uncover the 
sentence with your number. Read it out, and then cover all the sentences again.
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 8.  Give out “Solutions sheets”. Make sure that they are covered with the two sheets from the very 
beginning.

 9.  The first S to arrive at FINISH is the winner. Ss do not need to land on FINISH to win. Any number 
that takes them as far as the last square is OK. E.g. a S on square 36 will win if they throw anything 
between 3 to 6.

 10. As a follow-up, ask Ss if they need to clarify any of the sentences. You may want to discuss those 
sentences which you think your Ss had the most trouble with.

Adaptations The same idea can be used with any vocabulary or grammar focus. You only need 
to change the sentences. Find a blank board on p. 188 of this book. Find another 
version of this game on p. 78 in the Bloggers 1 TRB.

Phonemic battleship 3 (/e/ and /æ/)

 
Where to use? After WB Ex. p. 74/6C 
Focus  Structures with “to” infinite and gerund; Simple Past versus Past Continuous; 

vocabulary related to shopping, business, crime, accidents, fires; the pronunciation 
of / e / and / æ /

Materials A “Phonemic battleship 3” grid for each S on p. 140

For instructions, go to p. 35 of this book.

Adaptations This game can be adapted to any other sounds and vocabulary items or targeted 
grammar structures. See further examples on p. 35 and p. 78, and a blank grid on 
p. 189 of this book.
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Vocabulary poker  Word cards 
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Vocabulary poker   “Dealer” signs 

Dealer Dealer

Dealer Dealer

Dealer Dealer
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Vocabulary poker   Points sheet 

Name
Points

Games Final
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Vocabulary poker  Rules 

Aim

The aim is to collect the most number of points. The winner in each game is the person with the most 
points. To find the absolute winner, add up the points for all the games played.

Hands and points

You get points at the end of each game, which you add up after the last game. You get points according 
to the combinations of words that you can make with the cards in your hands and the cards on the table. 
These combinations are words that can go together and have a clear meaning. A hand can contain one or 
more meaningful combinations of words.

Royal Flush Any combination(s) that involve(s) 6 or more words
14 points E.g. the chocolate cake is good + buy bread

Flush 5 words combined
12 points E.g. the chocolate cake is good

Four of a Kind 4 words combined
10 points call the emergency service

Full House 3 words combined + 2 words combined
6 points E.g.  be on fire + browse items

Three of a Kind 3 words combined
4 points E.g.  be on fire

Two Pairs 2 words combined + 2 words combined
2 points E.g.  buy bread + browse items

One Pair 2 words combined
1 point E.g.  buy bread

How to play

1.  Decide who the first Dealer is and give them the “Dealer” sign and the Points sheet. After every game, 
the Dealer’s role, the “Dealer” sign and the Points sheet are passed on to the next person clockwise.

2.  The Dealer shuffles the word cards well and deals two cards face down to everyone, one card at a time, 
going clockwise. Then (s)he puts three cards on the table face up. These are shared cards. Rounds start 
after that.

3.  This is what happens in the rounds:

 • Players see if they have any combinations possible with the cards in their hands and the ones on the 
table. They decide if they want to put their cards down.

 • The dealer asks: “Does anyone want to put their cards down?”

 • If a player wants to put their cards down, everybody has to do the same. They count their points and 
the game finishes.

 • If nobody wants to put their cards down, the Dealer gives everyone another card face down, going 
clockwise and puts a card on the table face up.

 • This can be repeated one more time if nobody wants to put their cards down. It means that there are 
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maximum two rounds in one game and there can be maximum four cards in a player’s hands and five 
on the table.

4.  At the end of a game, players take turns to put their cards face up on the table, going clockwise. Each 
player shows the word combinations they can make with their cards and the shared cards on the table. 
Players count their points, and the Dealer puts them down in the Points sheet. Only combinations that a 
player himself / herself can find can be counted as their points.

5.  The Dealer’s role with the “Dealer sign” and the “Points sheet” goes to the next person clockwise.

6.  Finish playing if every player has been the Dealer for the same number of times. Calculate the final points 
for everyone to find the winner.

Playing with betting

 • To play with betting, you don’t need the “Points sheet”. You need at least twenty tokens like buttons, 
sticks, toothpicks, pebbles, pieces of paper, etc. for each player. 

 • Dealing happens the same way as with the point-counting version, and you have the same rounds, 
too. But before getting a new round of cards, players bet.

 • Agree on a minimum starting bet. If each player has only twenty tokens, it is a good idea to have one 
token as your minimum bet. The more tokens you have to share, the higher the minimum bet can be. 
You have to give this at the start to be in the game.

 • To bet, you follow the same order as you had in dealing out the cards. You put the token(s) you bet 
in the middle of the table. 

 • When it is your turn to bet, you can decide to
- match the previous bet, which means that you put down the same number of tokens.
- raise the bet, which means that you give more tokens than the previous bet.
- fold, which means that you don’t want to or can’t match the highest bet, so you drop out of the 

game.

 • When someone has raised the bet, everybody who wants to stay in the game has to at least match 
the bet. Betting rounds go on until all the players either matched the highest bet or folded and no 
one wants to raise the bet any more. Then players say “Check” or knock on the table when it is their 
turn. So “Check” or a knock means: “I have matched the highest bet, and do not want to raise the 
bet”.

 • You can’t take back or change a bet after you have made it.

 • At the end of each game, the player who has the hand with the highest ranked word combination(s), 
gets all the tokens players bet in that game. The ranking is the same as the points ranking above, so 
the highest ranked hand is the Royal Flush and the lowest is One Pair, which can only win if nobody 
has a higher-ranked combination of words.

 • Players with no tokens left, stop playing. 

 • The winner is the person with the most tokens at the end of the last game.
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Snakes and Ladders  Board 
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Snakes and Ladders  Solutions sheet 

2. 

3. 

5.  Would you like to meet me after school?

8. 	 What did he ask you to do?

9.  When are you going to send him an email?

10. 	 You can only pay in cash in this shop.

11. 

12. 

15.  I watched TV.   

17.  I was sleeping.

21.  The driver braked quickly when she saw the cyclist, so they didn’t crash.

22.  A bus got damaged when the accident happened yesterday.

23.  What did you say when he asked you to marry him? 

26. 

29.  The mugger was wearing a mask so I didn’t see his face.

30. 

32. 

34.  How many messages did you get yesterday afternoon?

35. 

36.  I was having a shower when he rang the doorbell.  I didn’t hear the bell so I didn’t 
answer the door. He left.
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Phonemic battleship 3 (/e/ and /æ/)  Grid 
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How NOT to ask someone out   Section 1 

Where to use? After CB ex. p. 55/1N 
Focus  Dating, listening, speaking, drama
Materials YouTube video “How NOT to ask someone out” at
 http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=j6zekhkr_DY, computer, projector
 “How NOT to ask someone out” task sheet on p. 148

1.  Tell Ss that they’re going to see a video in which a teenage boy will give advice on how not to ask 
someone out. Ask them to predict some of the advice they will hear. Write it on the board.

2.  Play the video from the beginning to 2.01 and ask Ss if they thought of anything similar to the advice in 
the video.

3.  Play the video again and now Ss write the pieces of advice starting with “Don’t ...”.
Key: Don’t be creepy. Don’t forget your words. Don’t be loud. Don’t be quiet. Don’t be too sexual. Don’t 
be sexual at all. Don’t be boring. Don’t be over-emotional.   

4.  Give out the task sheet and play the video again. Then check answers.
Key:

Don’t be creepy. d, g, b
Don’t forget your words. i., k, f
Don’t be loud. j
Don’t be quiet. a
Don’t be too sexual. h
Don’t not be sexual at all. c
Don’t be boring. l
Don’t be over-emotional.   e

5.  Discuss with Ss what they think about the advice and which example they found the funniest.

6.  Put Ss into small groups, and get them to find one more piece of advice on how not to ask someone 
out, and present it with some examples to the class.

7.  Run the presentations and get Ss to vote for the funniest one.

Extension Ss work in same-gender groups. 

 •  Girls make a presentation on how to ask a girl out. They can get ideas from the 
wikihow.com site. Write “How to ask a girl out” in the search engine or follow 
this link: http://www.wikihow.com/Ask-a-Girl-Out

 •  Boys make a presentation on how to ask a boy out. They can get ideas from the 
wikihow.com site. Write “How to ask a boy out” in the search engine or follow 
this link: http://www.wikihow.com/Ask-a-Guy-Out

 Instead of presentations, you can make mixed-gender groups to compare how 
different it is to ask a boy from asking a girl out. You may want Ss to role play 
perfect ways of asking a girl and a boy out.
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Relative self-description

Where to use? WB p.77/2E
Focus  Defining relative clauses with who, that, whose
Materials An A5-sized sheet of paper for every S, blutack, post-it notes

1. Give every S an A5 -sized sheet of paper and ask them to write 5 sentences about themselves starting 
with “I’m a girl / boy who / that / whose …”. Tell them not to show their sentences to anyone and not to 
write their names on the sheet.

2.  Collect the sheets and put them on the walls. Put a number on a post-it note to match with each sheet.

3.  Ask Ss to walk around in pairs and match the sheets to people in the class. Ask them to write a list of 
names with the numbers.

4.  Check with the whole class. Get Ss to ask each other questions on any interesting findings.

“I need an object” tricks  Section 2 

Where to use? After WN ex. p. 78/2B
Focus  Defining relative clauses with objects and places
Materials A set of “I need an object” tricks cards to collect on p. 149 and “Task cards” on  

p. 150 for every four Ss

1.  Print out and cut out the cards. Pin each Task card together with the corresponding Cards to collect. 
Keep same sets of cards in separate envelopes. This will make it easier in class to give out the right 
numbers of each card.

2.  In class, elicit / pre-teach names of objects in the game and a corresponding activity you can do with the 
objects. E.g. pencil sharpener – You can sharpen your pencils with it.

3.  Explain to Ss that in this card game they’ll collect tricks of five cards: four object cards and a 
corresponding place card, i.e. where you can usually find the objects. If they collect a set, it will become 
their trick. The person who collects a trick first and has no extra cards is the winner. They will get a Task 
card each which shows what cards to collect.

4.  Explain and demonstrate what Ss will need to do to find the cards: 

 • They will mingle and ask each other for the object or place on their Task card. They must not say the 
name of the object or the place: they need to explain it with a sentence with a relative clause. E.g. 
I need an object / tool I can sharpen my pencil with. Do you have the object that shows what is going 
on in my computer? Do you have the place where you can cook and eat? 

 • The person they ask can do one of three things: 1. Give the card if they have it and if they do not 
collect that trick. E.g.: Oh, you need a pencil sharpener. Here you are. 2. If they collect that trick too, 
they say they have it but they need it: e.g. I do, but I’m using it right now, sorry. 3. Say they don’t 
have it: e.g. Sorry I don’t. 

 • It is also possible to offer cards you do not need to people: e.g. Do you need a tool you can click on 
things with and select things with on your computer?

5.  Take as many sets of Cards to collect and Task cards as there are Ss in your class. Shuffle all the Task 
cards well and spread them on a table face down. Ask Ss to come to the table and pick five cards each. 
Tell them not to show the cards to anybody.

6.  Shuffle all the Task cards and give one to each S. Tell them not to show their Task card to anybody. 

7.  The first person who comes to you with only five corresponding cards is the winner, but wait until 
(nearly) all the Ss have a complete trick. 

Variation This game can be played in pairs or groups of four. You do not need the Task cards 
in this case, but Ss decide which trick to collect. They shuffle the Cards to collect 
and deal them out equally. When it is their turn, they can ask one person for one 
card. The rule then is that you must give the card they ask you for if you have it.
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Adaptation This game can be adapted to many different sets of vocabulary in which some clear 
grouping is possible. See some games based on the same idea in this book on p. 41 
and p. 92, and on p. 29 and p. 53 of Bloggers 1 TRB.

Acknowledgement This game is based on a well-known English game called “Happy Families”.

Dating sites

Where to use? After CB ex. p. 57/1I
Focus  Evaluating websites
Materials “Dating sites” task sheet on p. 151; a computer with internet access for at least 

every group of about 4 Ss

1.  Have a chat with students if they ever made friends online and if they think the internet is a good place 
to find a girl/boyfriend. 

2.  Put Ss in groups of 3-5, and tell them that they will have the opportunity to look at social networking 
sites with the potential for meeting new people, even a girl/boyfriend. 

3.  Give out task sheets and tell Ss to visit the sites and match them to the descriptions in the task sheet. 
They can also add any extra information they find or know of.

4.  Discuss answers with the whole class. Ask Ss which site they find interesting, would like to try out or 
have already used.
Key: 1.d;  2.b;  3. f;  4.e;  5.a;  6.c

Extension You may want to talk about the dangers of online dating. This video may help: 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yKP4dIvB_fk.

 Play it from 3.08 to Ss and ask them to note down the advice they hear, then 
discuss in plenary.

Key: Don’t give out personal information. Don’t tell anyone that you’re home alone. If you meet 
someone IRL, take a trusted adult with you (they don’t need to be seen), meet in a public place in broad 
daylight. Since there are a lot of middle-aged perverts online, a parent should help you to make sure the 
person is who they say they are. Also, lying about your age, or saying you’re over 18 if you’re not can be 
dangerous for the same reason.

ifaketext  Section 3 

Where to use? With /Instead of CB ex. p. 59/1I
Focus  Writing a text message
Materials A computer for every two Ss, internet access, printer (optional)

1. This is an electronic version of CB ex. p. 59/1I. Study these sites before class:

A. http://ifaketext.com/
This site helps you to create text message conversations that look like they would on a mobile phone 
screen. This is what you do:

 • Enter a name.

 • Choose a carrier, meaning a mobile phone service provider

 • Type / copy-paste your text message conversation in using the format given as an example.

 • Click on “Create Your Screenshot”.

 • In a couple of seconds, you’ll get a preview of the image created with several options of how to 
share / use the image. These you’ll find on the left. E.g. if you choose the “direct link” option, copy 
the link and paste it into your web browser. You’ll get to the image which now you can save to your 
computer and use it as you like. 
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B. http://transl8it.com/ and http://lingo2word.com/translate.php 
They are text message translators, which change the plain English text you type in into Lingo and vice versa.
If you combine using ifaketext.com with a text message translator, you can create texts like these:

 T.mobile Vodaphone
 Text made with http://transl8it.com/ Text made with http://lingo2word.com/translate.php

out of this plain English dialogue:
You: Won’t be at home by 10. Mark and I are still doing the maths homework.
Dad: Come home and do it here.
You: I have lost my calculator, I’m using Mark’s.
Dad: Use your head and come home at once.

2. In class, tell Ss that they’ll do an electronic version of the exercise in the book. Get them to read the 
scenario on p. 61, and tell them that they will write a text message dialogue, not just one message, and 
they will use some Internet applications. 

3. Show them the web applications and explain how they work as needed.

4. Put Ss in pairs and tell them to choose a text message translator and type in a text message dialogue 
between themselves and a parent. Ask for two three exchanges. 

5. When Ss have the text in Lingo, they can copy it into http://ifaketext.com/ and create the screen shot.

6. Pairs exchange screenshots either electronically or printed and turn the messages back into plain English. 
This time, they do not use a translator.

7. Ss check for each other the plain English texts. Are they the same as the originals? Are they correct?

Acknowledgement I got the idea of using ifaketext.com from Nick Peachey’s QuickShout blog,  
http://quickshout.blogspot.hu/

 You can find his post here:
 http://quickshout.blogspot.hu/2011/10/creating-texting-dialogues-for-students.html
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Blind date with Mr Bean

Where to use? After CB ex. p. 59/1I
Focus  Listening, dating, relative clauses
Materials “Mr Bean on Blind Date“ at https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=D9Tf8lUB_bw 
 screenshot on p. 152

 1.  Ask Ss if they know what a blind date is, and explain how it goes. Tell them that they will see a 
programme in which one of the three men who want to go on a blind date with the girl is Mr Bean. 

 2.  Write these questions on the board:
a. What is the girl’s question?
b. What are the three answers?
c. Where are they going on a date?

 3. Play the video from 3.03 to 9.10
Key: 
a. I’m a girl who likes a good dance. If you could have just one dance with me, what would it be? 
b. 1. He can’t decide between a lambada or a tango first, but then he says that it would be a little 

horizontal dance instead, which he shows. 
 2. He would take her in his arms and would walk off to the sunset forever. 
 3. He can’t dance but shows a silly dance.  
c. A night in an English country hotel. 
Please note that Ss aren’t required to say these word for word as e.g. the conditional sentences are 
likely to be too difficult for them to produce.

 4.  Let Ss compare answers and listen to parts again that they found difficult. You may have some fun by 
showing the dances, and even asking Ss what dance they would choose.

 5.  Ask Ss to write the one question they would ask on a blind date to decide who to choose. Share 
sentences with the whole class, or let Ss ask their questions in small mixed-gender groups to each 
other. Only do the latter if you are sure your group will take it as a game, not seriously. 

You can stop here or go on with the next step.

 6.  Show a freeze frame of Stacy after the date at about 14.40 or show Ss the screenshot. Ask them to 
guess what the date was like for Tracy and what happened to her tooth.

 7.  Play the video from 9.10 to 12.22 and ask Ss to check their guesses.

 8.  You may want to play this part again and name Mr Bean’s stupid actions as they happen.
Key:  
He spills champagne on her clothes. He gives her a bunch of stolen flowers with the roots on. He has 
stupid competitions with her and does not play fairly, e.g. kills a duck, disturbs her in many ways when 
they’re doing archery, e.g. he coughs, he pulls her cap over her eyes, he pushes her. He has his shirt 
sticking out of his flies at dinner. Wants to kiss her in a stupid way. Takes pictures at very inconvenient 
times. Hits her with a wooden hammer, the mallet when they are playing croquet; this is how she lost 
her tooth. He shoots the doorman in the back.

You can stop here or go on with the next step.

 9. If you want to do this step, collect Mr Bean’s stupid actions on the board as you are doing step 8. Play 
the video from 12.25 to the end and ask Ss to tick the problems Tracy talks about. 
Key:  
He had his shirt sticking out of his flies at dinner. He took pictures at very inconvenient times.

You can stop here or go on with the next step.

 10. Play the same part again, and ask Ss to write down what the interviewer’s questions could be.
Key:  
1. What did you think when you first saw him/her?   
2. What did you talk about?   
3. How did your dinner go?   
4. What was the worst thing?/ What didn’t you like at all?  
5. What was the weekend like for you?   
6. Would you like to / are you going to see him / her again?
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Relative drawings

Where to use? After CB ex. p. 59/2B
Focus  Defining relative clauses
Materials “Relative drawings” on p. 153, task slips, blank paper, art supplies

1. Put Ss in groups of three and give each of them a letter, A, B and C. Tell them that you will give them a 
different description each in their group and that they will need to draw the thing being described.

2. Give out blank paper and art supplies. Give each S a “Relative drawings” Task slip with their letter. Give 
Ss a couple of minutes to do the drawings.

3. Ask Ss to swap their drawing with the descriptions in their groups and check the drawings against the 
descriptions. Do the drawings have everything as described?

4. Ask groups to come up with three short descriptions of things to draw. Their description should be a 
relative clause.

5. Get groups to swap descriptions and make the drawings.

6. Finally, groups check the drawings that were made after their descriptions.

Culturally relative  Section 4 

Where to use? After CB ex. p. 61//1F
Focus  Defining relative clauses with “where”, “can”, “should”, “must”,  

“be allowed to”, “be against the law”
Materials A computer with internet access for every two Ss, post-it notes

1. Tell Ss that in pairs they will do some research on the Internet about gender relations in a country they 
choose and write a question about this country. Elicit/ explain that gender relations include dating, 
marriage, divorce and roles in society.  Explain that they will start their question with “Which is the 
country..” and add relative clauses with information they have found using bullet points. This way they 
will have a long question.

2. Use Hungary as an example and build a long question about Hungary with the class. E.g. Which is the 
country 

 • where boys and girls are allowed to start dating in secondary school?

 •  where men and women can live together outside marriage?

 •  where people can choose their partners?

 •  where people can divorce and re-marry?

 •  where there are very  few women in the parliament?

 •  where women must look after the children more often than men?

 •  where women often have a job but must do most of the housework, too?
You may want to write what Ss come up with on the board or  project this example. Point it out that 
their aim is to write a question which will lead the reader to one country as much as possible.

3.  Put Ss in pairs and give them some websites to look at. E.g.
Amish:  
 http://www.exploring-amish-country.com/amish-dating.html
Turkish: 
 http://www.turkeytravelcentre.com/blog/dating-customs-traditions-turkey- love-weddings/
Many nations:
 http://www.gooverseas.com/articles/dating-customs-traditions-around-worldCultures.htm
 http://www.everyculture.com/
 http://www.culturecrossing.net/
Encourage Ss to find more sites, too.

4. Give Ss a time limit of about 10-15 minutes to do the research and write their question. Ask Ss not to 
write the name of the country with their question. 

5. When questions are ready, ask Ss to exchange them and using the Internet if needed, guess the country.
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6. Put the two pairs that exchanged their questions together to check with each other and talk about their 
countries. Ask them to show each other the web pages where they got the information from.

7. Give each pair a post-it note and ask them to write their country’s name on it. Ask one of the pair to 
wear the post-it note. Assign two opposing walls the meanings of ‘the strictest’ and “the least strict”. 
Get Ss to stand up and form a line according to how strict gender relations are in their chosen country. 

8. Ask Ss to give a reason for their position in the line.

Rowan Atkinson’s Guide to a Perfect First Date

Where to use? Before CB ex. p. 61/1G
Focus  Listening, dating, giving advice
Materials “Rowan Atkinson Guide to a Perfect First Date” on YouTube at
 http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lk2Ygypvuks&feature=fvsr,
 computer, internet access, projector,
 a “Rowan Atkinson’s Guide to a Perfect First Date” task sheet on p. 154 for each S

1. Ask Ss if they know the actor who plays Mr Bean. Tell Ss that they will now hear and see Rowan 
Atkinson’s advice to men on a first date.

2.  Play the first 25 seconds and ask Ss these:

 • Where are we?

 • How many people are present?
Key:  
On the second part of a course on elementary courting for men, in Boston University Huntington 
Theatre;  800 people

3. Write these on the board: 
restaurant, the woman’s place, the man’s place, disco, cinema, bus, car
Play the video to the end and ask Ss to put these in order. There are extra ones.

4. Give “Rowan Atkinson’s Guide to a Perfect First Date” task sheet out and ask Ss to match the pieces 
of advice to the places and events. If they do not remember, they can guess. Help with vocabulary as 
needed.

5. Play the video again for Ss to check their guesses.

6. Get Ss to compare their answers in pairs, and then check with the class. If needed, play the video again 
stopping after each place/event and checking the advice Ss matched to them. You may also want to 
discuss with Ss if they agree with the advice.
Key: 

W
om

an
’s

  
pl

ac
e Arriving c;  f

Meeting the parents q;  u

In the car I;  r 

Re
st

au
ra

nt

Wine a;  p 

Eating o;  j 

Paying e;  s 

Disco n;  t;  b;  k;  g 

The man’s place d;  l; h; m 
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How NOT to ask someone out  Task sheet 

Match the advice of Connor Franta to the examples he gives. Then watch again and check.

Don’t be creepy.

Don’t forget your words.

Don’t be loud.

Don’t be quiet.

Don’t be too sexual.

Don’t be sexual at all.

Don’t be boring.

Don’t be over-emotional.   

a.  Hey, so hey, I’ve been wondering if you would like to go out … mumbles …
b.  Oh, hey, I was in your back yard last night and …
c.  Mumbles, mumbles … Would you like to go out on a date some time? My mom says I’m normal.
d.  Hey! So, I’ve been watching you …
e.  I love you so much. Love me back!
f.  So how about that weather, huh?… Kinda cloudy … lately.
g.  Oh, hey, I look at your Facebook like every day.
h.  Hey, wanna go out some time? (Reveals some skin.)
i.  Er, er, so I was wondering uhm er, er … 
j.  HI I LIKE YOU!!!
k.  You look really pretty like ... my mom.
l.  So I was studying last night like I do every Friday and Saturday night and then I remembered I got to 

change the key later and I was so like ….
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“I need an object” tricks  Cards to collect 
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“I need an object” tricks  Task cards 
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Dating sites   Task sheet 

Find these sites used for dating (too) and match them to the descriptions. 

a. Flirtbox: http://www.flirtbox.us/
b. Tumblr: http://www.tumblr.com/tagged/meet-new-people
c. Dating Friend: http://www.datingfriend.net/
d. Instagram: http://instagram.com/#
e. Chatpit: http://www.chatpit.com/teenchat/
f. IMVU: http://www.imvu.com/

1. _______________ began as a way to share photos but it became a social media platform where users 
can meet new people. Search for people your age with similar interests using the “Suggested Users” 
function or by searching for certain hashtags e.g. #boxing that interest you.

 Extra information:

2.  _______________ is a micro-blogging site, where people post pictures, poems, quotes or short 
thoughts. You can tag posts which will help other teens with similar interests to find you. You can also 
use the hashtag #meetnewpeople with each of your blog posts. Also try searching for the same hashtag 
to see which teens are also looking to meet new people online.

 Extra information:

3.  _______________ allows users the opportunity to create 3-D avatars, and explore virtual communities 
while chatting with other users. Though this website allows adult users, the minimum age to create an 
avatar and enter the virtual worlds is 13. This site takes its role to protect younger users very seriously 
and is quite popular with teens around the globe.

 Extra information:

4.  _______________ is a website designed specifically for teens to chat and interact. Though it is a 
website where teens can simply hang out and chat, it is designed as a dating website for teens and it 
encourages users to flirt with each other. Public chat on this website is watched by moderators to make 
sure nobody is hurt. You need Java to access the chat rooms.

 Extra information:

5.  _______________ will allow you to register if you’re 16. There is a search option that will show you 
16-19 year olds in your area. In addition to profiles that you can browse through, you may participate in 
chat rooms, discussions, and rate men and women in the Hot or Not section. Look for people using the 
Quick Search function or review the suggested matches.

 Extra information:

6.  _______________ requires that users are 18 or older to sign up. Get an overview of who’s online in 
your age range by clicking on Advanced Search on the main page. You can specify the gender, age 
range, and location of the type of person you’re looking for. There are also blogs, chat opportunities, 
and more.

 Extra information:
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Blind date with Mr Bean  Screenshot 
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Relative drawings   Task slips 

A

Draw a monster that has two heads, one short and two very long arms, 
six short legs with two really big feet on each.

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

B

Draw a vehicle that is partly an aeroplane and partly a drum set.

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

C

Draw a cat whose tail is a fish and whose eyes are hamburgers.
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Rowan Atkinson’s Guide to a Perfect First Date  Task sheet 

Match the advice to the places and events.
W

om
an

’s
 p

la
ce

Arriving

Meeting the parents

In the car

Re
st

au
ra

nt

Wine

Eating

Paying

Disco

The man’s place

a. Don’t look ignorant.
b. Don’t do too much and don’t do too little.
c. Don’t look like a complete idiot.
d. You should not make any extra special effort.
e. Do not lose your cool.
f. You should look a little distracted. 
g. You should not look as if something was coming out of your bottom.
h. You shouldn’t brag about your stereo.
i. You mustn’t loose her respect.
j. Don’t do it too slowly.
k. You should not look as if something was up your bottom.
l. You should not play Donny and Marie Osmond’s Greatest Hits.
m. Don’t take your trousers off and jump on her.
n. Stand casually.
o. Don’t do it too fast.
p. Don’t look too professional.
q. Don’t look too casual.
r. You should have taken a taxi.
s. You must refuse her offer - for a while.
t. Look sexy.
u. Don’t look too keen.
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Extreme sports miming relay  Section 1 

When to use? After CB Ex. p. 62/1A
Focus  To practise the vocabulary of extreme sports
Materials Mime cards on p. 164

1.  Copy and cut out a set of Mime cards for each group of 6-9 Ss. So that cards in different piles do not 
get mixed up, copy them on different-coloured paper or draw different-coloured marks on them. Shuffle 
each pack of cards. 

2.  Put Ss into groups of 6-9 and get them to stand in a line. 

3.  Give each group a pile of Mime cards and get Ss to place the cards near the first person in the line in a 
pile face down on the ground or on a table.

4.  The first S in each group picks a card from the pile, stands in front of their group and mimes the activity 
on the card. When someone in the group guesses correctly, the S who has done the miming goes to the 
end of the line. They take the card with them.

5.  If a S cannot mime the activity on the card, or their group cannot come up with the expression, the S 
puts the card at the bottom of the pile and goes to the end of the line.

6.  Then the next person at the front of the line picks up a new card and mimes the activity, etc.

7. Set a time limit of about three minutes. The winner is the group which can mime and guess the most 
extreme sports within the time limit. 

8.  Count the number of cards each group was able to mime and guess. If a group manages to mime and 
guess all the extreme sports before the end of the time limit, they win. If more groups can do that, the 
first one to do so wins.

Adaptations You can run this activity with any set of vocabulary items that can be mimed.  
Find another example on p. 116 of this book and on pp. 14-15 in Bloggers 1 TRB. 

Extreme sports with the British Council

Where to use? After CB ex. p. 62/1C
Focus  Extreme sports, listening
Materials Computer(s) with Internet access, projector, the “Extreme Sports” video and online 

exercises on the Learn English website of the British Council at 
http://learnenglish.britishcouncil.org/en/word-street/extreme-sports,

 “Extreme sports with the British Council” task sheet p. 165

1.  Find and study the “Extreme Sports” video and the connected online exercises on the Learn English 
website of the British Council. This is how you find it: British Council Learn English website http://
learnenglish.britishcouncil.org/en/  Listen & Watch  Word on the Street  “Snowdon” episode  
Extreme Sports; or click the link above. 

2. In class, ask Ss what extreme sport activity they would recommend to someone who loves water and 
which they would recommend to someone who lives in a big city. Collect ideas and elicit white water 
rafting and parkour if needed. Ask Ss what they know about these sports.

3. Tell Ss that they will watch a video on extreme sports in which they will talk about white water rafting 
and parkour. Give Ss each an “Extreme sports with the British Council” task sheet and ask them to do 
the matching. Check in plenary.
Key: 1.e;  2.c;  3.f;  4.g;  5.h;  6.a;  7.d;  8.b

4.  Play the video and ask Ss to 

 • Find out as much as possible about the two sports.

 • Find out why people doing them like these sports.

5.  Get Ss to discuss in small groups, then collect what Ss understood in plenary. Do not correct or add any 
information at this stage.
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 6.  Optional: Ss could do the online vocabulary task now.

 7.  Write these questions on the board:

 • What can we call people who play dangerous sports?

 • What facility does the National Water Sports Centre in Nottingham have?

 • Why does Pas, the white water rafting expert think people like dangerous sports?

 • Why is parkour popular in London?

 • What do you need to do parkour?
Play the video again.

 8.  Check the answers to the questions by doing Task 2 (Listening task) online.

 9. Allocate two places in the classroom to both sports. Ask Ss to go to the place that is allocated to the 
sport they prefer. You’ll get two groups this way. Ask Ss in the same group to tell each other why they 
prefer the sport they have chosen.

 10. Pair / group Ss from different preference groups and ask them to tell each other why they prefer the 
sport they have chosen.

 11. Ask Ss which sport they prefer now and if they have changed their minds.

Acknowledgement Naturally, it is to the Learn English website of the British Council.

Bungee jumping with Charlie

Where to use? After CB ex. o. 63/1K
Focus  Listening, Present Perfect with yet, just, already, ever
Materials Bungee Jump video by charlieissocoollike on YouTube at
 http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1QPjKams1k8&feature=endscreen&NR=1

1.  Ask Ss if they know the YouTube star, Charlie. Tell them that they will see a video of his bungee jump. 

2.  Write these questions on the board or project them:
1. What time is his jump?
2. What was the Guinness World Record for the most bungee jumps in an hour?
3. What is the Guinness World Record for the most bungee jumps in an hour now?
4. What is the weather like?
5. Where do they jump?
6. Is Charlie nervous?
7. When can you jump?
8. What does Charlie say about his experience after the jump?

3. Play the video from 0.43 and ask Ss to answer the questions
Key:  
1. Around 3 p.m.   
2. 19 jumps.   
3. 42 jumps.   
4. It is raining.   
5. Next to Tower Bridge.   
6. Yes, but not as much as his friend, Alex.   
7. When the assistant has said, “Three, two, one, bungee!”.   
8. It was one of the scariest things he’s ever done in his life and one of the most fun, too of   
   course.
Get Ss to compare their answers in small groups / pairs and then with the whole class.

4. Play the video from 0.43 again, pause it time to time and get Ss saying what Charlie and other people 
have already done and what they haven’t done yet. Good places to pause the video with sample 
sentences are:

 • 0.54 They have already arrived at the bungee jumping place. They haven’t gone up the tower yet.

 • 1.31 James has done 42 jumps. He has broken the Guinness World Record.

 • 2.50 They have got their numbers already.
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 • 1.50 They have already / just eaten.

 • 1.55 Charlie has already fastened his harness. He hasn’t got into the lift yet.

 • 2.02 Charlie has already got into the lift. The lift hasn’t started yet.

 • 2.15 He has already reached the edge. He hasn’t jumped yet.

 • 2.19 He has said goodbye. He hasn’t jumped yet.

 • 2.23  The man has already / just said, “bungee”. 

 • 2.24  Charlie has just jumped.

 • 2.31  Charlie has already jumped. They haven’t landed him yet.

 • 2.36 They have already landed him. They haven’t taken his harness off yet.

 • 2.50  He has completed his jump
Prompt Ss as needed. E.g. What about arriving at the bungee jumping place? What about going up the 
tower?

5.  Give these meanings to two opposing walls in your classroom: “I would like to try it – I wouldn’t like 
to try it”. Ask Ss to stand between the two walls to show how they feel about bungee jumping. Get 
Ss near each other in the line to talk to each other about why they would / wouldn’t like to try bungee 
jumping, then put Ss with different opinions together to talk.

Have you ever ...? board game  Section 2 

Where to use? Before starting S2
Focus  Present Perfect, Simple Past
Materials “Have you ever ...?” board  on p. 166, a set of cards on p. 167 and a dice for every 

group of three or four Ss; a counter for every S

1.  Put Ss into groups of three or four. Give out boards, counters and dice. Explain that in this game, they 
need to get from START to FINISH. On their way, they will answer some questions. Every time when they 
land on a square with a question mark on it, they need to pick a card.

2. Give out the cards. Explain that Ss will have to ask a “Have you ever ...?” question with the verb phrase 
on the card and ask two more questions for further information if the answer is yes to their first 
question. The card will tell them what kind of further questions they have to ask. Picking some cards, 
give / elicit some example. E.g. 
“A: Have you ever broken a bone?  
B: Yes, I have  
A: Which bone did you break?  
B: I broke my left arm.  
A: How did you break it?  
B:  I was playing basket ball.”  
They can ask extra questions if they are interested. 

3.  Ask Ss to mix the cards well and put them face down on the rectangle marked with a big question mark 
in the middle of the board.

4.  Ss always need to pick the first card from the top and put it back at the bottom of the pile when they 
finish. They have to ask the questions on the card to one student in their group. They choose the student 
in the following way: 
A player throws the dice and gets a number.  They go forward this number of squares on the board. 
 If they land on a square with a question mark on it, they pick a card.  Starting with the S on their 
left, the player counts the number they rolled, pointing at the Ss in their group.  The player asks the 
questions to the person they pointed at when they reached that number. 

5.  If a player makes a mistake with Present Perfect or Past Simple when they ask a question, they have to 
go back where they were in their previous turn.

6.  The winner is the first person to arrive at the FINISH. 

Adaptations This game can be used with many different topics and speaking tasks. Find a similar 
game on p. 89 of Bloggers 1 TRB and on p. 41, p. 55 and p. 93 of this book.
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True or false dictation

Where to use? After CB ex. p. 65/1F
Focus  Present Perfect, Simple Past, travelling in Hungary

1. Ask Ss to make a grid like this in their exercise book:

True about me Who else? Extra info

2.  Dictate about 10-12 positive Present Perfect sentences, all with “I” as the subject and the places / 
programmes in ex. 1B and 1D on p. 64 as their topic. Make the sentences as relevant to your Ss as 
possible. Here is a sample set of sentences:

I have already swum in Lake Balaton.
I have swum across Balaton.
I have cycled around Balaton.
I have seen the view in Visegrád.
I have been to at least three museums in Budapest.
I have never ridden a horse on the Great Plain.
I have already been to the Sziget Festival.
I have already swum in a thermal bath.
I’ve put a padlock on the fence in Janus Pannonius Street in Pécs.
I have eaten fish soup many times.
I have been to some nice old villages in Hungary.
I have visited Fertőd palace.

Tell Ss to only write the sentences that are true about them and to leave one or two blank lines between 
sentences. 

3.  Ss mingle and find others who share their sentences with them. They write the names of these people in 
the second column of the grid. They also get extra information from people who share their sentences. 
They put these down in the third column.

4.  Ask Ss to write on the board the things they have in common with the most people.

5.  With the whole class, ask extra information about the topics in the most popular sentences.

Variation Another way to do “True or false dictation” is to ask Ss to make a grid with a 
column both for ‘True’ and ‘False’. They write the sentences into the relevant column.

Adaptation You can use this activity with any topic and grammar structure.

Acknowledgement I learnt this technique from Sheelagh Deller on a CLIL course at Pilgrims.

Visit Hungary

Where to use? At the end of S2
Focus  Reading, research, recommending, giving reasons
Materials A post-it note for each S, a computer for every two Ss, blutack (optional), “Visit 

Hungary” holiday preferences on  
pp. 168-169, Web pages in English about tourist attractions in Hungary, e.g.  
http://gotohungary.com/

 http://www.balaton-atuszas.hu/index.php?m=hirek&l=eng
 http://www.tripadvisor.com/
 http://www.viator.com/budapest-tours/d499-ttd?pref=02&aid=g5749
 http://www.budapest.com/hungary.en.html

1. Show Ss the Holiday preferences. Print the page, enlarge it to A3 size, cut the different kinds of holidays 
up so you have only one on a strip of paper. Then, put them on the walls in the classroom and ask Ss to 
walk around and read them. Ask Ss to choose the best holiday for themselves and write it on a post-it 
note, e.g. “Water Lover” or “Festival Freak”.
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2.  Get Ss mingling and ask them to find one person who shares the type of holiday they like. If they do not 
find a person with the same holiday, ask them to find someone whose holiday would be OK for them, 
even if it’s not their favourite.

3.  Get Ss to sit down with the person they have found. Groups of three will also work. Ask pairs (or threes) 
to write a short description of the things they would like to do on a weeklong holiday. 

4.  Get pairs to swap descriptions, and imagine that two English-speaking friends are going to come to 
Hungary for their holiday and this is what they’d like to do. Their task is to recommend places to go to 
and things to do in Hungary. 

5.  Show Ss the links, and tell them to find information for their guests and make a plan for their weeklong 
stay. Encourage Ss to use other English-speaking sites, too. It can also be OK to use Hungarian-speaking 
sites, but warn Ss that they may find it more difficult to pass on the information in English if they read 
about it in Hungarian. Give pairs a time limit of about 10-15 minutes.

6.  Put pairs that swapped their holiday preferences with each other in a group. Ask them to take turns in 
explaining the holiday plans they made for each other. Ask them to show places on the computer to 
each other as needed.

7.  With the whole class, ask Ss how happy they are with the holiday plans they got, and why.

Extension / variation Either as an extension after step 7 or as a variation instead of steps 6 and 7, ask Ss 
to write a letter / email with their recommendations. Get pairs to reply to the letters /  
emails they get, thank each other  and say what they think about the holiday plan 
they received.

Post-it interviews  Section 3 

Where to use? As an alternative to ex. p. 66/1A of the CB
Focus  Lead-in to the topic of camping, personalising the topic
Materials A post-it note for each S

1. Draw on the board this grid with the questions in ex. p 66/1A of the CB:

Have you ever had a camping holiday? Did you like it?

Do you like camping? Would you like to go camping (again)?

Elicit the topic of the next section: camping.

2.  Give each S a post-it note and ask them to divide it into four parts and write their very short,  
e.g. “yes / no / it depends” answers to the questions on the relevant parts of their post-its.

3.  Get Ss to mingle and find someone with quite different answers, Then they sit down together and ask 
for more information and share thoughts and experience.

4.  With the whole class, ask for some feedback on what they have found out.

Packing

Where to use? After CB ex. p. 66/1B
Focus  Camping-related vocabulary
Materials Masking tape

1.  Using masking tape, make an outline of a rucksack or a caravan on the floor. The shape must be big 
enough for the whole group to squeeze into.

2.  Ask the Ss to choose an object that they would take with them on a camping holiday. Objects should 
not be repeated; everyone needs to have a different one.
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3.  Practise who is which object, until Ss can remember well even in random order.

4.  One S is the “packer”. (S)he stands next to the shape on the floor. Then, remove the packer’s chair so 
there is one fewer chair than the number of Ss.

5.  The packer shouts out objects and the S whose object was called stands in the outline of the rucksack 
(or caravan). It means that the object is packed.

6.  The packer can decide at any time that they have packed everything they need. Then (s)he shouts: “I’ve 
packed everything. Let’s go”. On “go” all the Ss run to sit on a chair. 

7.  The S left without a chair is the new packer and the game is played all over again.

Adaptations This game can be adapted to many different topics. You need to find a good shape 
to represent the topic, e.g. shopping: trolley, ordering a pizza: a circle, furnishing a 
room: square;  travelling: suitcase; sports: sports bag, etc.

Acknowledgements This activity was first published in B. Tsai – J. Fehér: Creative Resources (2004) 
Atlanta, USA: IAL

True / False wall sorting

Where to use? To check Ss’ answers to the T/F reading task in CB ex. p. 66 / 1C
Focus  Reading

1.  When Ss finished doing the reading task in CB ex. p. 66 / 1C, tell them that one of the walls means true 
and another one means false. 

2.  Read out the T/F statements in the book and after each, Ss go to the wall that stands for their answer.

3.  At the walls they discuss why they have chosen that answer.

Extension 1. Establish which of two opposing walls means YES, and which means NO. 
 2. Ask Ss this yes/no question: “Would you like to stay in this camp for some time?” 

Ask Ss to position themselves between the two walls to express how they feel. 
 3. Get Ss to talk to other Ss near where they are in the line, and then get Ss as far 

from each other as possible in the line to talk to each other and give their reasons.
 4. Ask Ss the same question again and see if anyone would like to put themselves 

somewhere else in the line.

Adaptation This technique can be used with exercises and topics which involve some choices. 
See another example in Bloggers 1 TRB p. 52.

Similar / different meanings pairing

Where to use? After WB ex. p. 90/1A to check
Focus  Camping related vocabulary
Materials “Similar/ different meanings pairing” word cards p. 170

1.  Copy / Print out the cards and cut them out. Clip pairs together so that it is easy for you to decide how 
many pairs you’ll need for the number of Ss present in class.

2.  Give each S a card and ask them to find someone with a word that is either the synonym or the 
antonym of the word they were given.

3.  When pairs found each other, the class looks at the pairs and they say if they are synonyms or antonyms.

Adaptation This activity can be adapted to any vocabulary set that has antonyms and 
synonyms. The Bloggers workbooks have similar exercises at all levels.
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Options choral reading

Where to use? With CB ex. p. 67 / 1F
Focus  Writing a reservation email

1.  Divide your class into two groups and name them after the colours of the choices in the email in the CB 
on p. 67: green and purple. 

2.  Groups decide on correct options: When is the option in their colour the correct one?

3.  Ask groups to read out the text in a way that groups read their option every time when they think it is 
the right one. If both groups read their option at any point, discuss which one is the right solution.

Adaptation This technique can be use with cloze tests with A, B, C, D options, too.

Camping with Ashlie and Steve

Where to use? At the very end of S3
Focus  Listening
Materials Bestival Scene 1 on the British Council Learn English webside at
 http://learnenglish.britishcouncil.org/en/word-street/bestival, computer 

1.  Ask Ss what they know of the Isle of Wight, and the festival on it called Bestival. Show Ss where the  
Isle of Wight is. You may also want to show them the official website of Bestival http://www.bestival.
net/, where you have direct links to their Facebook and Twitter pages and some YouTube videos.

2.  Tell Ss that they will follow a brother and sister, Steven and Ashlie to Bestival. They will arrive and set up 
their tent. Write these questions on the board:

WHO… A   S

prefers staying the night in the tent?   

sets up the tent?   

offers a hand to the other person?  

says the other person snores?  

will perhaps have a bad night?  
3.  Ask Ss to guess in pairs if the answers are Ashlie or Steve and tick the relevant letters. 

4.  Play Bestival Scene 1 on the British Council Learn English website. This is how you find it:  
go to http://learnenglish.britishcouncil.org/en/  Listen & Watch  Word on the Street  Bestival  
Bestival Scene 1. Or click on the link above.

5.  Get Ss to discuss answers to the questions first in small groups, then with the whole class.

6.  Ask Ss if they would like to go to this festival and why (not). You could do this as a wall sorting activity. 
See the Extension of “True / False wall sorting” on p. …

Extension You can find some more online activities for further work as well as another Scene 
on the website.

Acknowledgement Naturally, it is to the Learn English website of the British Council.
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The campfire project  

Where to use? Set the task at the end of S3 and allocate a lesson or parts of several lessons later 
on for preparations and another one for performances and the party

Focus  Creative tasks, speaking, research
Materials “The campfire project” task slips on pp. 171-172, some blank slips of paper, 

blutack, art supplies, computers, printer, projector 

1.  Decide about the timing of the project and the exact dates of lessons when Ss can prepare their 
performance / activity and when they can run / perform it. 

2.  Ask Ss if they like campfires and why (not). Elicit what people do to have a good time around a campfire. 
Elicit what is common in all of them – that some people may lead the activity but everybody participates 
and they are fun for all. 

3.  Tell Ss that you will have your own special ‘campfire’ in one of the lessons, and tell Ss when. They will 
plan some sort of entertainment / activity for each other and run it. They will do the planning in small 
groups and they can choose from several tasks or invent one for themselves. 

4.  Show Ss “The campfire project” task slips and explain that they are supposed to run these as fun 
activities in which everybody can participate as much as possible. So, for example, they aren’t supposed 
to read out a text on the night sky but should make Ss form some constellations following their 
instructions, or they could ask them quiz questions.

5.  Put “The campfire project” task slips around the classroom on the walls and ask Ss if they would like to 
add any more. If there are suggestions, put these on slips of paper and put them on the walls, too.

6.  Ask Ss to choose the task they would like to do the most and stand next to it. If there are more than six 
Ss in a group, ask for volunteers to choose another group. If nobody volunteers, use a rhyme to send 
someone to another group or toss a coin.

7.  Ask Ss who have chosen the same task to sit down together and brainstorm ideas. Walk around and 
help. Give Ss about 5 minutes.

8.  Ask Ss to decide on tasks for their group members which they’ll prepare for when they can work 
together on the project again. Give Ss the date of that lesson.

9.  When the day for the performances come, make it a happy occasion, a celebration of Ss’ work and 
achievement. It is nice to put the “campfire” in the middle and sit with the students around it. Then 
groups take turns to entertain the class. Having some soft drinks and nibbles is a nice touch, too.

Jessica Watson on the internet  Section 4 

Where to use? After CB ex. p. 69/1G
Focus  Listening, reading
Materials Computer(s), projector; 

http://www.jessicawatson.com.au/index.htm
http://www.jessicawatson.com.au/videos-1/jessica-watsons-homecoming
http://www.jessicawatson.com.au/_blog/Official_Jessica_Watson_Blog/
http://www.jessicawatson.com.au/videos-1/jessica-watson-named-young-australian-
of-the-year

http://www.jessicawatson.com.au/videos-1/jessica-watson-on-cbs-early-show
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VKH8MFxe_IY
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-RjtKsOBjAs&list=PLAE3E74D38768DC8E
https://www.facebook.com/jessicawatsonofficial
https://twitter.com/watsonjessica

Jessica Watson’s life and achievements are very well documented on the Internet. Here is a selection of 
ideas, which can be done in any order or number.
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1.  Comparing information in the book with information in the video
Play one or both of these videos.
Her homecoming: http://www.jessicawatson.com.au/videos-1/jessica-watsons-homecoming
An interview with Jessica: http://www.jessicawatson.com.au/videos-1/jessica-watson-on-cbs-early-show
Ask Ss first to mark information that is the same in the video and in the book.
For a second listening, ask them to find different and new information.

2.  Watch the video diary of her voyage:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-RjtKsOBjAs&list=PLAE3E74D38768DC8E
Ss find their favourite day and say why.

3.  Jessica’s presentation
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VKH8MFxe_IY
This contains a lot of new information about the trip around the world and Jessica. Ask Ss these 
questions:

1. How did Jessica feel about sailing when she was 8?
2. Is Jessica good at fishing?
3. What is it like on top of the mast?
4. What is sailing like around Cape Horn?
5. What was most special for her about being on land again?
6. What was hard about coming home?

Key:  
1. She hated it. She was scared of water, scared of height, didn’t like going fast, didn’t like getting wet, 
didn’t like getting sandy. It was cold, it was wet, it was miserable. It wasn’t her thing.   
2. No, she caught only one fish in 210 days.   
3. It is beautiful but the mast swings a lot even on a calm day.   
4. Dangerous because of big waves, storms icebergs.   
5. Smells, sounds and people.   
6. Stepping off her boat.

4.  Jessica’s message
http://www.jessicawatson.com.au/videos-1/jessica-watson-named-young-australian-of-the-year 
From 0.43 to 6.27
Ask Ss what they can learn from Jessica’s story and from what she says.
Key:  
Set your aim and work backwards: what do you have to do to achieve that aim? Dream big, get out 
there and make it happen. You don’t have to be special. You just have to believe and work hard.

5. Find news updates
The main source is her website http://www.jessicawatson.com.au/index.htm, which contains many videos 
and articles and direct links to her 
Facebook https://www.facebook.com/jessicawatsonofficial and 
Twitter pages https://twitter.com/watsonjessica, as well as 
her blog http://www.jessicawatson.com.au/_blog/Official_Jessica_Watson_Blog/ and 
her YouTube channel http://www.youtube.com/user/jessicawatsonvideo.
Give these links to Ss and ask them to find the latest news.
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Extreme sports miming relay   Mime cards 

scuba diving snorkelling
white-water 

kayaking

mountain-
biking

hang gliding
tightrope 
walking

bungee 
jumping

skateboarding
indoor 

climbing

rock climbing ice climbing
mountain 
climbing

caving windsurfing snowboarding

parachuting speed sailing scootering
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Extreme sports with the British Council  Task sheet 

Match the words 1 to 8 to explanations a to h.

1. foam  a. distance down from a higher place to a lower place

2. thrill  b. stairs

3. seek  c. excitement and joy

4. rapids  d. someone who like sg very much and does it a lot

5. railings  e. lots of bubbles on top of a liquid

6 drop  f. look for

7. junkie  g. very fast water

8. steps   h.

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Extreme sports with the British Council  Task sheet 

Match the words 1 to 8 to explanations a to h.

1. foam  a. distance down from a higher place to a lower place

2. thrill  b. stairs

3. seek  c. excitement and joy

4. rapids  d. someone who like sg very much and does it a lot

5. railings  e. lots of bubbles on top of a liquid 

6. drop  f. look for

7. junkie  g. very fast water

8. steps   h. 
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Have you ever ...? board game  Board 
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Have you ever ...? board game  Cards 

break a bone

 which?
 how?

fly

 where?
 enjoy?

try an extreme sport

 which?
 where?

find a (girl/boy)friend 
online

 who?
 on which site?

be in a hospital

 why?
 when?

lose something

 what?
 how?

call an emergency 
service

 which?
 what?

buy something 
stupid

 what?
 how much?

lose your way

 where?
 why?

be on TV / in a film

 which?
 when?

write a poem / song

 about what?
 when?

start a petition

 why?
 where?

be to an English 
speaking county

 which?
 when?

win a competition

 what kind?
 when?

be in a big storm

 where?
 when?

eat organic food

 what?
 like it?

buy anything online

 what?
 on which site?

have an accident

 why?
 where?
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Visit Hungary  Holiday preferences 

Water Lover 
“I want to be in and on water as much as possible.”

Small Town Fan 
“I love walking in pretty towns and looking at nice 
buildings.”

Cycling Junkie
“I want to cycle to lovely places – but not on busy 
roads!”

Adventure Freak
“I want an extremely active holiday with lots of 
adventure.”

Castle Maniac
“I want to see as many castles as possible. They are 
the most interesting places I can think of.”

Nature Lover
“Trekking, hiking, walking, camping. Hills, forests, 
plains – and the blue sky...”
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Festival Freak
“Music and crowds – I want to be in the middle of the 
action!”

Museum Addict 
“Museums and galleries are the best places to 
understand a country and its culture. I want to see 
them all.”

Folk Freak
“I want to see what is unique in a place – the 
country’s own style of buildings, typical foods,  
music, dances.”

Variety Lover
“I wouldn’t like to do the same things every day.  
I want a little of everything.”
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Similar / different meanings pairing  Word cards 

check in check out arrival departure

reserve book move out vacate

rucksack backpack arrive leave

caravan tent
low 

season
high 

season

sleeping 
bag

sleeping 
mat

additional extra
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The campfire project   Task slips 

Make a safe “campfire”.  
No real fire is allowed.

Teach a song to the class.

Teach a dance to the class.

Teach a game to the class.

Demonstrate to the class how to 
cook a meal with a real fire.
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Tell a story to the class.

Give information about 
nocturnal animals and insects.

Give information about the 
night sky.
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Vocabulary duel

Where to use? After WB ex. p. 96 / 1B
Focus  Vocabulary
Materials Background music (optional)

1. Before class, choose eight or ten words / expressions from Us 7 and 8 that you think are important, and 
which your Ss need to practise. Write these down in two sets.

2. In class, put Ss into pairs A and B. Explain that

 • You will write words / expressions on the board.

 • Ss A won’t see them, as they will turn their backs on the board. Their task will be to guess the words /  
expressions.

 • Bs will give definitions, explanations, example sentences with a beep where the word / expression 
could fit, etc. They must not say the word / expression in any form. If they do, they are out. It is 
important that they speak quietly as other pairs might overhear them.

 • When As have the word / expression, they put their hands up.

 • You will ask the person whose hand was up first to say the word / expression. They will also have to 
repeat the clue that helped them to come up with the word. If they have the right word first with a 
clue, they’ll score.

 • The winner is the pair who has the highest score. Pairs need to keep score.

3. Ask As to sit so that they can’t see the board. Tell them that if they look at the board, they are out. Write 
a word and get Bs to give their definitions. You may also want to play some gentle background music.

4. Halfway though the words, get As and Bs to change roles.

5. Find the winning pair.

Extension You can get Ss to define these words again with a relative clause after  
WB ex. p. 97/2C.

Adaptations This game can be played with any vocabulary set.

Guess my extremes

Where to use? After WB ex. p. 97 / 3B
Focus  Relative clauses and present perfect to speak about extreme, unique experiences
Materials A post-it note for each S

1. Give each S a post-it note and ask them to write three extremes on it about their lives, three things /  
people that have been the best, worst, most dangerous, the nicest, etc. in their lives. They are not 
supposed to write sentences, only name the things / people. E.g. “Kati” instead of “Kati is the most 
athletic person I’ve ever met.”

2. Ask Ss to wear the post-it note with their lists.

3. Explain to Ss that they will mingle and guess what extremes the things / people represent in each other’s 
lists. E.g. “Is Kati the most beautiful person you’ve ever met? Is she the best friend you’ve ever had?” If 
they guess correctly, they write down their fact.

4. Set a time limit of about 5 minutes.

5. Ask the class what Ss found out about each other’s extremes.

Variation If you think your Ss don’t know each other well enough to guess much, you can 
simply ask them to ask each other about the names / words on the post-it notes. 
E.g. “Who is Kati? Why is she special?”
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Labyrinth

Where to use? For revising the material Ss have learnt in Bloggers 2
Focus  Revision of some vocabulary, grammar and speaking competencies dealt with in the 

eight units of Bloggers 2
Materials “Labyrinth” Board on p. 175,”Labyrinth” Route cards on p. 176,  “Labyrinth” Task  

indicators on p. 177,  “Labyrinth” Rules on pp. 178-179,  “Labyrinth” Task cards on 
pp. 180-181, 183-184, 186-187, “Labyrinth” Keys on pp. 182, 185, counters, blank 
sheets of paper

1.  For each group of up to four Ss: make an enlarged, A3-size copy of the Board and the Route cards; an 
A4-size copy of the Rules, the Task cards and the Key; two sets of the Task indicators. Since this game 
can be played with any other task cards, it is a good idea to laminate these copies (with the possible 
exception of the Task cards and the Key), as they can be used again many times. Also, the act of pushing 
can be executed a lot easier with a laminated board and cards. Cut out Route cards, Task indicators and 
Task cards. Have two blank sheets of paper ready for each group and a counter for each S. It may be a 
good idea to put everything a group needs in a box or folder with the possible exception of the Key.

2.  In class, put Ss into groups of four. Pairs and groups of three also work. Give out boxes / folders with the 
tools needed for the game. 

3.  Ask Ss to study part A of the Rules (Preparing for the game) and set the board for the game as described 
there. Help and monitor as needed.

4.  When the boards are set, ask groups to study the next two sections of the Rules: The aim of the game 
and General Rules (parts B and C). Go around and help as needed. Check understanding with groups, 
e.g. ask them if they can push a particular row; which task indicator they can pick up after 1, 2, and 3 
have been picked up; if they can go to a certain place on the board from where their counter is at the 
moment, etc.

5.  When Ss in a group understand the general rules, they are ready to start. Tell them to refer to section D 
of the rules, “Playing the game” and follow the steps there. Give them the Key if relevant and get them 
to cover it with the two blank sheets of paper. If needed, show Ss how to use the sheets to uncover one 
solution at a time.

6.  As groups are playing, monitor and help as needed.

7.  When groups have finished playing, give feedback to Ss on their language and group work.  Discuss any 
of the tasks that proved difficult.

Variations We have prepared three sets of Task cards, one for vocabulary, one for grammar 
and one for speaking. You can use them in different ways: 

 1.  Use only one pack for a game and repeat the game with different sets.
 2.  Let groups decide which pack they play with.
 3.  Give all the three sets to groups and ask them to keep them separate. Each time 

a player needs to pick a card, they can decide which pile they pick a card from.
 4.  Select the most relevant 16 cards for each group.
 5.  You may want to attach a particular Task card to a number of points it is worth. 

Put numbers 1 to 16 at the back of the cards with 1 given to the card with the 
easiest task to your Ss and 16 to the one you think your Ss will find the most 
difficult. In this case, Ss do not shuffle them, but put them in order with 1 on 
top and 16 at the bottom.

Adaptations This game can be adapted for nearly anything. You only need to make 16 Task 
cards and a key that match your teaching aim.

Acknowledgement I got the idea from Max J. Kobbert: Labyrinth der Meister, Ravensburger.
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Labyrinth  Board 
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Labyrinth  Route cards 
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Labyrinth  Task indicators 
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Labyrinth  Rules 

A. Preparing for the game

1. In groups of three or four or in pairs, place the board in the middle.

2.  Shuffle Route cards well, and place them face down on the squares of the board where there are no 
printed routes. There will be one Route card left.

3.  Each player now chooses a counter and places it on a Start space.

4.  Turn Route cards face up without changing their positions.

5.  Shuffle Task indicators well, and place them face down on the Route cards in the spaces around the Start 
spaces. The spaces for the Task indicators have the word TASK printed on the board, which you will see 
if you lift the Route cards to check. 

6.  Turn Task indicators face up without changing their positions.

7.  Shuffle Task cards well and place them face down on the table next to the board.

8.  Have another copy of each Task indicator ready on the table face up.

9.  Have the Key ready. Put two blank sheets over the Key with only the numbers showing.  There is no key 
for the speaking tasks.

B. The aim of the game

Your aim is to collect as many points as possible. The winner is the person with the most points when all 
the Task indicators have been collected.

C. General rules

 • You must collect the Task indicators in the order of the numbers printed on them.

 • You can pick up the next Task indicator if you step on it. You can step on it if you have a route 
formed between your counter and the Task indicator.

 • The board will constantly change as each time it is a player’s turn, they must push a row into the 
direction of the arrow () printed at the end of the row. Players can choose which row with 
an arrow at its end they want to push.

 • To push, players use the left-over Route card that has no place on the board. It means that the card 
that you pushed with will be at the end of the row you have chosen. At the other end, one card will 
fall off the board. This will be the new card to push with in the next turn. 

 • If there is a counter or a Task indicator on the Route card that falls off the board, move it to the other 
end of the same row. All the other Route cards in the row where you have pushed will move a space 
forward. 

 • You cannot push the rows where you see the X signs at the end. 

 • Each Task indicator is worth the number printed on it. When a player picks up a Task indicator, they 
also need to pick the Task card on the top of the pile, and do the task on it. 

 • Check your answer with the Key: Find the letter sign on your Task card and move the two sheets in 
a way that they only uncover the text with your letter. Read the solution out, and then cover the Key 
again.

 • If a player does a task correctly, they will get double the point that is printed on the Task indicator. To 
keep a record of this, they will get another Task indicator with the same number. If a player cannot do 
a task correctly, they will only keep the Task indicator they picked up. In other words: you get double 
the points for a task you do correctly. 

 • Do not put the Task card back in the pile.

 • The game finishes when there are no Task indicators left on the board. Each player adds up the 
numbers on all the Task indicators they have to find the winner with the most points.
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D. Playing the game

1.  Decide who starts the game and if you take turns clockwise or anti-clockwise.

2.  When it’s your turn

 • You must push a row first. Choose the best row for you to push. Take the Route card that is not on 
the board and push the row with it one space forward in the direction marked with the arrow. 

 • Decide if you want to move your counter. You can move any number of spaces as long as there is a 
route for you. You can also decide not to move your counter at all.

 • If you step on the next Task indicator, pick it up, then pick up the Task card on the top of the pile 
and do the task on it.

 • Check and read out the solution in the Key. Please note that some of the solutions are only sample 
solutions. Check with the teacher if you are uncertain. There is no key for the speaking tasks.

 • If your solution is correct, collect another Task indicator with the same number as the one you 
picked up.

 • If your solution is incorrect, only keep the Task indicator you picked up from the board.

 • Pass on the Route card to the next person.

3.  To decide who the winner is: add up the numbers on all the Task indicators you have.
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Labyrinth  Task cards 1 – Vocabulary 

A
Say at least six words you can  
use to describe somebody’s 
hair.

B
Name two search engines.

C
Name five different kinds of  
public transport.

D
Name six kinds of public  
buildings.

E
Name six parts of the body.

F
Name five health problems.

G
Say eight weather words.

H
Name four different kinds of 
disaster.
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I
Name eight different kinds of 
shops.

J
Name two different ways of 
paying in a shop.

K
Name three different kinds of 
criminals.

L
These people work for our 
safety:

fire ......................
police ......................
security .........................

M
Put these in chronological 
order:

go out, get engaged, meet, 
get married, ask someone out

N
Say the same things with  
a different word / expression  
(a synonym):

Here you are.
Sure.
I understand.

O
Name eight extreme sports.

P
Name five pieces of safety 
equipment you use for sport.
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Labyrinth   Key 1 – Vocabulary 

A long, short, blond(e), fair, brown, black, dark, ginger, beautiful, curly, spiky, straight, thick, 
thin, wavy

B Explorer, Google Chrome, Mozilla Firefox

C ferry, metro/underground, bus, tram, train, trolley bus

D school, collage, university, fire station, hospital, library, police station, post office, shopping 
mall, shop, supermarket, museum

E head/stomach/toothache, flu, sore throat, being / feeling dizzy / sick,  upset stomach / tummy, 
cold, cough

F head, face, nose, eyes, mouth, tongue, tooth / teeth, ears, neck, shoulders, chest, back, lungs, 
heart, stomach, arms, hands, fingers, legs, knees, ankle, foot / feet, toes

G snow(y), snowfall, rain(y), sunshine, sunny, cloud(y), wind(y), fog(gy), (thunder)storm, stormy, 
lightening, dry, hot, cold, warm, clear (up), freeze, temperature, degrees (centigrade)

H earthquake, flood, thunderstorm, tsunami, tidal wave, tornado, fire, volcanic eruption

I baker’s, bookshop, butcher’s, confectioner’s, convenience store / corner shop, DIY shop, 
florist’s, (green)grocer’s, pet shop, stationer’s, supermarket, department store

J in cash and by credit card

K burglar, mugger, robber, shoplifter, thief, murderer / killer, bully

L fire fighter, police officer, security guard

M meet, ask someone out, go out, get engaged, get married

N Here you go; of course; I see

O

scuba diving, snorkelling, white-water kayaking / rafting, mountain biking, hang gliding, tight 
rope walking, bungee jumping, skateboarding, indoor climbing, rock climbing, ice climbing, 
mountain climbing, surfing, windsurfing, speed sailing, snowboarding, tight rope walking, 
parachuting, speed sailing, scootering, caving

P first aid kit, goggles, hard hat, helmet, jumpsuit, life vest, kneepads, rope, wetsuit, safety 
whistle
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Labyrinth   Task cards 2 – Grammar 

A
Complete the sentence:

When _______ you born?

B
What are the Past Tense forms 
of these verbs?

spend, learn, start, go, swim

C
Complete the sentence:

He is in a wheelchair.  
He _______ walk.

D
Choose the right option:

There were / They were very 
few cars when my grandmother 
was a child.

E
Complete the sentence:

A: I have a toothache.
B: _______ I give you a 

painkiller?

F
Complete the sentence:

A: I had three portions of ice-
cream, a bar of chocolate 
and four pieces of cake.

B: You _______ be sick.

G
Put the verbs in the right tenses:

It often _______ (rain) in 
England, but it _______ (not 
rain) now.

H
Put the verbs in the right tenses:

If it _______ (not rain) 
tomorrow, 
we _______ (go) to the beach.
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I
Put the verbs in the right form:

A: I enjoy _______ (play) ball 
games.

B: Would you like _______ 
(play) tennis with me?

J
Make a sentence:

my / me / she / her / lend / 
asked / mobile / to / to

K
Put the verb in the right form:

What _______ (you / do) at 10 
o’clock last night?

L
Put the verbs in the right tenses:

A: Why did Paul have an 
accident?

B: He _______ (not see) the car 
because he _______ (text).

M
Choose the right option(s):

The boy whose / who / where / - /  
that is waiting in front of the 
school is Zoe’s new boyfriend.

N
Finish the second sentence so 
that it means the same as the 
first one:

He goes out with this girl.
This is the girl _______

O
Choose the right option:

He isn’t here.  
He’s gone to the shop. /  
He’s been to the shop.

P
Put the verbs in the right tenses:

A: Prague is the most beautiful 
city I _______ (ever see).

B: When _______ (you / go) 
there?
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Labyrinth   Key 2 – Grammar 

A were

B spent, learnt or learned, started, swam

C can’t / can not / cannot

D There were

E Shall

F are going to

G rains / isn’t raining

H doesn’t rain / will go

I playing / to play

J She asked me to lend my mobile to her.

K were you

L didn’t see / was texting

M who + that

N (that) he goes out with

O He’s gone to the shop.

P ever seen / did you go
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Labyrinth   Task cards 3 – Speaking 

A
What do you look like? 
Describe yourself. 

B
Tell us about yourself:

Your most important personal 
data
The most important events in 
your life so far

C
Tell the way from your school to 
the nearest shop.

D
Describe your village / town / city:

The most important places / 
buildings
Traffic and transport
Moving about in a wheelchair
Things you like / don’t like

E
You have the flu. It is really bad. 
You are at the doctor. Tell him / 
her what problems you have.

F
What are the steps for a good 
hand wash?
Give instructions.

G
What is the weather like today? 
Describe it in detail.

H
How green is your school?

What do you do in the school to 
take care of the environment?
What else should you do?
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I
At the corner shop

Choose a partner to be the shop 
assistant. Buy three things at the 
corner shop and pay for them.

J
What do you think of online 
shopping?

What advantages and 
disadvantages can you see?

K
Tell us a short story or a joke.

L
Tell us about an accident or  
a rescue.

M
Describe the ideal boy / girlfriend.

N
Give advice to a foreigner for  
a first date in Hungary.

Where should they go?
What is OK and what isn’t on  
a first date?

O
What is the most interesting 
experience you‘ve ever had?

Tell us about it.

P
Choose a partner. (S)he is  
a receptionist at a campsite. 

Book a pitch for your family.
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Snakes and ladders  Blank board 
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Battleship  Blank grid 
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